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... A British

British fleets...
Swift and sure are boats as fleets.
Soldiers’ powers all may teach.
Waters dived are swifts and sure.
Royal navy all are through.

China rough as British bows
Yes and nod are worlds to hold.
Hold by laws and good are signs.
British navy are good and fine.
Valiant crews are ill of church.
Conquered worlds are weave and Hertz.
Nuclear actors geared by steams.
Knots and winds are ship have means.

Sea-cat launchers all are good.
Missiles launch are carrier roots.
Type destroyers all have axes.
Axes are names are ships with chairs.

Bristol built by swan that hunted.
Swan and Hunters all may fun..
Wolf on seas will launch their fires.
Called to fight are screws with pipes.

WESSEX flies and WESSEX fight.
Brilliant moved the paths are right.
Brilliant ships are ship that win.
Wasps and lynxes are crafts and pins.

Brilliants, Bristol, WESSEX so named.
Battle ships are best to man.
Missiles all have radar linked.
British navy sea is lands

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
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.... A Jibe With Grand Doors-Cauchy3

The grand rocs are shadow flies.
A dinner is grand massive doors.
The massive doors set up lives.
To gibe are jeeps on paper dooms.

Smokes are sinking with stick to burn.
Metaphors are smiles but analogies are laws.
Each is beings and all are that could.
Weapons are phoenix but powers stand.

Play and point your lives on wars.
We flipped the ashes out of dust.
Obey cheerfully when all are asked.
Command wisely when lives are urged.

Whales are couch and tigers are paws.
Beds of roses are thrones with throngs.
Gross powers have profits margins.
Sales are bodies when clouds are formed.
-Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-
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..... Swords

Swords...
Squat with feet are swords with modes.
On your guards are feet are moons.
Circles run and moons are tight.
Swing you swords and good are sights.

Cut oblique are high and cuts.
Pivots guards are feet with luck.
Lunges and forwards all are thrusts.
Move on guarding feet and rush.

Workout swords are body buffs.
Swords to play are good with guts.
Bring your swords and life is forth.
Practices well are little loss.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
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Mad as apes...
Losses adjusted are laws and life.
Daisy chains are print in lines.
Token rings are paths that cross.
Secret talks are all to noses.

Tyrants kill and wills care ill.
Hush and hush are all are tills.
Whistles back are worms that turn.
Heats and boiled are seeds and nuts.

Boiler plates are guns with caps.
Caps at heads are mad as apes.
Mad as apes are tyrants’ heads.
Run amok is bad and mad.

Gains divined are evil rife.
Losses adjusted are bad as life.
Laws and life are nothing fine.
Human forces should come in lines.

Press no gang are tyrant should.
Mad as apes are tyrant could.
Half and half are people have.
Mad as apes should go to grave.

All have come as something pass.
People bloods are donkey ass.
Worms will turn half and half.
China jesters grim are laugh.

Worms will turn and have.
Losses adjusted as bury graves.
Heroes’ pupils cry for rights.
Noon of tyrants all are nights.
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British warships...
Wasps and lynx are airy born.

Joining tasks with forces are ON.

EXOCET missiles launch and fired.

Officers’ boards are very fine.

Aurora dido does and does.

Speeds are fast and good in knots.

Place the worlds in heavy tons.

Rating offer goes and goes.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
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Loves and laws...
Loves will bend and loves have bench.
Bet my Betty loves in tents.
Hold to be the looks for best.
Men have chances are better rest.

Money ranks are fruits are trees.
Smart will pay our simple fees.
Wealth is ill to get but smart.
Heads and mouth are loving arts.

Love our smart as captain grand.
Roles of sexes are loves with DAN..
Strong and active all can love.
All the ways to banks have laughs.

Beauty trades are good to buy.
Dance on beds are happy guys.
Cat is fat and ranks are dirt.
Tyrants' ways are bad from birth.

Peking models sexes have BIO.
Loves as cats or dogs that mind.
Model BIO are teacher pets.
Free are open active sexes.

Jonny cash are PEKING MISS.
Greenish books are secret means.
Some are secret agents tools.
Goble crimes are gods as told.
--Cheung Shun sang=Cauchy3---
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Enter brains...
Evil powers enter brains in bloods with no barriers.
Cocktail party selects the single right.
Barrier with bloods in brains have a norm.
Morpheme bounds are rations all are china evil-ZOIC.
Flag to droops are psyches out are taking brains.
Barriers China washes our brains.
Cyclic compounds a depth of frictions all are better peoples.
Dodo birds conjectures all in schemes are china army lies.
All factitious kindness all are design by powers.
China army eat your brains the KURU is great.
6-4 pains are tracking down.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
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Tops are tops...
Tones of voices are strange are mad.
China tyrants all are bad.
Shun to laws are ghosts as bosses.
Come to gods are someone tops.

Shunt our friends away are poor.
Shunt our poor away are more.
Froward men have forwarded moots.
Mouths in hands are grasses are roots.

Lord it over all are bosses.
Profit making all may loss.
Loss their hearts are over lords.
Profits making all are forces.

Lord it over all are bloods.
Brother bloods are not in moods.
China bosses are over lords.
Despot china keeps their forces.

Profits making all are tops.
Tops of tops are funny courts.
Get it all as rip are bosses.
Backhand compiles are backs of doors.

Throats of WUJANTO make the sounds.
Sounds are strange and mad are rounds.
Tops are tops are havoc cries.
Army havoc cries will rise.

Laws are deep or throats are deep.
Bottom flags are arms with seeds.
Shorter arms are moons that down.
Feel as near to ratio lows.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
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Retrain anew..
Donald Jung is not Mc Donald boys.
Powers down to boys have strengths to govern.
Donald Jung has strengths.
Mc Donald boys only ask for tips.
If Donald JUNG had had mugs to drink may be not.
Buy you drinks are gods in heavens.
I had said in my previous articles: -

Bow tie bow to power.(Donald JUNG) .
New world has good pockets.
Pay rolls are table rolls.
New world- company faces the masters all with master pieces.
Will they buy Donald Jung a mug to drink?
Previous police heads is Donald Jung brother.
Raise the new emperor or not.
He is now a manager manages points of new world company.
Donald Jung get the medal of great British commander before 1997 years.
   He got his right.
Fortunes favor official men.
History tales are money tales.
History notes are gunner notes.
Bible notes are all retrained anew.
Worlds retrained by lessons.
Men retrained by morals.
We desire for loves.
Gain the merit in economic crises to make lesser danger some are Donald Jung.
All redeploy the moneys all around poor and rich are still poor.
Taxations fees are free.
Slightly taxation rates are here, .
That is Hong Kong financial policies.
May be dirty hands have dirt in dirty man with cans.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
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A Sexual Cauchy3

Sexual cauchy3....
Dills in docks are dines and grooved.

Flowers beds are dirty roads.

Break my dirty hustling boo.

Easy riders choir to soak.

COOZES burgess hairs are wet.

French are good as queen to end.

Testing eves are Adam acts.

Feel up nouns are verbs in tracks.

Filch our slaves by queens in towns.

Fences to paint will pay me bucks.

Fences to paint will play by own.

Swear to sexes to say my uncle.

Frogs with salads pressed her hams.

Doormat fronts are teased and rammed.

Loving holisms get the homes.

Kissing rounds her worlds are whole.

Three about rhythm are synch.
Snows and balls are back of eyes.

Meteor send will face our times.

Getting downs our times are vim.

Back as eyeing emperors rolled.

Bulls to dag are good as oils.

Tony awarded will cross her faces.

Bulls to dag are go at Aces.

Glues with pots have cauchy3 with sports.

Goalie glad on all are got.

Lover nuts will need a toad.

Going all my ways are goals.

Goalie glad are good at gins.

Hoonah lights are all so IN.

Hoonah lights will show my all.

HOOCHY KOOCHY put me tall.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
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1-1 Deeds As Laws As Politics-
Cauchy3

Deeds....
Full on powers all are deeds.
Warrant deeds are deal to spheres.
Warrant deeds are due to gifts.
Deeds to settle all are IN.

Latent deeds have stronger arms.
Stronger men have stronger boxes.
All as powers had a day.
Peoples all are swans with songs.

Joints on powers all are works.
Deeds to settle fit their crowns.
Deeds on powers fit the fixed.
Homes to live are truths on rings.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
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1-1-1 China Section Eight As America
By Cauchy3

China- section- eight as America!
China section eight is army home.

All committed are ill at houses to whom.

Views on ways are all as congress conga.

Leaders’ cons are all to make the crones.

Female sheep the herbs are sexes to eat.

Lucks at guesses are all for going at.

Sheep in males will drink the shower gold.

Shoulder come and bloods are both so cold.

Clouds to teach are Maoism giving girl.

Snows and winds are met but wrong with YMIR.

Lands of young have Maoism mad and old.

YOICKS my hounds will get the Maoism wolves.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
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Boods....
Umbrages took the waxing moons.
Silver moons will took the darken suns.
Upper views are down to run.
Gods and men will bath in bloods.

French has arts as Taiwan she.
Cellar Taiwan go to cells.
Rooms in grounds are Taiwan spaces.
Cellar girls the stocks are ages.

Boods are warm and heads are cold.
Taiwan jades are green to own.
Taiwan jades are joys to see.
Jades in jags the orgies eased.

Taiwan bloods are army ranks.
Cello body my kisses are grand.
China jails the jogs are vices.
China jails the boxes are times.

Topless clothes and crotch-less kissed.
Cauchy3 will let her games to hit.
Taiwan she has debts on army.
All entrees are Taiwan balls.

Bring the peaces is Taiwan tips.
Soldiers’ men are kissed by lips.
Cauchy3 has lets but let to her.
Taiwan armies have bloods with cells.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
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Joke to office laws.

Laws remittances are good to mangers.
Bosses works are arts of kings.
First arms are copied slates.
Bosses smiling faces are fine.

Second arms are not table back.
All under tables are rights.
Most backs are for most facts.
Neck ties are in Arabia nights.

Pens are pork in love mosque.
Sexes but no amour proper is announced.
Law circuits are not power most.
Works are moneys and jobs are loves.

Rectitude is embolisms with easy moneys.
Linear loves have nonlinear sexes.
Honest traps are honey flowers.
Weights on palms are power dresses.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--- .

dr.chung shun sang
Lives and cauchy3....
Geomancy wills are dribble thrown.
Xavier-s Japan spins my crowns.
Anaglyph gets the reliefs in low.’
Gleaning groups are all in loops.

Manifest feasts are all so joys.
Glencoe killing Macdonald go.
FOUNDRESS forms the working fonts.
Cabalism rules over our horns.

Foodstuffs fool the foolish spoons.
Nitrous oxides permitted are tools.
Vacancy breaches are going out.
Breakaway ions are photon hours.

MISHNA all and TALMUD noted.
CENTIFOLA Rosa has all to toss.
Genealogy forms our guides in sexes.
Physical published got to sell.

Bimetallism gets the codes of laws.
Binary revolved alike our stars.
Materialism truths are binary codes.
Motherly cares related to cores.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
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A A Cream Boards-Cauchy3

Cream boards.

Into oscillations are tumble cores.
Cream boards are not to take the good.
Elicit the valuable one by some.
Raw deals are not good to be cooked.

Weights of red profits are not rights.
Blue moons are smooth to wire.
Smooth waters are not with beautiful moons.
Cream boards are not to take the good.

To educate and to accomplish but few are control.
Weaving are funs in paddling pools.
Hunters have guns but spiders have webs.
Right and then left is when your foes are ended.

Games are to pelt against the evil snakes.
But snake types are smooth to dance.
The kinds that are doubts are not come as similar.
Decisions makings are power certificates.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
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A 1 China Feathers

China feathers.
All broken are to all broken.
Empower the go on switching might.
Swaps are solids of evils to Gods.
To assign a stamp is to enclosed wills.

Seal the boxes when hubs are put.
Send the letters of dead wars.
Fugitive stews are cooked and used.
Lying above are all above hands.

Little to think is a world of lots.
Rake off are common worlds.
Break and enter we go fast.
Lying above are all above hands.

All hubs are for fire breathes.
Dark flames follow your feathers.
Evil powers follow your ethers.
China ethers are steel legend.

Leggings are not good to evils heels.
Powers are each others to eager.
Empower the go on switching broken.
Water soars but no rocks are rotten.

For waters are rocks giving up.
Minds are calculated and tactics are used.
Drop the lines on switching phones.
Flaw called are over polices.

Pc software is war wares.
Lying above are all above hands.
All hubs are for fire breathes.
Dark flames follow your feathers.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
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Army sexes and agents.
Nuns will speak the logos of earths.
Hussy eats the china cookie.
Above is silver moons plot-cauchy3.
Heresy dynamic spirits are all control with sexes and bucks.
Bossy nuns will put off cauchy3 pants in public as required.
Forcing cauchy3 to stimulus all to higher orders conditions.
Come with the beads and crotches.
Other times there are smiles.
Cauchy3 is smoother when she give me a honor seat while the nuns begin to
smile.
Themes are doing cheer up.
Words are prays with logos of earths.
Say that the gods hate the china leftist.
Love me cuffied and bliss are going south.
Nuns as leaders bosses will speak the whimpers all of gods.
MARSHALL is right also.
Cauchy3 and Taiwan she will try her the Russia high as Hollywood-s.
Make the nuns to meet the gods to come at ball.
Bullet times in acts are set to Taiwan ranks.
PHELLEMS all to Wahoo holes are trimmed.
Cauchy3 try my hard.
Secret agents all may be might.
They are many as new reporters.
Friendly used as army buddies.,
Females are often good.
Belles to bet my Betty are hairy Mary.
Such a belle and her hacker pens as counterespionages are loving slaves.
They go to army camps of their foes and show a little slip in dresses.
Observe the gestures all and listen to words of high rank army officials.
Concubines slaves for years and put their focus on the officials directly or rather.
Rather then goes to a lower rank army officier.
Tell he all his chance to promote but treason.
AS the higher ranks are friendly used and good to react.
Get the four-eleven codes of sinful china P.L.A. motions.
Sparing clothes are angel angles.
Cauchy3 will spare a crotch-less nun.
Little sexy looking all need a lot of charms are needed at first.
Proper relations needs for quite a long while.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
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Flower youth worth no names.
Many bucks are worth a penny.
Hold on whole sobbing stand.
Sweep slates are love cells.

Radars on lobes are to paten loves.
Frame up Ivy is to do it.
Methods are on songs with loves to open.
Lay in gods are good to lit.

Honey congresses love the cows.
Top cats are lounge wines.
Sex barrows are on love borrowers.
Weak knees stand by sides.

Slide your pockets to go on.
To plunge your chances or love lots.
Give your names to dodo fruits.
Under the hoods your lanes up.

A town has powers to wrap about.
The counts to loves are good spots.
Receivable accounts get the tour.
Play the tickets but no gamble and no woes.

All sugars or all stocks!
Sleeves are gage but there are socks.
Moneys made my love merge.
Love coupons are no love so merely.
---Cheung Shun Sang---
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1 Carriage Powers

Dirty pools have leaders’ names.
Graphic plots are do one tricks.
One who leads can refer to arts.
Meet your heads the devils tails.

Hatch your lines the shapes on powers.
Gyro axis rotates our worlds.
Shocks to us the notches are bad times.
Carriage trades are carry might.

Carriage powers are iron to brains.
Inquests are your swan songs on airs.
Pleasing but watch out your minds when fawned.
Undergo your dirt pools to be named.

Feel joys in doing wises.
Wolves’ words take the tigers.
Let your powers inlay on wages.
Let your moneys borrow your tasks.

cheung shun sang
A China-Ships And Wills-Cauchy3

Swipe the chests and filch the worlds.
Teach the deer to fence by your plots.
A quiver to obey is when evils are gods.
Dirt pools have no rights for us to vote.

Gross powers are etching arts.
Gage whites are some marks.
China and the loves are redeemed ones.
Indexes on lists are exponent powers.

Redeemed powers are evil tickets.
Shadows boxing are powers shading.
Red suns have the might nights.
Powers man-ships have evil games.

Put to flags are control forces.
Long races have end ticks.
Having pitches but all sales are morals.
Gulfs are with cliffs with leaders’ wills.

Shallow lakes are on river levels.
Kindle fires are appeal nights.
Empires impress build the evils.
Gulfs are with cliffs of leader wills.

Don Juan-s is good wolf.
A flood of snakes are etched wills.
Offering to evils your fawn colors.
Come to sky high winds.

Comforts to eat up are promoted powers.
Iffy gestures are sure might.
But no deer takes the bulls by horns.
Teach my deer to fence by your wills.
-Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-
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Hide and seek are words in hiatus.
Diagrams in lights are faster dialogues.
Politics are lives that have quotas.
Candles on brows are lamps on fluorescents.

Assiduous and arduous are walking with legs.
Arenas are antennae to airs with feet.
Orchestra pits are parapets to sexes.
No truths are barriers but large with zones.

Kick around are gold flowers.
Moneys and fashions are fetishes to gods.
Kick back your sexes and you come.
Chew-cun-han is beauty icon.

Celebrity is touted to sexy modes.
Couple is weak in contexts but you are own.
Athens has courts with heads of beets.
Achilles has heels and you have moneys of beaches.

--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauhy3--
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Are Earths-Cauchy

Play the flies with spans to loves.
Take no loves but give us powers.
Fogs are mists and dig the spaces.
Spaces are out to spades to spades.

Cycles are round but one after one.
Each is meter and all are above.
Charges are held aren’t hares in holes.
Flies are butters but all are tokes.

Cords are feeling take the worms.
Greeting -come are good lost.
Greeting-goes are big risks.
Guilt is doomed for man’s sins.

Take the flies as make them wild.
Gods to dogs but man to name!
Tabs are bats and wises are eyes.
Balls are round when all are games.

None on mists and none to fly!
Joking is pills we go to eyes.
Loves are spades to spades when treat.
Truths are homes but take our earths.

Germs in lines are good on labs.
Test your worlds with lapping ages.
Tricks are hats but wills on tapes.
Clean your teeth your buds are tastes.

cheung shun sang
For laws we are good to take by efforts.
With good mercies they are mean to help.
Over powers are taken by faiths.
Speed laws are winds on tails.

All over powers are with over all.
Over all do not take ends.
Some still poles are graded.
Distant streets are worlds’ eyes.

All over are people made-do.
Over all are gods to rewind.
Sum up totals is not relative.’
On a level all people win.

Power meshes are not good lattices.
Gives and takes are boos and jeers.
Pictures are images to jell our laws.
Family trees are good fees.

Powers are forces and facts are faces.
Bodies are flowers and tricks are arts.
Domes go up but plums go down.
Who on wars are soldiers but who have power-cracy in Rome.

No good laws on bad earths.
Over all are powers eaters.
Hungry are to bloods but thirsty to prides.
Booze up bull and trim up winds.

--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--
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Intellectualisms are weapons’ natures. There are seven or more inside information with China logos. There would be more but I do not know well. Some said that there are seven.

Spires or seven up are also juices. As I drink a lot of juices and eat some vegetables always because I am poor.

From news I notice Donald Jung favor meals like pig hands, Kabobs and pork. He got many good powers on assets.

But as vegetables are like herbs and..... My assets are your console prizes. How about withdraw of lots with no one party big along.

Where is my good asset? Are your baits switching on your bad matrix? Your hubs are dark with red alerts. You compare two groups with one spoon.

A plate is your only disk. All benefic languages are live dead knocks and poor situations to other worlds.

Your benefic language is the situation words to unit nations.

Your sciences copy the white fangs.

Jabs are not swipe. Swipe the chests and filch the world.

I got vanilla as assets but Donald Jung and China bosses got fitch as very deep powers.

Intellectualisms gaga! GI giant but no China wa-wa! Wa-Wa is white wash intellectualisms are seven or more.

Macro macadam is stone knocks. Mark down buses and boiled slots. Who send you a redeem tickets to Gods.

China man-ship is power passes. Licensed party is one big alone. Got your leaders they are waxing in dirty pool. All polls are from straw men.

Steel cuffs are used by vigorous tigers.
Snake venoms are from snake floods.

Fawn dogs are not free ion only.

Mercurial natures are not good mercurochrome. Political wounds need no more.

Go out for one along.
Go out for dirty pools.
Go out for no public crowns by all go over elections. Peoples got the boomers.

On the far ends of the China world pens there are quite a lot of poor workers and farmers.

Not to frame up them they eat some vegetables and some rice.

So who really got the vanilla? It must not the possessions of Cauchy3.

Gluttons for food show your teeth. Actuate to dickens show your powers.

If all are one union set our world universal may have one number one.

A one community is not one left wing. Our dimensions need 3 to 4 or much more.

Raw deals about poor fish men but are there big fishing pool as such to support cadres. Human plows are political tools.’

4 stars are belittled with one big king. Would it be some cadres very big fruit gardens but some acidic soil for the poor?

Would it be cadre garden of orchids but not world gardens?

A trawl to frame up is powers. Wooed jinx to our no good sundry.

Wooed jinx to shark bones with teeth.

A China well on cross jumping about marquis, dukes, barons and viscount.

God Marxism blesses mono China boss then no treats.

cheung shun sang
Gods-Evils-Logics-Cauchy3

Roue dogs are with cat fishes.
Top cats’ bonus is bones.
Gifts are laces or Gods kisses.
Mergers bosses are with straw polls.

Pass your passes a package deal.
Clean pillows are muddy paths.
Loves are wings could not flee from earths.
Put the moons on eyes to far.

Get the norms a composite note.
Snakes powers are evil mazes.
Cats are fishes and the charts are made.
Gods and evils are jewels in worlds.

Logics are not from wrong to rights.
Have to have not are small or big.
Touch by shapes and play with norms.
Rules are beyond laws and to be joy.

Shape your words but grammars are your lives.
Joys are on tops but below our timing.
Jacks trades or actions riders!
But enlarge powers are extended minds.

Moneys rolls are lady bags.
Fortunes chests are close mines.
Bow to your crow loves lands.
Bad keys of lives are to fine.

Loves sensors are power detectors.
Flags of paths are moneys and assets.
Fix assets are for ethers.
Real powers are not good slates.
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Powers go down when all are up.
Jails do not go as some are stirred.
Cosmic spells are evil rugs.
Floating voters are power grids.

XY math are estimated on z plans.
Eolithic stones are modern polls.
One daily are many pass.
Think twice but lives once.

Laps are leaping with weak knees.
Powers are sole to control our wheels.
Cogs are good to level gears.
Equal laws are fast rears.

No wait, there have mo cosmic but evil spells.
Cave down cliffs to see.
Nail down hammers are powers.
Burn to shine but are catch to throw.

Who try this and take all effects.
Lobes of powers are darted eyed.
Powers go down when all are up.
Cosmic spells are evil rugs.

cheung shun sang
......A Life-By Cauchy3

Life-poem-by Cauchy3.
Some Christians give one for ten.
Hundred thousands buck are for sakes.
With jails rural capes beg.
Jealous are on loves and greedy for sands.

Does he always dare to does his pleas?
He shares a corner in bad quarters.
No thunders before drums are heard.
.Limited loves are eternal baubles.

Remember the base s spends and the counts.
Who is game of fear white dirt?
Tommy is turn on a race of tourney.
But what is the principal behind men s digging.

If some one is too worthy to sins!
Says then Gods should return our taxes.
All loves are laws are some prizes.
Take a gun she will loss her actions.

Was mass better than density?
Do all worthy peoples over this mounts.
It is gun smoke but not chalk that erased.
Same level if waters are for hours.

Thick pizzas are ticket worth.
When things acquired then dreams with the worlds!
Who s body deserved to dragged to their tombs.
How to decorate graves are as paper stones
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--
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......Yung Kon Is Mob

YUNG KON is mob...
Dance attended are polices forces..
Fait will say but miss in forms.
YUNG KON is pets but teacher now.
Polices shelter drinks as bouts.

Dance attended are all as now.
Medal bears are mobs but how.
YUNG KON evil deeds has cert.
Guns with cert are china sets.

Christen pony is pony books.
Search my words and change my looks.
Bombs had laid and men have lies.
Bow to gangs but laws have ties.

Medal rounds and rounds are gained.
YUNG KON wins his medal bands.
Bands that new are bombs are bloods.
Guilt and crime our mobs have passes.

Peoples settle by British ways.
China laid their bombs in days.
Nights or days have threats and cases.
People some have British tastes.

----Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3----
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We are creatures of supplement able. We relay to powers, comforts and happiness. That means our cores to survive. When we lack powers on lag tides we try to enlarge. Enlarge our vim and struggle.

A sort of loves to buy and to sell is called social climbers. We are some. We assume ourselves with good looks. Religious are mask off to fears and sexes and power extensions.

We all have fears that will make up laws or morals and these are why we obey to our rules. Our fears may due to pains or losses.

A flask of elixir is camouflage to long lives.

A piece of cosmic spell will ring up the universal like a home.

Donald Jung states with a geo-mantic artist. They both go on a magazine. He agrees to this artist because Donald Jungs father buried near radar station. And that means powers and good lucks to many their generations. Of course have no magic fans then Gods have no feels. Theses are rich men rabbit holes or tombs.

On the other side Donald is a catholic who state his own well faiths.

I do not care multi-mask off. But may be his points are to make peoples to love his mask off.

Religions and politics are both relay to powers and morals or both. Some time ago a T.V. screen of white albatrosses and there are the appearances of Donald Jung with his speech.

He addresses the possibilities that he will be the future mandated Hong Kong top boss again. In scripts these must be true. But may be there are some cadres are annotated feet.

For cauchy3 me mask off a lot also. Not to open all the truths behind my actuated minds and my bad things I have had trained my spirits to little Taoism. I had drawn spells on yellow papers. I earn no moneys but just probe the flaw magic worlds for funs.

My annotated feet are my own feet. However I always wish I am a god to all
atheisms because I am quite believe to atheisms. But may be there will be gods some time latter according to energies evolutions.

But who promise a hill rock to invite me the beautiful moon. It may be our enemies so I got to frustrate on some ways.

All are mask on and off for powers, fears, comforts and happiness. In ancient religion papal all over many parts of our worlds to believe to other religions dirty pools may cause heavy punishments even to death.

Some one being with tortures but confessed and regressed may ride a white horse and go out from church.

To conquer with superstitions or to mask off our faults we are wrestling with our controls.

The floats in human lives are mask on and mask off because of powers, comforts, fears and happiness. The floats in our worlds are lives. The floats in our universal are energies.

Would there be true loves. It would be sexes.
Would it be always and to every one! What we relay on is our vim or powers or inner most and our families and best of all would be our social structures.

--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

tcheung shun sang
Level heads are again the palls.
Dreads are burettes to put on disks.
Will last words are sworn to all.
Close your minds there are not honest bills.

De facto your inlets are out.
Fishes eat on mothers wombs.
Power is a piece of animal accounts.
Essences of Greeks are Rome and homes.

Reluctant on laws are not assured lives.
Bad burettes are bad to scan.
Wolf- Whistles are in can of tints.
Sugar Daddy gives you scars.

Switches come on baits your hearts.
Who sell their bodies would buy a gun.
Level your powers with moneys as gearings.
Yuck are good to circular turns.

cheung shun sang
Furtive accesses are power maps.
Wheat is some grams to be game.
Eat rice but go to wars.
Candies are candidates and loving arts.

Crafts on daddy are sugars to belong.
Gifts are dogs or swan songs.
Hours are dead but chances are seconds.
Exclude by powers but admitted with forms.

Good buffets or bad au faits!
Powers are speedy worms on airs.
Eat rice but go to wars.
Wheat is some grams to be game.

Extricate from moons are silver lights.
Exerted a force is all by things.
A finger of things is cold bloods.
Replay also player are sooner.

cheung shun sang
Furtive accesses are power maps.
Wheat is some grams to be game.
Eat rice but go to wars.
Candies are candidates and loving arts.

Crafts on daddy are sugars to belong.
Gifts are dogs or swan songs.
Hours are dead but chances are seconds.
Exclude by powers but admitted with forms.

Good buffets or bad au faits!
Powers are speedy worms on airs.
Eat rice but go to wars.
Wheat is some grams to be game.

Extricate from moons are silver lights.
Exerted a force is all by things.
A finger of things is cold bloods.
Replay also player are sooner.

cheung shun sang
Declare and let out or control and humanity or centre are two only psyche effects. All causes are reactions to actions. However there are three genders in languages: Masculine, feminine and neuter.

Masculine are curfew laws. Feminine are all loves dramas. Neuters are equal amounts of benefits and tricks when mixed.

But changes come in small, medium, large and extra sizes. Magic spells are less costly than wands.

So we bet the totems with no buying. When false mixed with the genuine then fishes jump over dragon gates.

As horse fly to star with genuine but no with wheels then all are ones.

All wisdoms and all physiology –powers are led out by reactions to actions. It is hard to image how a new born baby creep without light, heat or touches. It may be only a heart break or crying in woes.

Of course we also have to think about the treats inside ones bodies. Ratter a rigid body or a creeper that bent down will calculated with heat, light, sound, touches and peoples.

As each one of us is greed for greedy lives. We are bully for bulls and bears games. We may beg for common justices of the peaces by setting up our laws. But when we lost a lot we know we had to stand on path but not knee on our own images.

All knowledge is forbidden when you are not with same or not get along with full agreements.

All wealth is weal when all country funds are only break in evens. All forecast on futures may be expired loves.

Up down volumes are not better than new high and low in some special occasions. All under performs are well for other up performs. One pattern of single crest may good for double or triple tops.

Zero is good arms. The upper trends are our good momentums and the down
trends are our low down.

Our lives are starts on some special zeroes. Write out your own new charts on one day.

Magic are woven and silky or magic are rigid and wands. Make up your soft brains under the hard copies of your lives. While phoenix dances then tigers fix up the vice-dragon when baby sit.

--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
......A New Master-Cauchy3

A new master.

Papers are trips and figures with heads.  
Tricks on deer are wolves with teeth.  
Martyr to masters are Marxism on earths.  
Morals are pop up and retracted to reefs.

Wrapped in histories aren’t reels of books.  
Best to words are good to gods.  
Irregular powers rigid but poor!  
Dicey are fates and lights are on and off.

High and might are good on brows.  
Above the minds are good to souls.  
Long on matrix is column to rows.  
Bad to stories are switching hours.

Bad to faiths are due to lucks.  
Tots aren’t totals to toss when up.  
Good on cores are power to changers.  
Fail on hopes are new for masters.  
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

tots aren’t totals to toss when up.

cheung shun sang
A Tree-Poem-Cauchy3

Facultative long is legend in short.
World tumbles on honor tables.
Come to no needs are Gods to offer.
Rover on moon is mark on land.

Rowels on spurs are beyond the wheels.
Wheels and deals are hegemony in trees.
Trenches are wet when bloods are storms.
Red storms weight on roses.

Got paid is when the bets are good margins.
Hertz are burn but there is gentle March.
Rhythms on brains are when powers are scanned.
Caught your preys and with better arms.

Between good and bad they are dreams.
Snakes are thrones and bezels are diapers.
Three amateurs are with a pairs of pears.
Amateurs 3 –tricks peel a pair.

Facultative long is legend in short.
Elections on hands are waxed tops.
Rowels on spurs are beyond the wheels.
Wheels and deals are hegemony in trees.

A tree has only a pill of two pears.
A wood is methods cut in lances.
Spears will follow the dancers on earths.
Secret stages are political arms.

Who got the powers and love moneys.
Who got the sun rays on faces?
All bananas are yellow for good monkeys.
A betting shop is conquer games.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
.....1 China Gages

China gage.
All sets are coming powers.
To have turns go towards hells.
Disposed keys are evils cogs.
Meanings to make are looks no best.

Inclusive around are across boards.
Parts of a whole are not rake off.
In roads are bank loans to morals.
Bemoaning 64 takings are over holding.

Exceed gag orders are gages.
China gages are dead bridges.
Complex components are not linear to take.
Best acidic rains are so stinging.

Best gauges are flips and flops.
China flip flop have no loves.
Centers of powers have no limited ends.
Middle weaves cause to exceed.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
Human tools.
Bottom silo are silly views.
Data carries are with power fields.
Bitter melons are not good wines.
Vox populi are words to fix.

Noun suffix are to make or do.
Jade honors the common heats.
To carry you bears to daily works.
China refers to uncle when speaks.

Good zoos are gods’ fields.
Bottom silo are silly views.
Glasses to windows are motes and dust.
Your good shapes are to strike and cut.

Your powers pivot on bad lives.
Reverse the actions are men’s jobs.
China tanks have bloody links.
Today are skilled setting works.

China engines are human tools.
To subsist are modest that show the good.
Bottom silo are silly views.
Data carries are not power fields.

China short weaves are long.
Numbers tests are method done.
All ends are free falls.
All reviews are each frame.

cheung shun sang
Many plants need espaliers.
You are bowed and tied on creepers.
Eternal dictions are easy sexes.
Gods rate up my clean sweeps.

5 ounces of rice are five dishes.
Five dishes of stars are with colors.
My law to life is poem on disc.
Fan in and Fan out on Fan-story.

No quarries are quarrels for noble words.
Your skins are furs to bad tiles.
My poems are on ways of little honors.
Did dictions do the works to tricks?
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Commit the compatible are good horizons.
Strange animals creep to run.
Strings are square bad to oracles.
Square knots go under.

Mixed are compounds bad to molecules.
Fussed menus are mutual links.
Dance courts are disorderly disco.
Tangy cheeses are bits tinges.

But agitations are with good white noises.
Tingle heats are live tinkles.
Role models are some foils.
Tanks of tankers and thoughts of thinkers!

Common syllables are signs on jinx.
Comic masks are pillows laws.
What are ever and evils smiles.
What are evils and ever on ways.

Gods come in China go.
Atheisms got the real dogs.
Cooked powers are with evil acts.
Cooked laws are hells to halls.

cheung shun sang
Annotated feet.

We are creatures of supplement able. We relay to powers, comforts and happiness. That means our cores to survive. When we lack powers on lag tides we try to enlarge. Enlarge our vim and struggle.

A sort of loves to buy and to sell is called social climbers. We are some. We assume ourselves with good looks. Religious are mask off to fears and sexes and power extensions.

We all have fears that will make up laws or morals and these are why we obey to our rules. Our fears may due to pains or losses.

A flask of elixir is camouflage to long lives.

A piece of cosmic spell will ring up the universal like a home.

Donald Jung states with a geo-mantic artist. They both go on a magazine. He agrees to this artist because Donald Jungs father buried near radar station. And that means powers and good lucks to many their generations. Of course have no magic fans then Gods have no feels. Theses are rich men rabbit holes or tombs.

On the other side Donald is a catholic who state his own well faiths.

I do not care multi-mask off. But may be his points are to make peoples to love his mask off.

Religions and politics are both relay to powers and morals or both. Some time ago a T.V. screen of white albatrosses and there are the appearances of Donald Jung with his speech.

He addresses the possibilities that he will be the future mandated Hong Kong top boss again. In scripts these must be true. But may be there are some cadres are annotated feet.

For cauchy3 me mask off a lot also. Not to open all the truths behind my actuated minds and my bad things I have had trained my spirits to little Taoism. I had drawn spells on yellow papers. I earn no moneys but just probe
the flaw magic worlds for funs.

My annotated feet are my own feet. However I always wish I am a god to all atheisms because I am quite believe to atheisms. But may be there will be gods some time latter according to energies evolutions.

But who promise a hill rock to invite me the beautiful moon. It may be our enemies so I got to frustrate on some ways.

All are mask on and off for powers, fears, comforts and happiness. In ancient religion papal all over many parts of our worlds to believe to other religions dirty pools may cause heavy punishments even to death.

Some one being with tortures but confessed and regressed may ride a white horse and go out from church.

To conquer with superstitions or to mask off our faults we are wrestling with our controls.

The floats in human lives are mask on and mask off because of powers, comforts, fears and happiness. The floats in our worlds are lives. The floats in our universal are energies.

Would there be true loves. It would be sexes. Would it be always and to every one! What we relay on is our vim or powers or inner most and our families and best of all would be our social structures.

--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
A Russia-poem-by cauchy3.

King big-s are canals of karma.
Supreme hearts reach riches.
Shills are shifting as shilly-shally.
Carnal cousins are shells and shilling.

Oak trees are between Gods oaths.
Billy goats go for moans.
Float the thrones and approach the forms.
Russia valves wax the horns.

Flat tops are fixed tombs.
Wars are heavy even in pools.
Ways of vast are in wafer thin.
Wahoo are wails and wolves skins.

Clerks with clicks are clients of kings.
Cabers fevers are not carrots makers.
Most morale is good virtues.
That sinks would be mid level masters.

cheung shun sang
Cube, Square and circles-poem.

Solenoids are suspended when on evils wires.
Cube roots are more than doubles.
Since the lagging are on bed winds.
Armor is amount to all rounder.

What happen if happy lion has a letter?
To curry the evil but dragon think.
Ratters lose their hands when there are snakes.
Powers on sleeves are with all lose shirts.

Praises and begging are raison deter.
There are deuce and poisoned apple trees.
We need much but there are no moneys.
Begging nuns will dream on monkeys.

Extended hands are to sure things.
Reactive bombs are bad to tanks.
Square deals are not certain circles.
Reactions are poor when tanks are fast.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
Stock the heats are your triggered honors.
Forgers are brasses to forget the steels.
Secrets are to make a dandy by moneys.
Ill and good feelings are in between.

Old is odd and they are closed up now.
Beats on drums are when we hook the loops.
Amplify your voices with siren songs.
Good ahead all traps are zooms.

Upheavals are some crews to breath.
To honor is free baggage to leave.
But tweedy cloths are with gold ears.
Crave only the songs of the years.

Extend your songs and amplify your works.
Honor your heads but do not take off your hats.
Voodoos are eyes catchers with loves.
Mirrors are majors combined carols.

Well meals are preys on deaths.
Queens at aims are kings on earths.
Where is music to buffer your last?
Magic sparrows are in evil cages.
-Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-

cheung shun sang
....A Man That Think-Cauchy3

A 1 man that think.

Echo loves are canyon rains.
George Kings are with gorge queen.
Rock faces are very good airs.
Milky ways are on ways of screes.

Caves are not dirt but with stocks.
Darks are still sweet with chimney.
Bushes on faces lock our songs.
Sea monkeys are glaciers wine.

Blue rains show the moraine.
Liquid lave are fresh and right.
Puddles are clean in royal fair.
Ices are firm but heats in minds.

Place cards are public plateau.
Pending loves are begging well.
Faces are down but ices are not fall.
Pendulums are come with flags when sheer.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
....A Rap Of Limbo-Cauchy3

Limbo is number on last pole.
Labeled labials are to rum labors.
Last loves are labor to loves.
U-boats use your U-bolt youth.

Umber umbra is bad armors.
Rap the raiders when vaso-vapor.
Bus bust are beats of buns.
Thumbs are bounded with brass plums.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
A Rome And Rumba-Cauchy3

Rome and rumba.

Nova rumba run on road.
Neither nemesis is lasers to lens.
Royal romances are roman roars.
Rather there are wastes or there are crown to rabbets.

Nova is heated in dam oranges.
Nemesis is lever good to levy.
Royal is no hold bus on rangers.
Vatic vaults are loved Veda.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
Evil Steps-Cauchy3

Camelot is joys to do nothing.
Donkey jackets are not go to donkeys.
We are sensors but we need dollars.
Prizes’ ends when many come.

Currents flows are circuit path.
Table names are paper tabs.
Trouble makers have good marks.
Quill pens are gage facts.

True reasons are clamp down.
Trouble makers have good domes.
Dorms are docks and reds are storms.
Bad men lead our songs.

Effects on domino are draggle powers.
Sink to deep when all steps are on.
Drown men have no step foot.
Camelot worlds have no martial books.

Some heads are china heads.
All are solo you go up.
Each step is evil pears.
Already a pen then who have your rulers.

I want justices but you want no.
White noises are with brown noises.
I take the notes you got the lots.
A draw on power is when you go.
-Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-

cheung shun sang
Stamps are values and stamps are goods.  
Jumping over shops are books.  
Good values are value well.  
Bad peoples are sent off to send.  

Take a copy by meter modes.  
Types of competitions are not trade off.  
Stamp offices are double Dutch.  
Buys and sells are inward jumps.  

Baits and switches are matches to skip.  
Skipping ropes got away our law.  
Bride moneys have good finders.  
Not cards are good to fail safes.  

Good titles are post offices.  
Ballrooms dancing are partners to hold.  
Many pixels on stamps are calicos.  
Dead locks are above when shown.  
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

text: cheung shun sang
Men-poem.
Dry points are metal brasses.
Dry nurses are steel roses.
Nominees are rows of raw hands.
White noises are weak noises.

Dark honors are white tickets.
Shall Peter’s pence are open pockets.
Prices fixing get your prides.
Fat cats swim with moneys.

Sailors’ hats cry for waters.
Laws are periods but men are colons.
Jack a dainty has all trades.
Love labors are hard labors.

Real politics are witch hunters.
Coefficients would be longitudes of good laws.
A governor of times machines are cuts.
Hand out tricks by arts.

Who speed up justices with air speed?
Spare the pears on law spears.
Soft pockets are hid in sleeves.
Powers denote a type of years.

Watch dogs on seas are with systems.
Watch dogs have objective forces.
Lines of sights are good eyes.
Spy identities are men sources.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
2 ABC of H.k. and China revised vision.

Barrels tears are wines and salts.  
With a whisk on goody tails!  
Wiggle maces to fix the heads.  
Heads in jack on boxes are ceased.

Cry to paranoid truly bosses.  
Bosses are jokers take your boys.  
Studs are bogs with fire apples.  
True predicates worth cases.‘

Descents wash in badly bands.  
Wholly sales are smart with cats.  
Who got tenth honors in China?  
Homage grand to play and plays!

Trim the times of hearts then cry.  
Tanks in steels but voice wail.  
Bossy dragged by tails that whisked.  
Go very timid and love the wise.

Hands are lent but laws are ends.  
Cases on courts are borrowed lands.  
Length long with treads to retch!  
Straps on times and watch here.

Arrays tanks but all are men.  
Cross all suctions steal the ends.  
Cave on minds are cages on objects.  
Rouser rockets powers holes.

Confine curses to stop our wounds.  
Whirl your bodies and jump on grounds.  
Crouch of soldiers after kicks with flings.  
Block one leg and hit the middle.

Cauchy3 know the tricks to kill.  
Threaten weak oppressed ill.
Surpass scores are bad in honors.
Wash to think that build the homes.

Angel sins but cauchy3 has funs.
Make ones tools when hats are found.
Worlds are drawers on bottom noses.
Singular ugly piece is rose.

Wily mores are teeth of sharks.
Saw with tooth is laws in arts.
Artful men power with grids.
Bodies stamped and wills are ridden.

Sign in forth with battles conquered.
Triumphs on candles whip the stands.
Soups are soaps and faiths not come.
We are meats in balls and rice to constants.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

dr. shun sang
2 Ex cathedra.

Gods do not know how to scale.
Men do not know how to control.
Ex officio are money lands.
Ex cathedra are powers to solo.

Look on favors but there are lost funs.
Swallow magic are rub up.
Cautions to words and there are gagged laws.
Stir up skills are evil cages.

Magic birds are with evil minds.
Dragons' flies fast but they are bind.
All mistakes are cause by illness.
Ill to beings they set the fires.

A cake is not a piece if it is not good to share.
Axioms are figures but there are bloody wars.
Dyed in the wools we have no free hands.
Peoples have rights and all will have bats.

Bristles are shadows our earths are mapped.
Bring down by tanks to followers camps.
Cover your eyes but the screens are skies.
Seize your ranks the ranges of high.

Gods do not know how to scale.
Men do not know how to console.
Ex officio are money lands.
Ex cathedra are powers to solo.

--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
A 1 across asking-poem-Cauchy3.
Up down are to be inure by pills.
De trop powers are ill.
It is fragment of nature’s facts.
Kick around to dropp the plates.

Names in gold are copied rights.
When to the converts are pale.
Reds to plates are pale but thin.
Pink to go are grind with axes.

Went to hunters are from their wills.
Fill and refill as orders to all.
Obviously a sheep will go to nights.
Where there are powers we yield to bases.

Serve a tout the tour to play.
And less you wonder you are laws.
Reds are sharp and reds are bloods.
Slide valves are water blow.

Bony pulleys push our fates.
Two systems are on ways to ask.
It called one to handle two.
They are all in lines of clocks.

Large lagging are political shells.
Maces are warm but bloods are hot.
Hands to hands but there are no help in hell.
Social battles are dirty fronts.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
...A Sound With Sexes

Sound with sex-poem.
Your loves are touch of good piano.
Yamaha is showers of mother sybarite.
Cantonese are chords of love primes.
Ya-ma-ha is a word sounds with symbols.

Heroine bows down the warheads.
Creep down to welcome a town.
Designers are with time conspiracy on earth.
Love fathoms are free to own.

Willingly are means in thirsty deserts.
Sexes’ feathers are ethereal served
Wings are glows and worms are bright.
White notes are songs with pies.

Black sharps are dark with fines.
Glucoses are loves and heats when link.
Huzza is when loves in hutch interests.
Baby breathes are good sniff-er.

Govern your crotches with sneaky toes.
Rabbit foot is net honors.
Flat down when loves are at doors.
A town is with smooth edge tools.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
Killing egos...
Dominate over all controls and leave nothing unturned are bully truths.

Let the cat to go out from the bags the rats are sampling all chances to win.

Trojan horses are gifts from Greek as modern faire wares to wars.

Ghosts in machines even the gods in words to put our words as flying wheels.

Formal systems will formed as worlds have number unity all by single word that is ‘killing’.

Flaccid dropping wrinkled laws are camp at words.

Truths have modes of speech as justices all are sharing powers.

Natural goodness set the intercepted surfaces of morals all with egos.

Killing egos need our nature forces.

Little dreams to cure the nature sins are human.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
..A Secular That Think

A secular that think-poem.

Army ground conduct with dignity.
Mocked attempts are good strength.
But processions are graphs to happy life.

Blow up powers are explicated keys.
Reverence and knowledge lead to control.
Pick over our words to settle.

Criticisms are rains to personal homes.
Own up your words to honor one.
Documents are examined on panels to honors.

Solar systems need the covers.
Some aware are to square deals.
Peoples are to hail as public heroes.

The differences to heroes are wrong of the earth.
Your bad punctuations are with my good determinations.
For good adventures our slates are clean.

My secular heart is god designed.
With that good are with that to be poor.
Completes Dickens are dicks desires.

Distances to laws are door to door.
Protect outside are seek advices.
Pointed with fingers are tools to tools.

A sense of justices is chivalrous to assure.
Many gentle minds are good actions.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
1 By Blows-Cauchy3

Men are ants to accept some food.
Invited your pets are when lives are good.
Two ways in spaces are wrong and right.
Fussy leaders are great to live.

Tender your moneys to go on ways.
Partial objects are subjects to relate.
Allures to bosses are always right.
Fussy leaders are great to live.

Long runs are morals to fit.
Short runs are morale to pose.
When moneys talks our ranks may high.
Skill is to tie the arrows on bows.

cheung shun sang
1 Words With Political Sounds-Cauchy3

1 words with sounds.

Same clocks form the blow out.
Junked hands’ gins flare up.
Tree seat map the bad sites.
Fiddle faddle are dogs barking dinners.

Jove’s taxes are allowed to get the powers.
Maoism trigger back to specific more.
Who cast a lot with very bad souls?
You get to impress the sins on some courses.

Shen- Kow Form is some one.
Junk Hang Gi is some two.
Tree- see- men is some three.
Ju Tak is some themes.

Marred ear cows our bad words.
Lock steps are imagery good worlds.
They lock your heads to talk to demons.
You struggle the right to take the wrong.

Ma Yee- gul stands off.
Discover your powers when gods come close.
But left side effects are much more.
Can be use to organize a bad one.

She pin good moneys to share.
Noble winds are with pith up trees on pines.
Recall the example to indicate the works of graces.
Good spaces and good systems are simple.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
Baby's risibility is modes that woke.
My male eves are sold out.
First jets are souls which shown.
Curtain people spell the iron.

B.M.W. cycles are long feels.
Flush her faces as warm as sleets.
Parrots do not kiss in parrots fashions.
Histories are not wrapped in fibers of plastic.

Blue stocking are open modes.
Pinks escapes are all fierce fifth.
Fifth Amendment is steel oranges.
Not fifth columns are wheels in five.

Red and blue make violin.
Nurse is not good in nursery rhymes.
Doctors are medical plugs on airs.
Viragoes are viral and loves are germs.

Germs Warfare is altered sexes.
Relevancies are relative rewind reasons.
Flowers of bamboos are curtain s scenes.
Raisers are songs but humanities are not read.

Upper hands are nice cups.
Even all sobers will eager for drinks.
Back off as feelings are up.
Play my cards and bets myself as vibes.

Look at your dolls as no obligations.
Pleases a toy is drops of loves.
Drools of toys are skins of games.
Troops are not droops but loves are facts.

Chat s cares are baby s cars.
Nude bodies are beautiful worms.
Green bulbs are waters cakes.
Stems are no over lapped powers.

Green leaves are tiger s balms.
Good heals are green ideas.
Good lives are sugars coated.
Specific cares are options in lives.

Red capes are steel buds.
Silky slaves are buds with cottons.
Take the arsenic and keep the circuits.
All sex s items are collected for loves.

Sponges soaked but powers soared.
All crafts are skins grafts to histories.
Laws are mouths toadies are throats.
Germs are gems and sweats in tins.

Doctor s cars are law s bus.
Doctor s faces are covered by her busts.
Special cares charge on accesses.
Busy signals are doctor s asses.

Sex stories are common dreams.
Dictator s dates are dickens of days.
Dead turns are our slates that are clean.
Swallow heads are acidic rains.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--
1-1-1 A Mark Three-Cauchy3

Laws are to compete to no laws givers. To the ends of complex fractions greedy minds are not match to figures of discrete fractions. Depend on whole fractions are our good ends.

Who make up our good fortunes? Small businesses have poor scores to win a very good standing. So large stocks and businesses become Beijing s intrigues! Small businesses and small whole sales can level out the discriminations between rich and poor lives.

Besides small businesses very huge enterprises or banking could be broken down in men given accidents.

In case of very great social financial problems, small businesses are relief to huge ones by ways of buffering. Of course many small businesses will rub out and hence give more chances to huge ones.

Very prominent numbers are very good negotiators with Bejin.

Bow tie is retail agent and seller with names in charts. Who polished the shoes of their bosses? Who polish the marching boots? Who give some couches with all flaws? Who clean out the windows to get the views of see-through-s.

Some numbers are marching on. They fight until liquid dry. Cuts are on fleshes as bones are dried. There are carnages when dictators give their calls. Some numbers are called numbers on checks.

Some take out their lunches. A God-machine is the prototype and second systems are mark two. God s mono-plays are gods dominating as red tyrants.

Leaderships are the prototypes but nationalisms are mark two. Who take the suggestions? Who will experience the semi-bivalent two systems which are mark three?

Which catalogues items are with binary search and hence go to tops? What are really fine when on tops? Are there very good suggestions for a true mark three.
Lattices of whites or lattices of inks are my views of very good polices. A very good cube is very white phoenix bedding in complete white snows. That is very good snow balls. It is to anneal and to access. It is to our annals.

But weak birds are tie on rains. How about our really white phoenix? However cancel our stamps by inks will left bad impressions. Rats and snakes are both conflicts and matching when live together. Coned jasmines! Rot came to when claim polls go under devils seats.

--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
Presume are powers and prevailing are senses.
Volumes to pressures are trends to success.
Show your big flushes to enlarge.
Kiss you fingers and raise your faces.
Settle the high with good scenes.
Contracts a line into one dot!
Creeks are drinks as stomachs are free.
Bricks and fangs are men and dogs.

Elbows are rooms but tensions are bows.
Thinking activities are saloons with solo.
Solicitors are scissors in pairs of souls.
Teas then a cup of teas to drools!
Indexes are leads of bureau tales.
Leaders are sacred cows tails.
Open interests are loans of worlds.
Protect the flames are fires for democracies.

Morals are songs and braveries are notes.
Closing prices are our lonely shoes.
A patch-man is to stir the home.
A one bar jumper of fathoms.

Falcons fall on phoenix s skies.
Tigers sit on lands keys.
Bush pilots are ware flights.
Fights for honeys are in locus lights.

Take the flushes as trades of worlds.
Odd longs are for odd shorts.
Toys with foes are to share our honors.
Bites of baits are as those how.

Swim wasp is hunting lips.
Tricks of sea monkeys are over laps.
Amounts are reflected as total likes.
A night is to fall when all in names.
Protect the rights and take the little.
Should a ruler rule the shore?
Majorities of peoples are pools to interest.
Sure there are macros in micros zooms.

America belles are good catches.
Damper all whistles of bad lucks.
Regulate the state and hammer the arms.
Nice actions are smirk looks.
Would China set up knolls?
Great walls are near temples.
Moons are places with loneliness.
Great soldiers are in good nests.

Cups on February are corpses that are bloodless.
Bulls have red clothes to butt.
Wen Jailer Boards the foods.
Be on throne as you smile to fools.

Lee sees singer on robes.
Cover the spades on red hands.
Pretend to as preparing the ounces.
China levers boost his ends.
Making offices those are to spread forces.
Apparent demands are peoples to bow.
Objects of effects are from causes.
Clauses are powers on grossed games.

cheung shun sang
Behind our back..
Fingers in pies are legal charms.
Hush to hush are money bucks.
All are bites but not all are barks.
Lent a hand is all in turn.

Rainbows colors go to eyes.
Rainbows whipped are body wild.
Apples discarded are legal charms.
Causal laws are not equal hams.

Chairs with arms are general man.
Legal charms are backward asses.
Woods and babe got my spoons.
Jungle toys are human tools.

Beaten paths as there are laws.
Net and draw as there are charms.
Sinful then go behind the bars.
All are jobbed behind our backs.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Killing egos...
Dominate over all controls and leave nothing unturned are bully truths.

Let the cat to go out from the bags the rats are sampling all chances to win.

Trojan horses are gifts from Greek as modern faire wares to wars.

Ghosts in machines even the gods in words to put our words as flying wheels.

Formal systems will formed as worlds have number unity all by single word that is ‘killing’.

Flaccid dropping wrinkled laws are camp at words.

Truths have modes of speech as justices all are sharing powers.

Natural goodness set the intercepted surfaces of morals all with egos.

Killing egos need our nature forces.

Little dreams to cure the nature sins are human.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
2 A Afflunces-Poem-Cauchy3

2 A affluences-poem

Cocks of the rocks are red feathers.

Red suits but squint venoms.

Hidden symbols are butches -gestures

Wrote pieces are foul works.

Records on earths are no true birds.

Squirt venoms are cobra heads.

His wings cover bloody rains.

The lakes of demons greet his years.

Treachery and sorcery are all fused.

Palms and thumbs are tricks and wands.

Nuts and bolts are evil nuts.

Degradations lives and cultures of nasty!

Beau ideas are beau geste

Burst words are thrust arms.

Spreading lobes are shaped red.

Worm powers are creeper laws.
Arts are curves but means are pointedly.

All soldiers are pointing and poking.

Moving coils are laws of motions.

Refer sins are lives as motors.

Re-fight models are new shields.

Assumptions on true are venoms facts.

Evils styles are hell’s guides.

Defeated morals are operated factors.

Cutting metals are on butt’s zones.

Capes of symbols are red colors.

Branding fires and evil rains!

Forces and powers are bent of brains.

Penney calculates the energies of atoms.

Lee man warm has copies.

Sweet moneys are flow of coins.

Extorted thoughts are feels on histories.

Coal mining, oil drilling and hays!

Life peers are actors of jokes.
Show me your show hands.

Laws in dens are tombs in towers.

To plagues the snakes by weasels.

To cross the zones of dark lights!

Paws are tories and troy is Aeneas.

Cats- paws are letters of nights.

Leaders in pits have moveable fangs.

Honeys are surfaces of pitcher plants.

Vile laws are boiling tars.

Associated names are real trades.

Rummy by cards and laws by owners!

Asylums of wars are hero homes.

Spending times are exalted posts.

Hunt for worlds with examined powers.

Free their arms are for juices or bloods.

Bamboo apples and banana nuclear!

Nukes and guns are cast moods.

Operative moods are best of evils.
China tracts are systems pinks.

Prints in pinks but red as rouges!

Get the shows or take the pains.

Slave to justices and lives are rough.

--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
2 Be God - Poem

Bring in the fears of what to exist

Trinity is years on walls to erase

Break down the walls to quit

On crepe papers charts are printed

Challenges and polls for no Gods

Universes are made from radiations and explosions

Bubbles are not taken care of bubbles

Bibles are waters to bring rubella

Immunities to coughs are polls and sciences

Beard to hymns when Gods are sick

A heavy mine of uranium is darkness

A condensed hole melt the explains

The powers can blow up all balloons

A proud review on Gods flaws

The absolute high and low in temperatures

The massive quick and thick ball
The laws of masses are corrected.
Energies meet with transducers but constants
When powers are absorbed states will altered
Atomic spectra is for heats and lights

Resonances of magnetic and electric waves
Are heats belong to thermal dynamic
Can we feel the tools and tabs?
Can we defined our times as they pass

The decrease in gravities will take times
Our spheres are expanding to bind
Jackal can leap but times have eyes
Times fixed to each no roles of bibles

Our finite spaces are stars interlacing
Comply to Gods will tamper the times
Complexes are weaves forms when ruled
But not Gods to view machines and causes

Tallies on woods are fingers of Gods
Magic of gods are curses to grow
Zero out Gods to arrange in rows
To jibe to Gods the minds of narrows

--Poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
2-a lemon word (poem)

Hospitals are bad hosts of hospitality.

Moneys spinners have markets with moneys.

Over our spheres over and done!

Constant dollars lost their constants.

Curfew plays play to eyes.

Crew necks are crews to export.

Truths expose our expose codes.

Drugs expose some exposed bodies.

Long for long arms protections!

Rash our stomachs to rash foods!

Loss to rascal loss leaders!

Harmful goods are good ham for traders.

Bar laws are bars when stir

Bear moneys then you are bears.

Mortal of morals are mortal things.

Hopes of lucks are hopped legs.

Bound legs are bound feet.
Feet of tyrants are ruler feet.

Absentees are absent without cares.

Poor label as poor marks.

Funs are fun to well off.

Fogs below wells have no well advises.

Well born are not well chosen.

Found the found lives of slaves

--Cheung shun Sang=Cauchy3--
3 -Wheels On Circles

3-ways on wheels..

Water fronts are good to found.
Water wheels are angular wears.
Winds are moved and airs are tied.
Winds are blown and got our times.
Major ethnic are ethic minors.
Me-cauchy3 takes the milks under milky ways.
Ways are not go through.
I am not very good.
Ethic hazards get ices on snows.
Take the necks of deer as horses are tales on code 23.

Rules and legal codes are parts of social circles.
Raw with deals are going on wheels or circles.
Storms beside winds are rains as waters.
Next to bests are things.
Gagging laws are gage.
Gloves are boxing stamps.
Gloves with puppets are simple and pure.

Simple good perverse sitting get wombs on cups are holly bloods.
Set up laws are all 1 set.
Set in stones are set- at and set back.
Start enclosed the ways on milky ways.

Trim by laws or minds to honors when a final resort to forces and arms.
Munch on sweetie canes.
Saw the worlds as smooth as lumbers.
Oils are steams and wars are clears.

Trigger happy or puppet happy!
Swim or sink when swing as beetles.
Beets or carrots and sticks or pills and wash us like the storms of rains on waters.
Pears and flowers are red on rains.
Storms suggest the presses of rains.
Thoughts suggest the presses of minds.
Colds and heats suggest the suits.
Sink the heats at faces within matters are fields in forces.
Maxwell curls are skin depth
Me-my cauchy3 are doing inside the powers.

Tri-poses are tri-points.
Honor-laws-wars!
All are wheels or circles that pull up stormy rains on water fronts with guarding faces.

Zeroes of orders take the Taylor series.
Zeroes are positive when we save.
All are saved on positive zeroes.

Differ into depth again take positive zeroes.
All win!

Door with lumber get on faces with parts on two.
Dark or bright and front and backs or tops and ends are all to come.
Power gears will rotate on ways definite.
Gods are might and we have shares.
Politico powers are might.
We choose our lots.
Log in powers `points.
Out on logs is before power failed.
Fail to safes your milky ways on gods.

Tri-poses are tri-points.
Honor-laws-wars!
Matters-guns-maps!

Taiwan gets on walking jobs.
Oldest jobs are powers.
China gets on jamming actions.
Bad on things are jobs to gods.
Oddest worlds are round to round about.
How on what as who are dogged.

Cauchy3-me-my down on ceilings are fiddling under roofs.
Dickey Donald Jung as nursed around.
Puppets cloths are nursed with silks.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
3-Ways-Cauchy3

3-ways...
Tolerate evils are abetted to sins.
Surrender and submit to follow dutifully are deeds.
Bow to powers takes the dickey songs.
Spanking lives obey the cunning laws.
Obey to bad orders to letters are deigning poor.

Out on hands to requiems with peoples and attack the crimes are morals.
Slums are hot for crimes and virus.
Only powers darken may be holes.

Darken holes are power free.
Powers claim the forms to power worth.
Claims on breadth take the control gods.
Push your legs with covers on china.
Figs to Gods are little chances.

Fighting chances are watery bloods.
Heavy hands are favor hands.
Claim on forms reclaim our citizen powers on fighting chances with lives.
Hope no worries decay our caves.

Trinities form our ways with three.
Tolerate evils as words on safety is one.
Bow to powers takes the dickey songs are two.
Head out requiems on peoples and attack the crimes are differ three.
Or spanking lives obey our cunning laws are three.

China chests are checking treasures with dickey songs.
64-awes with songs are deep to sing.
Lives are cosine functions.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Pieds et des mains être en train de le force.
Move heaven and earth in the acts of force.

A la séance toute la monde sur mon Atlas.
Devote all to worlds on my Atlas.

Quest ce que elle vous dois.
What did they own you?

C'est boire un verre de le jeu.
It is to have the drinks of juices.

Le jeu est comme entrer de la pluie doux.
The juice is like to breeze in the gentle rain.

Ce ne pas de grand vent de airs politique.
It is not the gusty winds of political air.

Tout le temps est mal.
All the times are bad.

Quel temp politique fait il?
What political weather makes it?

De sang-froid est ce le home.
In cold bloods is that man.

Ce la pas met plus ma robe.
It is to wear my black robe.

Ce la pas mal vachement.
It is bloody sin.

Vous devez être morte par le canon ou le char.
You must be dead for the canon or the guns.

Vous est être impressionne par 64-cas.
You are to be in awe of 64-case.
cheung shun sang
A 1-Poem On Power By Cauchy3

A 1-poem on power
Snakes swim on thrones near the pools
Cannons on ways of cans of fools
Generals are full genes in cases of wars
Mud covers much of cascaded walls
Shrink back stick to states in laws
Dry up jars of juices to adore
Mocks on modes of most bursts
Bombs on bones and fleshes are urns
Rub the rough minds in evil rounds
Lily lift its leafs to face the forces
Name the limbs near waves of angel s world
Words with unknowns are lions to worry
Facts are inflate when conflicts are water
Thinking is thick on airs like walkers
Sketches the games of getting and lost
Skips are skills for weaves to launch

--poem by Cheung Shun sang=cauchy3--
cheung shun sang
A abc angles on angels flaws (poem)

Mix with means and assets

Passive and active to abase the men

Heels and knees rent for renown

Breeds the breads to be demanded

Assert to assist by blocks of boards

Necks and necks to bad affairs

Moneys pay for debts in doubles

Laws are raw to protect with doubts

Shams are shames to have costs

Shams on sheets incubated courses

Lack of actions to freedoms and justices

Nouns are in ounces and loves are in pounds

Control the concepts of wielding guns

Control the concepts of smith for guns

Put the concepts of tyrants on hell

To hell real tyrants have helps

Hounds and eagles should focus on hunting
Expect the evils to be saints on junctions
Axes and awls are lying below
Awnings are answers with piss and pee
Peek on peaks of powers to be laws
Whales on whips are wheat to sharks
Weeps when sweep in clocks of Gods
Corrections of cotillions like hoofs
Zeroes in zeal for facts and morals
Morales are guns that march and move
Laws are lost and twist a lot
Terms in targets have not effects in long
Stay in dark or run from dart.
Stray to cycles of cruel ranges
Laws as can be rights are none
Table lands are tables with spoons
Monks have manners to list on tables
Jack apples are appetites on tabs
Whales on whips are wheat to sharks
Baby fishes are preys in bays
To be back in the passes to wash by bloods

In themes of theory our rights are loud

Next days are dated with truths or false

Flaws in angles of angels are small

Wings when wink to rains give no shelters

Bloods are buses to carry to hell

Wash their shames but leave our rights

A network of flatterers is in wires

--Political poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
A abc Brazil dance (poem)
Jack of crack in pots of crack

Sambas have bugs on figs that take

My heart has unseen bugs in acting

Ghosts haunt in cavern with heal

Empty stream in holes to steal

Barrow has one wheel for near

Wheel and deal are those on top

Tares are on suits but meadows are women

Dilate the prizes of prides on top

We are all cogs to tone

Harps be fine and fingers be good

Jacks play with their fingers on goods

The sun on Asia sky may be red

Give the logistics are logics to pets

Patterns of Gods are king s bodies.

Launch the papers on lunches to bowls

That faces of poets help to smiles
Admire the distances from hade to a mile

Pleasures of leaders are earned by rows

Would there be sweats on brows when bow

Pietisms on parts are wholesome in vices.

Wise in acre but bully to eyes

Rusts are here yellows are pearls

Dittos on powers but flaw to react

Crooks roll your minds with hopes

Cogs in times lead us homes

Straps on times watch ones feet

Even are evil while equal are eerie

Only our planet with one sun

Falcons are slow down on bushes

Salty weathers salute to soldiers

Sambas of fortunes have just to sold

Passes on stages are passages to fires

Books on accounts are moneys to fine

Sambas of fortunes have just to sold

Sambas of fortunes have just to sold
Vectors pf suns are heats and flames

Bind to lines on sky when claimed

Plash and slash on lakes when free.

Brazil should breach on tank s wheels

Stand off and away from tanks

Red suns have white heats

Friends for wines and for wench

Stand away from tanks ends

--Political poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
A Baby Blast (Poem)  By Cauchy3

A baby blast (poem)

Glance and gimme powers to win!

Wars and walls are squads in inches.

Pinkos squads are running close.

Ways on stars have boards to loose

Up to hells are they squared ups.

Lit on pity faces with just!

Men in maces are programmed badly.

Policies are played and made

Make in marks to polish off.

Who is who then taken on?

Deal with icy laws that hypes

Pardon punks but pay the imputed.

Balls in games and norms to lock!

Lock the knots with many objects.

Frame the posts with bad options.

Positions post on tolls are toys.

Human sea as toys for sharks
Gods that rest souls go to act.

Goals are roads rebelling tyrants

Build the bills to lend our lands

Seal on seats with sites of god.

Will all wills of God are gold?

Crack the racks down bringing faith.

Monism mock on blessing laws.

Sort up shorts of lives to pops!

Sanity sink to bloods when toss.

Roots of roses are woken by noses.

Take the roots of justices loud.

Take the leaf for buds to free.

Sow to soil the loves of beings.

Stories are roots for buying foods

Tory has stories to kiss the foot

Babies kiss on babes with milks.

Breach to reach to talk to mill!

Hype up yeast that shield the vanes!
Back to battery adding the steams

Souls are songs to E-bombs on ether.

Words are wands that want the ethics.

Tasks are tastes to favor the good

Fevers for freezes pf years that go

--Political poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

dheng shun sang
A Baby-Brinkmanship

A baby -brinkmanship

Open the opals are stones that grind

Truths on tops will laws are rings

Boxes on broads will loss on width

Heads are hints to options

Mother s laws are not massive norms

Master s tag the mass in courses

Child with chalks has words to put

Stand on smiles have songs of lucks

Cog in corns will sad for truths

Fall between the stools not up

Codes in coins can choose two ways

Fates with fames where matrix lay

Fatal falls are guys to tanks

Twists are terms to march our fates

Draw up dances on polished stages

Polls are dots that sum up laws
Play the dumps not pass the drums
Press the papers jigged our mouths
Moths are move and sleep and fly

Fires from flies are glow with spots
Bright and brisk are kings of God
Cog on corns will sad for truths
Bring up spins our worlds have turns

Rinds are ranges not forces in bones
Hearts are hard to take in bonds
Holders show up home to buy
Buy off benches of laws in busy

Posts on punches are laws for polls
Poems on points with codes in pomp
Cogs in corns and draws on globes
Brink with ranks when laws are loaded

Beg on buns are forms for some
Bundles put in banks of loves
Hatred grow as hays in wild
What on air are bad for wields
Wheels of wits are loss to wheels.

Guns and wheels are tanks in hell.

Fires are fingers tips of devils.

Thinking gets things supporting evils.

Burning jades are buried for just

June of Arc has arm to judge

Come to coins with faces that shine

Worry about worst for thinking things

--Poem on politics and lives by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
A Bang-Poem-Cauchy3

A bang (poem)

Only dry leafs are shock

Stems are straight when leafs cut off

All belles might not truly alluring

Bleach on stems waters has rules

Bang on hairs you change by she

Bang on doors your hands are free

Bang on cars your lives are shot

Bang on Apollo we lost our moons

Bang to God you got not milks

Band to father your mother has fringes

Bang to fans your foes are happy

Bang to hummer for justices as they happen

Bend on back your bodies are supported

Bend on swords your positions are up

Bend on laws your moneys are spend

Bend your bodies live will be easy
Bend on moneys your fishes are on hooks
Bend to ranks your smiles are homeless
Bend to law you got few breathes
Bend to natures you bath on earths

Beat a cat you eat your meals
Beat a woman with rains to dress
Beat a cope you need a mask
Beat a lion you tame the cage

Beat the world you win the lord
Beat on steps your tricks are programs
Beat a realm peoples are on boats
Beat your girls they live on oaks

Shape an art for good lubbers
Shape your mouths as closed tongues
Shape your lives with ideas and codes
Shape your figures on your shows

Shapes of cups are tasteful to shakes
Shapes of capes for eyes to stay
Shapes in appears are grapes on foot

Shapes in voices are laws to fool

I bang to front but not back

I bend to stems with aces

L beat the drums with airs

I shape my times with aims

Laplace transforms give us changes

I transform snows to heats

I warm the candle with sweets

I transform a live of weeds

Who transforms the forms of comets?

I sit on trains of Einstein

I mess up with sciences

Science and technology are one

Both names might allude to orgy

My eyes are dim but need sprees

My ears are fixed but beat by whispers

My altitudes are high with low downs
My orgies are borrow to go

cheung shun sang
A Bank Loves-Poem-Cauchy3

Kick back all my loves.
Pay for your shares of blue cheeses.
See advices on belle colors.
Loves’ powers sweep and career.

Nullified are all laws with regards.
Absolved solvents are rich guys.
Breeze your faces with a chamber of gases.
Jades and gold are ready to buy.

Lineal banks are dots made.
Gradients to powers are smooth faces.
Justices are one cut on tests.
Truths name the gods to nemesis.

Duly by rights are raw powers.
Safe words favor your ponies.
Most fascinated bows are socks.
Sock away a bank of loves.

Burn your diamonds in gas burners.
Keep your weal when moneys are burst.
View your papers for all to keep.
Loves assignments test the wheels.

cheung shun sang
A Beauty Flied In Randoms

What good beauty are flying silks.
Or defeated long winds are cottons.
Violent wadding is with flowers picking.
Fluff covered seeds are horrors.

Glories are spent by splendors on talks.
To route by taking you as Gods!
But you are defeated long winds in gallows.
What are political powers on weak forces?

Bow tie bows to powers.
New worlds are in good pockets.
Pay rolls are table rolls.
Black coffin are not casual boxes.

The flowers’ flied to conquer demons.
Frustrated and confusing are the wadding of morals.
Ethical warriors are with true modes.
Live of long winds are wadding cottons.

Jobs are heaven but jokes are hells.
What fiddle-faddle would we earn?
Absolute values have one zeroes.
Complete powers are reviews to absorb.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
A chance you armed as FOX YIN TUNG..
Trimmer chances will wangle out of laws.
Chance your arms are smuggle men.
Hong Kong FOX YIN TUNG had chance to come true.
Chance would be fine as there are only disguised laws.
Poorer grades are some dissembles.
Double faces will hide but fight the laws by tricks.
No perjury all are FOX YIN TUNG with sins.
Hong Kong FOX YIN TUNG also knows as Henry Fox by English names.
Miracle smuggle products earn a lot for legal charms illegally. Electronics also medicines load to boats and there may be drugs or heroin.
Henry Fox had bought and sold..
Bills and fames and poses are surest bet in FOX YIN TUNG life.
Henry fox had passed away. He also becomes our famous china official congress men when he came to senior ages.
True to say a man and family who smuggle goods and merchandises must try to take a pose as triad gangs.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
A Clone

Clone....
Credits cloned are lists in cards.
Buy and sell are merchants' arts.
Capture all and ring our bells.
Copied data made that well.

Doors may close with opened counts.
Eat your foods are teeth and gums.
Cards to read and data steal.
Fill in data all may fill.

cheung shun sang
A Demarche-Cauchy3-Tricks

A demarche...
Take a pictured horse as deer.
Who will treat deer as horse?
Gods will say that.
All as pets are teacher pets.
Horse then goes as deer.

Throw the stones to test the water depth.
Games with theorems are centered guards.
Take a test upon aha actions.
With images of horse they all are Tory.
With image of deer they all are foes.

Invite a wolf into house or close the door to kill the dogs are after math after test.

cheung shun sang
A Dot Theory By Cauchy3

A dot theory by Cauchy3.
To wooed canto from God Marxism on maximum monstrosity is full play.
Who swear a book brought up struggles.
Who paint the bloods on white breads of philosophers?
Am I a philosopher?
No if I got the pro-nature.
But yes of I do the rest and jump high.
Some jump high to kick away the devil's throats on evil heads.
The right words are processes of right control.
Who are last and who obtain the right options.
What is moral? That is the right that acquired by the poor classes.
What is Tao?
That is the way that suffices to strike back the violence of evil matches.
Then hit and praise the sticks that slap with good prices.
Who barrows the cargoes to our fates given up dome points?
Who give you powers to successes given the most words?
Dead reckoning beat to death.
Maoism has low baud rates but sharp screwing.
Very good Macs are jackets to wrap the red rains.
To bemoan the mocked quiz for good people is one book.
Good people how to take the mocked quiz.
All play camps are with slave play fellows for camp flowers.
There are many wind flowers by blows or powers in remittances.
Powers annexed papers and colors controlled winds!
Good sciences devices substances and real politic devices oneself as well as others.
What is a tool?
It is a dice or our hand.
Do we need to low down to up load?
Regard no reputations with little honors.
Regard no results with bad reasons.
If so we fly over above line.
We can not get the rewards.
However all dots are so thin to define we could not get the rewards of a number.
Powers on men are dots of morals.
Powers on earths are triple tridents that tried on evil's right and tried on bad deep mock quiz and final is tried on dickens laws.
Evils trials to us are by Hadaka-Jime to good reactions, hold down the facing down on views and think out disciplines by décor truths.
cheung shun sang
A Dutch Way-Cauchy3

Powers are de facto to matter that can.
Matters are mates to men that able.
Down to drafts are sorrows to man.
Sotto voce meet your rates.

Sotto voce meet your pitch.
Yes to man is real one.
Dense to guts are blow on winds.
Go on swim when sinking is stop.

Bottom piles aren’t stocks on piles.
Made on carries borrow ends.
Outer powers need no inner.
Reds as Rome have boards in pegs.

Know your rights as errors aren’t free.
Smug and fawn are covered arms.
Say to Gods your uncle teeth.
Say to uncle your Dutch ways.

cheung shun sang
A Fable (Poem)

A fable (poem)

On the basis of coffin or honor

Cat which is wild greet to songs

Anthem to flags which are tigers on figures

Both sigh with smiles and smiles

Lions have plays to own the island

All boats of cats are sunk to sea

Who like the coffin and the honor?

Tigers or dragons pray to taste the onions.

Who is master to sway the flag?

Tigers pretend to give her papers

Critical means to win their benefits

To pit the coffin against the honors

--Poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
A Kind-Cauchy3

A kind..
Write on walls and mad as hens.
Chickens rice is good in towns.
Having to hit below is belts.
Peas in pods are you and gods.

Leaders dip the sticks with might.
Lips with sticks are dipped with sticks.
Pitfall sounds have very pitches.
Pick and pack a power kind.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
A la séance...
Elle mal a la tête par la volonte.
They are ill at heads by wills.

De force a le allons aller être pendule.
By forces is one way ticket to be executed.

J'ai besoin de mon le jeu avez de la chance.
I have need of my game to have chances.

Il n'y pas d'eau confessser et proper.
There is no water come to clean and no dirt.

Qu'est-ce que vous allez faire-mon chef.
What are you going to do-my leader?

Je devrais faire ce elle avoir faire.
I ought to do that you have done.

Le mitzvah a la mythe avoir se croiser sainte deux.
The mitzvahs by myth have holy cross double by my-self.

La séance avoir la force dans la monde sur le homme.
Devote to have force on men.

La séance avoir la blague comme jouer un tour à le emploi.
Devote to have the joke like playing tricks on jobs.

A la séance avoir la perte malfaisant.
Devote to have the loss evils.

A la séance avoir la home avec soumission.
Devote to have the men to be meekly.

A `la séance toute la monde sur mon Atlas.
Devote to all the worlds in my Atlas.

C'est la Chine?
Is china?
cheung shun sang
A Map On Lives-Cauchy3-Poem

Loves are facilities that are simple foods.
Top cats are with under dogs.
Lives relieves are situation maps.
Marks on labels are tank s happens.

Steep rapids are water floods.
Lens of eyes are best symbols.
Good books are related to woods.
Guns and tanks are related to bloods.

Offer you a chance to comfort my bodies.
Improve your men who enclose the worlds.
Loves polices are tricks for bio-graphs.
Insides are out from back doors.

Loves dominance are in moneys domains.
You project my images deep in minds.
Lives are narrow when related to domes.
Plain laws are with rules of whorls.

Beauty bodies are loaned for matters.
A small change is based on points.
2 mills of loves are give and take.
A mill of loves is a machine to process.

Loop holes are with sharp arches.
Soar to sober lands with loves.’
Already in guesses are numbers of straws.
Shots are fast but your images are slow.

We got a pair of shoes with toes.
We get paper stones in tombs.
Plump your gods but your body plumped.
Lunatic fringes are with lump sums.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
A Matk-6-Dragon-By Cauchy3

Flying dragon transports in fates.
Who trespasses the worlds for answers.
Proud dragon strikes with instructions.
Look forward to with attentions of evils.

Sad stars response to abate.
Sink and fly is one over cast.
Poor strengths are died intelligence.
Moon hunts are in alert eyes.

Beg bodies to go for codes.
Filled songs are evil long.
Filled honors are gold worms.
Beg for each in centipede's homes.

Sky walkers are years of sands.
Rickets are ancient round jades.
Waste beautiful dragon has span.
High leverage is not moral approach.

Edge turns and enclosed by sparks.
Fires over cast with men's think.
Laws are ratio for turns to shares.
Seven ranks are Buddha life.

Who own you a tank or a law to laser?
The heart and cursed bodies are dead.
Annexed cycles are for most of the chart.
Who is in charge and over see our earths.

--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
A Right-Cauchy3

A RIGHT...
Hold the lines and let me roll.
Sleeping tigers let to lie.
Open the doors as keys on bosses.
Leaders set the worlds on fires.

TROVERS set aside by laws.
Moneys set aside as charms.
Set the stages on spots is man.
One to up on chests is bad.

Set to rights on chests are gods.
Rounds and rounds as all are toys.
Men are robots take the worlds.
Go at evils there are rocks.

Soaps and bubbles get as so.
Roots of evils all are crowns.
Rotten eggs are bad to cores.
Roots and branches evil come.

Roped into rosy colored glasses,
Cauchy3 will piss to winds to last.
Pin my faiths on kicks of legs.
Legs of laws will buy and sell.’
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Twaddle is for three. The turbo powers of negative matters are flipping from close regions but flogging to some farer distance.
The transit of rapid fires are first thin but then thick and heavy.
What kind of bombs and energies are made from theory of negative matters as we know.
Second theme is the controls of feeding charts that respond under gods.
It is the formidable forms for biologists.
My words as for examples are used forms of all flies to kill the fire ants.
Or we can be crocodiles to eat bad worms or bad bacterium after the uses of medicine to crocodiles.
Of course crocodile s bodies must adapt and fix on the new places on this food charts. Crocodiles must live on with good heavens.
After save sessions we have to get the powers for live transformations.
We have to use other medicines to map the crocodile on to other phrase of the world food chart. We then have to control our environment and plants growth.
The last topic for me to talk about is the biological warfare. It is the change forms of bacterium that are recuperated or developed from biochemistries or bio-processes.
It is then transplant to our poultry. The incubation period give short or calculated live phrases to the poultry.
The bacterium still can survive after heat. The gagged laws give you choking needs.
You demand on demonologies.
Laws and rules make to demote all as some sort of a kind.
To resort or to sort out by laws or by rules with powers are to follow all.
But the best or the worst to say is that all of us have feeling.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
A Work With Meter

A work with meter...
Fool rush in where gods are far ways apart.
Jokes quite apart take the hells bent on ways.
Start doing beat roots befall hallow gods.
Idle boasts are come long to truth as sources.
Sic em are bad names but hang dogs are good.
Colors burnt are dark flames but codes names are kick.
Need hours are side kicks but front houses above.
-hhhhh-

Who catch an apple pie with sweet to none?
At trails the cards were stick on stacks when go.
Before your plays who draw the circles spaces.
A hunter witch afford the widen boys.
As sod to all are socks on toes with threads.
A Cauchy3 have cables none can call to gods.
Amounts on purposes get from tricks and treats.

-hhhhh-

Rah-Rah plates are rail road works.
Raises hells go with gooses step works.
Eat crows mark with kings boast works.
Earths worms worth a man choose works.
Fish baits hide by talk head works.
Talk head tongues take oil works.
Top gold notch the ton weight works.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
A Work With  Meter-Cauchy3

A work with meter...
Fool rush in where gods are far ways apart.
Jokes quite apart take the hells bent on ways.
Start doing beat roots befall hallow gods.
Idle boasts are come long to truth as sources.
Sic em are bad names but hang dogs are good.
Colors burnt are dark flames but codes names are kick.
Need hours are side kicks but front houses above.
-hhhhhh-
Who catch an apple pie with sweet to none?
At trails the cards were stick on stacks when go.
Before your plays who draw the circles spaces.
A hunter witch afford the widen boys.
As sod to all are socks on toes with threads.
A Cauchy3 have cables none can call to gods.
Amounts on purposes get from tricks and treats.

Rah-Rah plates are rail road works.
Raises hells go with gooses step works.
Eat crows mark with kings boast works.
Earths worms worth a man choose works.
Fish baits hide by talk head works.
Talk head tongues take oil works.
Top gold notch the ton weight works.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
Farther of medicine mention as GREEK HIPPOCRATES.
However earth and no gods.
We collect and use medicines by try and error.

When there new spices of drugs and chemist we mix them into outtake bloods or cells to find the desire phenomenons or not.

Also before we use them to human we test its properties and strength just by giving them to other animals.

Caues of disease can access us so bad.

Just diassembled are ways of china tyranny.

Herbs for then should must be assembly.

Deals with anatomy and medical ethics should have best for regard.

Who may success as pacify if they cure the bad guys or the dirt.

Hippocratic oaths must fulfill for bring some luck to patient.

Pledge beneficial treats for health are rather rich or not.

Thou obligations are ways of doctors that are moral needed.

Biologic fields can deal with bodily structures also psyche minds.

There are body functions also mental functions are those for regards.

cheung shun sang
Advancement For Some

Advancement..
Farther of medicine mention as GREEK HIPPOCRSTES.
However earth and no gods.
We collect and use medicines by try and error..

When there new spices of drugs and chemist we mix them into outtake bloods or cells to find the desire phenomenons or not.

Also before we use them to human we test ite properties and strength just by giving them to other animals.

Caues of disease can access us so bad.

Just diassembled are ways of china tyranny.

Herbs for then should must be assembly.

Deals with anatomy and medical ethics should have best for regard.

Who may success as pacify if they cure the bad guys or the dirt.

Hippocratic oaths must fulfill for bring some luck to patient.

Pledge beneficial treats for health are rather rich or not.

Thou obligations are ways of doctors that are moral needed.

Biologic fields can deal with bodily structures also psyche minds.

There are body functions also mental functions are those for regards.

cheung shun sang
Long with bows are plus to charge.
Break to free have many wares.
Block40 alert as watch dogs.
Dual in bands are radar rocks.

Dual in bands are radar dots.
Hells to cats are driver long.
Volume searched with rams on guns.
MISSLE rams have common turns.

So for much are powers tracks.
So for powers tracks the files.
Poor IOVANOV doctrines racks.
Limited wars limited smiles.

Limited powers limited wars.
Fighting falcons take the ranks.
Flying nets are round on trips.
Lock on MARTIN heed s the ribs.

cheung shun sang
All Are A--Cauchy3

Amen apart is asses again.
Affix ash as amended an affair.
Ascribe Adam all an Adverb.
Aim an artery as arts –ago.

AX an axe an Aha ahead.
Able abeam are acute abreast.
Amounts accounted arouse ARITHMATICS.
Activate abyss as all are acclimated.

cheung shun sang
All Are Marred By Cauchy3

All are marred.
China leaders give us gifts and fists but even so they are tyrants.
Snobbish cadres Snook are good.
Look on windows all may pass but pressed with hams..
Cadres’ limo takes the roads.
Cadres’ hands are tails to bear.
Bear a hand are hands and foot.
Police argots come with poems.
Even so as all are marred and spoiled.
Speak to laws but nothing argued away.
Tyrant boots will enter our ways and stamped.
Phoenix body burn as censes.
Call your souls but got returned to senses again.
Spiritual worlds will need our hero.
China lemon trades have CENTAL pounds of grosses.
China rice is also there are china whites.
Drugs are white are all HERO-IN born.
Human fields are frames to mar.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
All Pro Forma-Cauchy3

All pro forma..
Multi cults are faces to faces.
Kiss to skins with teeth.
Kissers do the cards to set on smart.
Ordeal trails supposed is gods.
All pro forma are kisser faces.

Likelihoods are odds.
All are gods.
Probing laws are copied rules.
End in tears are might to boot.
A mega god at least is far.
A Giga leader is lord to push in.

Ruler visa are trace concern our baby breaths.
Give me ways with reasons filled to fit up worlds.
Men have not worthy notes but gods will get PRETER- natures.
Over lords ahead are laws.
All will rule us when we taking few to how to go up.
Few of how to read and write the myth are dummy heroes.

Hells to bend are cauchy3 torques go beneath decline to lines.
Token signs are morbid symbols.
Powers real are morbid growths.
All assuming leaders get our favor taking chances to change our radix.
Gods will get my after math.
Moral thin as wafers got the proof of pudding.

cheung shun sang
All To Ask (Realms) -Cauchy3

All to ask (realm) ...
Powers sine qua non!
News on sine is died on cones.
Crowns as cones are works to own.
Sort on dices are bills of joys.

Major vast are masses to pass.
Myrrh and nanny goats are hot.
Soups on cups are oral asked.
Powers sine qua non!

All to ask is class to sine.
Right is turn on sine in times.
Zeroes are null and there are nil.
Print my words on lanes of tills.

Realms on words are verbal acts.
Realms on words are dices to play.
All to ask is class to sine.
Right is turn on sine in time.
---Cheung Shun sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Allow-Cauchy3

Allow..
No jobs are honors on history wrappers.
Encode the codes by dreadful letters.
Accept the acts access the accents.
With minds achieve to equal better.

Have chances to change when processed.
In looks we love the kindness powers.
Preempt your fights are better progressed.
On whales the scourges are gods to allow.

Alright together toes are holding.
A toe on hold is all in random.
Exchange your toes are range to swallow.
A Gamma fact of lives is Tory.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Always Sins- Cauchy3

1Always sins..
Circle sums imperial are doggy back.
Just exceeding all elicits are tangle up in sues.
Gods are setting please to bums.
Kings but all desires to largest masters tasks to over practice rounds and rounds.

Sexes are yes.
Medals all are bridges.
Hits and runs as fires as over see in cut off related to spheres.
All arousal rights are something opening.

Striking yet with common senses with possible laws are hairs to hide as desserts.
Psych disgrace are due to faithless royal.
States of being royal all are rather.

Just sommeliers serve your drinks and kneeled.
Just a pimp will brown in rings for rims to train the whores.
Fates to sure that events are fates are servants.
They as peoples kneel with honors.

Official kneeling get as laughter smiles as whores as cadres as teacher pets.
Leader mounted the worlds as wholesome as total-ism.
Total all are rounds and rounds.
Successes get as carries.
Powers mask in.

China totalitarians!.
Smooth are gears as powers go to annals.
Teach your peoples sum with powers.
Gain and profit your purchase moral come.

Public nuisance lends the hands of dukes.
Dukedom labors all cannot assume a cup of teas.
Leader pets are worlds of Jesus all are evils.
They got all juices and merits in high.

Leaders legend all are myths as rather good.
Plan to act to make the ends are condition worth.
China gets successes as circle sums.
Nursling sums are moral Satan.

All the ways are fooling made to cheater good detections modules. Modules come as systems all are equal laws. Key on Tory gets the self-interests as leaders. Key on peoples gets always sins.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
An Evil One

An evil one..
Not to go with soft referred as despotic rules are just.
Nothing quite defected if nothing softly despotic. They are nasty nice.
Some sublime ways are better empathy hearts. List to mores and law as made
may then be good. Common all are simple normal looks. What is good? Are we
right.
What is evil all are self that like then project to other. .
Someways also some how must be thives to get and punished the thives.
Eyes with beams or eyes with sticks are all not keen or better eyes. Always
supposing then always are greedy human natures that are egos. Certain ethics
bear by natures. Empathy natures see a while between human creatures and
other creatures. Empathy come as something sexy calls to please or beg the
other in the very first. However you can learn and go sublimed and go to charity
one by self. Certain worse than wrong are evil doing just with natures acquire by
all of us as human being.
Freak to have control those all seemingly flexible also feeble are emperorship.
Mostly they selected for always be self. Wealth to him and life to him and mostly
better stuffs for him is so. Tribes and taboo can be right or can be wrong. By the
ways for all of them are some projected from human natures then also culture.
Equality ways for men and girls are right.
Culture also traditional rites may influence life and wills of us.
Good or evil can inherently bear.. Passing genes have identities come with
qualities. However what about our culture interference us and some are
conventions. However those are come by tokenism reasons.
Some did mention names of Sigmund FREUD. Then our natures just as instincts
all are some inflicted with our sub-consciences. Some against the taboos which
we have evils then there are some behaviors bad.
Most can be evils only with our themes of sexes or greedy egos.

cheung shun sang
Aron Visions-Cauchy3

Whales on backs are lines to cross.
Whammy jinx driven kings.
Go to falls are saying gold.
Brew the yeasts but get no drinks..

Moneys spare the ARON with rods.
Deals remit to belts rebelled.
Real to get must whistle bonds.
Weaves on lobes are earlier eyes.

Moneys ARON as opened buns.
Real to drink is whistled wines.
Cauchy3 to sell are gods to buy.
Hours to Hours and watts are time.

Seek my issues felt my fires.
Hours to Hours and Watts are times.
Metric are clocks and times are passed.
ARON has visions with non on tasks.

Hours to Hours are powers grow.
Needed my glory is bloody gory.
Hawks are axes but gods have sine.
HET-Up Gods and go on vice.

Talks to wishes are gravy trains.
Costs of storms are heavy rains.
Touch the hawks but eat the snakes.
Good on pounds are china mane.

Media cares have strips with sexes.
Media events agents are pens.
Foods are drugs that whale on back.
Gins and grins are axe in man.

Kings are metric passing back.
Kings are metric queens to pad.
Most on backs are mostly facts.
Mostly facts are all too bad.
cheung shun sang
Arts Of Taiwan Gandhi

Powers are rules beyond laws.
Would there are civil on way of powers.
That is always laws or civil arts.
Panels on time delays are some.

Latter are referendums on both sides.
First set off all boots.
3 passes become 4 good wires.
Schooling is the best safe books.

Training on laws is as our free wills.
Happy thinkers are on both sides.
Off set is to zeroes powers.
Always laws are civil homes.

Taiwan and China have four passes.
Schooling is the best safe books.
Delayed timers go on ask.
First set off all books.

70 year latter is a deep pool.
Blow the cold and the hot away.
You keep your bibles I get my books.
Gandhi urns are law vats.

Taiwan Gandhi books the home.
Switch tickets are swap bosses.
No flames on cinders but warmth are heat.
Spheres mono is not twin earths.

A cake is not a piece is not good to share.
Cokes of wires are macro powers.
Cokes of yokes have no happy hares.
Taiwan Gandhi books a home.

cheung shun sang
Arts Of Taiwan Gandhi-Not Cauchy3

Powers are rules beyond laws.
Would there are civil on way of powers.
That is always laws or civil arts.
Panels on time delays are some.

Latter are referendums on both sides.
First set off all boots.
3 passes become 4 good wires.
Schooling is the best safe books.

Training on laws is as our free wills.
Happy thinkers are on both sides.
Off set is to zeroes powers.
Always laws are civil homes.

Taiwan and China have four passes.
Schooling is the best safe books.
Delayed timers go on ask.
First set off all books.

70 year latter is a deep pool.
Blow the cold and the hot away.
You keep your bibles I get my books.
Gandhi urns are law vats.

Taiwan Gandhi books the home.
Switch tickets are swap bosses.
No flames on cinders but warmth are heat.
Spheres mono is not twin earths.

A cake is not a piece is not good to share.
Cokes of wires are macro powers.
Cokes of yokes have no happy hares.
Taiwan Gandhi books a home.

cheung shun sang
ATAQUE de nerve..
Boons are bowls as rice and men to turn about.
Feed for bowls to face the rice with wrongs.
Sours to grapes are says to powers.
Gods will cycle as worlds are spin.

Men are actions react and deemed.
Cast as gods are goddess fantasy.
Wide and far intended are powers.
Wide to open are lover hearts.

Wide amuck are sealed to accords.
Loathing crowned are lionized traders.
Clean up acts inversed corrected.
Clean up minds as kill against evils.

Spiritual unity loves in masses.
Gods absolve but men have errors.
Gods absolute judge replace our errors.
Gods absolute judge replace our measures.

Peoples kill animal fight for merits.
Skew-Ness graphs are heavy left.
Money tickets go with powers.
Powers go extended.

Worlds are large enlarged to big as bigger kings.
Ordinates powers go to gods with cants.
Gods as powers cut my cookies.
Gods as morals ATAQUE de nerves are each.

Gods have got un-condition-sexes but men will need for moneys.
Needy men will get our needy gods.
Worship gods will get no worst in cases of scenes.
Wooden men will eat the wooden plums that give by gods to us.

Gods are wooden.
Equal near are draw by inches.
Gods absolute near are equal nil.
Nil random goes despair as lives.
NILGAI NIM the grasses.
Men have raided the rice.
Nukes are news to 24-hours as social.
Nudes are hooker go to dimes.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

dheung shun sang

cheung shun sang
Atoms....
Games are twisting up nets.
Get the swerve to roll up hells.
Vary greatly hot and cold.
Power raps are come with odds.

Things are tight and tiger wait.
Powers storm our rains are acids.
Powers get rarely masses.
Ranking moneys power sacked.

Mercy gods are got me done.
Mercy powers all are down.
Loops on holes and laws have works.
Grills on works and laws have ports.

Beauty pots have beauty trades.
Trades of guns are power dare.
China gets the weight up atoms.
Roamed on skies are china vapors.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Baby Blues-Cauchy3

Baby blue........
Baby blue abuses no forces.
See your baby self abuse.
Off the chains are monkey hordes.
Very good kingdom blues.

Off the chains are monkey ho.
Crackers eating, devils are snacks.
Get a bit and buzz on toss.
Get a clue are con-y catch.

Baby blues have seen my piss.
Find a home get by pies.
Tip-y walk have tips on toes.
Laws in houses are groggy- holes.

Baby blues have eaten my toes.
Get my clues are con-y catch.
Laws in houses are groggy-holes.
Crackers eating, devils are snacks.

Eat me, eat me baby blues.
See your baby self abuse.
Baby blues abuse no forces.
Off the chains are monkey hordes.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Back To Tracts-Cauchy3

Back on tracts...
Mentions make a live to care.
Spin in flats the worlds are shame.
Make missteps and made with changes.
Try to get and go to take.

Make up using goody words.
Wailed to weeds are swans with songs.
Ark will land and apes will cry.
Blow the heats to frozen ices.

Backs on tracts are badly mean.’
Chosen chores are men on earth.
Kiss your dogs with holly wreath.
Chinese pounds are catty to each.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

dueung shun sang
Baloney

Baloney....
Bully others cause by masters strength and poses.
Fall your faces and first to grounds because dirt may good.
Filthy men have nothing pretty only there may be forces and might confer or
hired from masters.
China tyrant some with china shysters take the tastes of swine.
China jester out on life is like a snob to live and count.
China flunky henchman wants a lot.
Who will seek their fringe benefits shamelessly?
Things that Indeed are buying also selling tickets but there are illegal fringe
benefits. There are cook account books. Credit accounts mixed with some debit
one is blend for self interests.
China syllogisms want the real of wars and loot of spoils.
What to fit in china tyrants wishes are evil men with evil acts.
- - - - - - -Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3- - - - -

cheung shun sang
Bamboo Tight

Bamboo tight...
Power glories are power home.
Ballsy bases are bamboo tight.
Stocks in dens and view on scopes!
Where you bring the taste of winds!

Partial loves are power gain.
Nosh up swallow some your lies.
Powers paint your fingers nails.
Powers get your package tied.

Powers are verbs and physic in nouns.
Gold inlaid are power hours.
Cubic powers aren't simple lines.
Powers verbs are good to time.

Verbs diverse are work to push.
Powers shaping touch your gods.
Close and tight to fit are use.
More the caused effect as worked.

Works on powers take your might.
Ballsy bases are bamboo tight.
Close and tight to fit are use.
Verbs diverse are work to push.

Take your powers to eat your charms.
Tins with powers and brains in cans!
Wally powers are hanging trees.
Fixed your works and hands are free.

Powers glories are power homes.
Stocks in dens are views on scopes.
Playing over are nicely dimes.
Play over are over drive.

Pudding powers are over eggs.
China puddings seal with steels.
Powers controls are war in tents.
Empire fouls are full of teems.

Ballsy bases are bamboo tight.
Where you swears to taste of winds!
Partial loves are powers gain.
Powers paint your finger nails.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Bamboos In Bushes

Bamboos in bush-poem-cauchy3.
Moneys are daughters in laws for politics.
Esteems are not the only daughter words.
The safe words are good hells.
Equilibriums are to shout at Gods bellies.

Five stars are negative beaches.
Political groans are academic years.
Not respond to all magic treats.
Do not bow to bad political remarks.

Great prizes are for small prides.
Object to vanes but not gentle winds.
Use your dimes to go up streams.
Are your minds going against streams?

Political winds have cold and hot.
Hot sexes still have feet that are cold.
Keep the words but not the mot that make.
I am a very wise good listener.

Agree to orders or to axes as you take.
It is law reply or coupon replay.
It is aim or it is way.
It is honors or it is laws.

Leaders fly north but go south.
Adam papa has amour proper.
Big themes are from birds mouths.
May be thin whites are dark horses.

Politics are laws but not judges.
Regards a live is as for hell burns.
Rules have usages but men have thumbs.
Bushes pilots are to clever bushes.

Are there loves taking but laws giving?
But like kinds are not like minds.
Well dragons are good strollers.
Are you roll the carpets or roll on routes.

What is a game and what is a play. 
Evil dragons are plus steels. 
It split bamboos with way lay. 
But where you come where the controls are late!

Are there eyes to eyes when we see! 
Bamboos in bushes can not agree. 
Or straight spines will bend the worlds. 
Pass the antics to your critics but not words.

Chins morale are Japan laws. 
Good yang will be happy plans. 
Stir teas in cups with no matters. 
How can you find pearl as you raid the hays.

Hit the foes shields with ran off. 
Public political games are massive. 
Can fairies have good gain? 
In small grams I put words again.

Good days are not god morning. 
Stir teas in cups with no matters. 
Hit the foes shields with ran off. 
Public political games are massive. 
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

doreng shun sang
Bath In Bloods-Cauchy3

Bath in bloods...
Juices are merits all or faults are venoms.
Prizes or stakes and maker does are means at hands.
There are throngs and where are none.
There are clouds and where are breezes.

Coming theaters got theatric venues.
Clear to break are all by blows as kingships.
Great to serve mankind are measures.
Baths in bloods are measures.

Round it off as successes all a careerism.
All remain true to false are poor.
All remain clean to visions get our scopes.
Either gains or losses are seeking.

Change in all a sudden all are morals.’
Limited looks our kings will show their honors.
Pull the wools to cover public eyes are deeds.
Worth the papers written all as bills are smoothies.

Tight as drums is drum up killing powers.
Lifelong regents mean to last as until death.
Let as rotated another after steps.
Bath in bloods employs a under unit to keep the peace.

Carry not as usual seeking gods in grace our ways.
More and once confine the good to jails because of words and ideas.
Things remind our people all are owners.
64-death as pupil bath in bloods is sorrows.
Judge our bloods by deeds and looks.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Begums Gods-Cauchy3

Begum gods...

Audit halls have snacks in boxes.
Shoulder wheels are governed gods.
Null again is pick begum.
Sultry TANTRA both are buds.

Kinds of loves are kinds of busts.
Offices decks are love guides.
Guide your swords to come and pull.
Other strokes have other uses.

Table nearby go to hells.
All remarks as all are sells.
Null to sell are trades to all.
Golden showers leveled last.

God begums will box the lights.
Darkness queens are Taiwan MAY.
Basic crowns are feather filled.
Self inflicted the loves are wants.

Written edited wrote in pairs.
Diana chokes are hard as daisy.
All are comes but bits are go.
Dip to lips as all are so.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---&®12288; &®12288; &®12288; &®12288;

cheung shun sang
Big Officier

Big officers..
Donald Tsang come to nabobs yachts and air plane.
Yachts and air planes belong to rich-Wong hung YU and CLOC PING SAW.
Donald Tsang comes in whole.
Half is guest and half is HONG KONG-chief., Do that half and do that whole.
Game for Donald is to do that.
Theme of Donald all are greedy half.
Build their houses with HONG KONG lands.
Hong KONG house policies must go and stop.
Half is market also half is Donald Tsang doing.
Build their houses and lands are talks are moods.
Hong KONG chief (C.E.O.) is half and half.
Fellow feels are nabob agreements.
Half a guest and half as future retired chief as riches staff will come on poses.
Money ranks is half a rank.
Straight and upright is built on sand.
In future our nabobs take our chief and care to him.
Even now bring Donald Tsang with wines and meats.
May be mutton meats beside chickens or that confessed.
Donald Tsang said that he love muttons.
Yachts have loves are half and half.
White or grey is honor made.
Stunner dancers all are trained. All know that nabob Wong have dozens and dozens of daring.
Come on boards with luxurious air planes or boats.
Fly to world and drive through the waters.
Private air planes and yachts are half and half.
Half for hosts and half for servile serves as that can.
Half is guests and half is laws.
Shysters laws are limbo made.
Half as pleased and future life in whole should need a collusions plans as many big officers.
Owners are sex mania.
Owners' riches are public husbands and playboys.
Donald Tsang half agrees.
Loves in boats are water beds.
Loves in planes are roc in clouds.
Chief will done is half with cakes.
Cakes are shared but not our wafer cakes that holy made.
Donald Tsang half is guest and half a lord.
Lands or houses may be gifts or may be bought.
Gifts that receive by credits or just debate in Donald Tsang account books in minds.
Wong is sex mania for beauty ladies.
Wong always pay a lots of moneys for sexes.
Half a cloud and half a rain is that.
Fishes for cats and beefs for dogs and men use moneys with usages. What a retired HONG KONG Chief EXECUTIVE OFFICE can do,
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
Birds Story-Cauchy3

Story of birds...

Birds in goals are old to worlds.
Pressed on ways are right as coined.
Home on truths are go on how.
Lend the weights on cues to join.

Steal an honor and lend your scopes.
Home on truth is going home.
Lemon pixels colored yellow.
Old to dates are out of elbows.

Ready Leo has born with lions.
Lions with marks and take the omens.
May be spots are may be silicon.
Close accounts are all to open.

Real accords are real to state.’
Going out are gone to passes.
Valences are free on hands as values.
All are tricks and all are arts.

Relays hold the strike on plays.
Fingers fives are five to stir.
Mavens are dab on hands to class.
Donald Jung may take to puppet wires.

Donald Jung got no wares.
Spy with wares are social tales.
Fools to proof are max to out.
Clement fits are clinched hours.

Donald Jung is talking craps.
Novels talks are seeds to rape.
Clement fits are clinched on tines.
Beauty trades are money tied.

Birds are good to gold with silk.
Canary was trilled on ways to sing.
Clement fits are clinched on times.
Beauty trades are money tied.

Victim passes on lives on trades.
Spy with wares are social tales.
Donald Jung is talking craps.
Novel talks are seeds to rape.
---Cheung Shun sDang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Brother bloods are dreamlike ways.
Pure as Eden there are gates.
Drink a cup of oaths and swear.
Death rattlers not are dear.

Fears stop my bloods no well.
Bring the bloods that come as wills.
Bring avenges bloods as man.
Peoples all are men are fans.

cheung shun sang
Bloods And Thoughts

Blood.....
Brother bloods are dreamlike ways.
Pure as Eden there are gates.
Drink a cup of oaths and swear.
Death rattlers not are dear.

Fears stop my bloods no well.
Bring the bloods that come as wills.
Bring avenges bloods as man.
Peoples all are men are fans.

cheung shun sang
Bosses Will Say There Are Right

Boss will says there are rights...
China top leader WU JANTO says "Country Unity."
Cauchy3 says "there are annexed evil forensic words for leader powers."
China premier WENJIABAO says "no pledge but without evidence follow china laws but I am clean";
Cauchy3 says "what are laws if there are no investigated facts when easy does are there?"
So and so is easy ways.
Who avoid the proofs? Those immense crimes of large amounts of bribery sins because they are second top.
Who avoid the proof then who must seemingly do and guilty. Do not forget china get china modes of imprisonments. Humble pies will also know our china get the courts with china system modes. Only semen swims in wombs for birth. Only crimes will hide as matrix arrays. Bribery sins are coming close for china ages. However only patron saints have right but who care. Partitions made are mixing arts for clarifications.
Free the Tibet parts and all.
China ANNEXATIONAL forces are much too harm to sustain.
Only way is our ways. Ways are some conclusions only there are freedoms.
Ways are some conclusions only there self identities.
Tibet people tokens only good for better reactionary happen.
- - - - - -Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3- - - - -
cheung shun sang
Bosses Will Say There Are Rights

Boss will says there are rights...
China top leader WU JANTO says "Country Unity."
Cauchy3 says "there are annexed evil forensic words for leader powers.
China premier WENJIABAO says "no pledge but without evidence follow china laws but I am clean";
Cauchy3 says "what are laws if there are no investigated facts when easy does are there?"
So and so is easy ways.
Who avoid the proofs? Those immense crimes of large amounts of bribery sins because they are second top.
Who avoid the proof then who must seemingly do and guilty. Do not forget china get china modes of imprisonments. Humble pies will also know our china get the courts with china system modes. Only semen swims in wombs for birth. Only crimes will hide as matrix arrays. Bribery sins are coming close for china ages. However only patron saints have right but who care. Partitions made are mixing arts for clarifications.
Free the Tibet parts and all.
China ANNEXATIONAL forces are much too harm to sustain.
Only way is our ways. Ways are some conclusions only there are freedoms.
Ways are some conclusions only there self identities.
Tibet people tokens only good for better reactionary happen.
- - - - - -Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3- - - - -

cheung shun sang
Bossy Taoism Girls-Cauchy3

Bossy Taoism girls....
Taoism girls will need a muff-ER success.
Buddha gets the mirror dust.
Widows’ dowry gods in prides are circle sums.
Eater fishes big to spend is water as wines.

Big as squeezers compiled bossy boots as concerns.
All religions sexy concerns go committed with gods.
Bossy Taiwan girls will pet my cookie.
Cookie pushers play my leather medals all as funds.

One on way will say my ways.
Muffle good!
Name the gods as very much as collars tied.
Bossy Taoism girls have collars tied.

Good as creeks are Clinton mouths.
Good are goddess boxes has chaffers.
Taoism locus all are sexy focus.
Ways of sitting wide as spread will sit at sterns for all in camps as cookie.

Taoism girls have magic powers take all as flatting cans.
Goods as radar gods will kiss my angels.
Flatter girls can be cants.
All are trusts to thrust to put as all as muffs.

Socks in skies are grasses that put the pens.
Bossy Taoism girls will put the jailer cools.
Legs of laws will set the twisters buss in buyout masses.
Bossy Taoism girls will buyout the goddess markets.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Bow Wow-Cauchy3

Bow wows your worlds of worms.
Take your buffet heads to worth.
Swallow the wash down tasks.
Braid the brand new brass.

Tick off my clocks but you clop.
China charges the chances to chalks.
Evils might are not peoples ought.
Table of limbos are hells to hall.

cheung shun sang
Brains and leaders powers...
Useful pieces the working attends with masks are leaders.
Call the merits medals show the social downs.
Messages sources with leaders’ prestige are modes.
Skulls are bones enclose over brains.
Think the zeroes not as empty set.
Think in abstract sciences by logic laws.
Excess senses are leaders presented to guns.
Kiss your bossy nuns to say my words.
Gods will hate the tyrant as they said.
Gods do not love Maoism.
Threads like the longer extensions take my NEURO sections come and go possessed receivers.
Brains to think and works are fulfilled.
Weaves of warmth engulfed our bodies.
Get the chances to heat up all reactions.
Oozed out airs is china boasting weathers.
Oozed out sweats is verse on necks.
Yielding loads with strength become leaders’ heavy hands.
Kissy bondages parts are leaders idolized fetishism.
China over lords has over powers.
So as do the things to please your gods.
Say my bossy nuns.
Go away from PINKO.
Wills obeyed on hypersexual charms.
Wills obeyed the usages given truths by leaders’ guns.
6-4 killings all are chilling.
Brains are psyches out as hands are washed with pupils bloods.
Made a search by scans of brains on views are free to go.
Primal egos lead to leaders powers.
Made engrained as peoples feel the martial laws are so.
Filled my Taoism female boss up all with comes.
Touch by brains her pouting sexes.
Mouthing smooth or quick our holly doves are good.
Gods belongings might are magic.
Leaders belongings might are powers.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
British Themes—By Cauchy3

British themes..
Great as British times are big.
Themes are souls and body rights.
Bargain hunters gods are form.
Christ is bases and just is norms.

Christ is bases and lands have bays.
Gayest joys are straight in days.
Good BAZAAR goods are set.
Pretty girls will go and get.

Donates done are hearts so kind.
Ginger groups are better kin.
Learn their books and pass their grades.
Dimmer lights are shadow faded.

Token Symbols all are joys.
London bridges are good as toys.
THAME rises with gentle rains.
Breeze in all are clever brains.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Buddha Beethoven-Cauchy3

Buddha Beethoven..
When the Claim as Polls are far,
WEIN KA PO is china leaders.
Need we help the near as sums.
Arts and parts are wools come to eyes.
Wool your eyes are WUJANTO.
Aide-de-camps who is boy will polish apples all who is girl will polish swords.
Buddha yes to men is toadies come together.
Loves benumb are cruel hearts.
Loves befogged a man with masks alike as mists.
All the Buddha comes together do the ceremonies.
Ritual math is body calculus.
Small to finite are all infinite powers.
Buddha Beethoven all are china sycophant.
Buddha all or china leaders real are powers.
Claim no spirits but polish your apples.
I mean some Hong Kong Buddha-some.
Girls and men in tri-plots are moneys-powers and fames.
All in tri-plots are wealth, self-esteem and doggish lives.
Add in tri-plot are controls, conquers and annexes.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Buddha Sexes -Bv Cauchy3

BUDDHA SEXES...
Buddha pays the Buddha bills.
Buddha sings the Buddha songs.
Silent motions made me still.
Large are dreams as all are tons.

Temple secrets colored tones.
Half and half are glories one.
Purple robes are yes as cases.
Nude are nuns and build with ease.

Buddha built on gases are free.
Daisy chains are circle deeds.
Altar clothes are open sexes.
Gifts with blanket drills are REX.

Buddha some are circle sum.
Blocks in blocks our stocks are rums.
Drink the rum with buffet ones.
Crotch-less cloth are lace and bones.

Buddha lots are sexy spells.
Buddha king will show his bells.
Diving up all is down.
Dip and loll as all by town.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Bugger-Cauchy3

Buggers...
Imperial powers rule the men and sorts of shortage songs with freedom.
Practical control as firm as steel is powers.
Great with justices rule over by equal laws.
Break and oppose the made up crowns as inning.

Rotate the twisting laws.
64-violent reigns are wrongs on ways.
Squint towards the goo-goo forms is better minds reformed.
Fighter arms extend as causes for justices.

Empires are ruled by emperors.
All are rules by iron hands.
Heresy evil on ways is always.
Heresy evils on ways and rites are powers systems like kingships.

Practical controls of mankind are guns and iron hands.
China policy some have proving better lives to china peoples.
Fuller shows are fully shown.
Fuller shows are fully shopped.

China peoples see a lot in lives.
What is certain?
Lives under fires are licking.
Maoism chiefs are practice mainly link to guns.
We are buggers under guns.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Bunny Loves-Cauchy3

Bunny loves...
Annals link to guests are purposed tongues.
About faces are feeding out through.
Bunny mouths are astray got in holes.
Hinder quarters views reviewed tokens.’

Saving graces as takes are licking charms.
Go assembly love on sexes required.
Packing cases are suits to coats with arms.
Loves and sexes are come as acted effectors.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Butt In Gods & Cauchy3 Then Go Away

Rob by tricks or forces.
Imply to rules are come to favors.
To your throats To your foes! ! .
Wrest to control mail by moneys.

Films on noir and films with stripes are moneys take the powers filters.
Butts are gods have justices.
Butts in inter ALIA between moneys are feels.

Square pegs in holes with rounds are moneys take friendships.
Go unless their justices get.
Rob by tricks or forces.
Square pegs on holes with rounds are moneys take on morals.

Vicarious moneys gods’ belongings are as ass.
Belt to tight and bills on sales are not dressing up.
Pigeon holed as moneys donate by friends attach by plots.
Each to each is persons’ wills in greedy forms.
Deal a card to each on runs.
Run the Rummies their table noble.

Work as very hard as eager beavers are there swimming sharks as are there are.

Who to give me moneys stands at back.
Well at back are welcome gods.

Proper names will ring up true.
Rectitude-on budgets!
Moneys embolisms!
All have promises to gods.

Rectitude on budgets sells a moral to rich.
Moneys embolisms sell a cobra to men.
Rectitude on budgets will sell.
Moneys embolisms will keep.

Run up nip and tuck.
Run away then cauchy3.
Butt in gods and run away then cauchy3.
Help and aid a man has needs in strength.
Ways to do as ways to help are some.
Wealth to peoples as honor riches and comfort many are budgets on budgets.
Control budgets are out on most.

First before finish we go to gods.
Check abuses as cauchy3 away to go.
Check the honors.
Gods are butt in.
Alter egos need all helps.
Gods beyond powers when they come are there.
Gods have hearts but fail to keep our worlds as holly.

Use misuse as charms to claim my moneys.
Gods have butt in.
Death is sure about all things but gods will butt in.
Few efforts to bore all down and cauchy3 then go away.

Heaven up when their deaths are nothing.
Gods have butt in cauchy3 then go away.
Men promote are world conditions.
Lacks of moneys get a lot of self or lack of self and get a lot of moneys get many sorrows.
Gods will butt in.

Do on every thing as gods and dogs can.
Evils have heavy petting.
Evils have pets with names devils.
Evils over pull and cauchy3 then take off.

Edges of Edens have no down on markets take the Diana wears.
Cauchy3 then go away.

Dominant fixes determinant meshes.
EXponentts get no powers soaps.
All are worlds’ conditions.
Butt in gods as cauchy3 then go away.
Color-esques are noir et blanc.

Gods have butt in.

Gods’ esteems are color-esques as noir et blanc.

Surely sir in pink is driver screws.

Bore you simple take the sins.

Gods will butt in.

(---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--)

tcheung shun sang
Buzz

Buzz...
Get a buzz and real as come.
Deaths with fouls will play as claim.
Words of buzz are argots piles.
Tyrants boxed our life as times.

Words that rude are swear that bad.
Bleeding souls are all so wet.
Oh must you a dirty mouth.
I am clean and good at mounts.

So I am clean and noting harm.
Dirty mouths you dip by arts.
Keep my stick and you must down.
Alpha male is me that calm.

Goals and horns are champagne flutes.
Fluxes that change are killing fools.
Made excited are Towns to goals.
Me is me are hot or cold.

I can love the basely P.L.A. goals.
Pick her goalie cherry close.
China double agent strips.
Smooth and tender all are lips.

Kiss is kiss and still we can.
Dip and flee are moist with lands.
Venus mounts have camel toes.
Read her contour all are poems.
- - - - - - Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3- - - - - -

cheung shun sang
By Blow - Cauchy3

Men are ants to accept some food.
Invited your pets are when lives are good.
Two ways in spaces are wrong and right.
Fussy leaders are great to live.

Tender your moneys to go on ways.
Partial objects are subjects to relate.
Allures to bosses are always right.
Fussy leaders are great to live.

Long runs are morals to fit.
Short runs are morale to pose.
When moneys talks our ranks may high.
Skill is to tie the arrows on bows.

Power platforms have no true angles.
Gods fade out when traded.
Pure honors talk in silences.
Good names aroused and interested.

By blows are men to follow the camps.
By things are men to get loves.
With times we are worms to apples.
With truths we think with free rooms?

cheung shun sang
Cadre-Cauchy3

Cadres..
Oedipus kills his mother loving partners.
Father butts are mother lands.
Electra camera in pulls her knives are there.
Theater gates are orchard gate for moneys.

Treat the mala-fide and kill the vices.
Cadre all Electors are Electra-s..
Cadre electors go to china chairs.
Rome electors get the officialdom.

Cadres’ officers seize the shells.
Cadre leaders clanking all are powers.
Cauchy3 bubble around is full of airs.
Cadre leaders bubble juices are dunk for powers winning.

Bubble men have bubble juices.’
Cards in hands we bang the bishops.
Arms in hands the leaders handle gods.
What the stars will hold in stores is false.

What the leaders hold in arms are true.
Set to dip as doggie dogs.
All are powers.
Congo saw discourse our china laws.
No referendum.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Cages and sugars (hearth) ..
Holly pokers are holly pokey.
Always sugars return to null.
Null to control the bondages stirred.
Stocks are fine and stocks are girls to call.

Sexy inmates innate are sure.
Drink the honeys.
Birds in cages are lacing up powers.
Christmas gifts are up for good.

Meals are raw but go as easy meals.
Who is easy meal?
Hearth to moneys gives hearth with rival.
Hearth to moneys when you are stirred is tokens.

Gods are damn or when you broken up.
Gods are damn when you lost your titles.
Laws of legs will kick you around.
Cages to birds are plain as staff.
Moneys to crowns are plain as staff.

Plain as noses on your faces and you got to serve.
You are birds in cages.
Colors of honeys get to eyes.
Powers get the cafeteria profits.
Cafeteria-n get no fishes with empty pockets.

They got the smells of fishes.
Human fishes are bodies.
Sugar fishes or fishes bones to prick to you..
Birds on edges will sit by rugs.
Cats on tops will sit on faces.

Groups of seven go away.
Groups of seven cannot break your cages. ☐
Girls will ignore scouting.
They use AK-17.
Cabals by laws the cats are tops.
Wallow in loves.
All are not free.
Free you and pure again.
Debited notes have credit men.
Men will govern men.
Girls govern girls.

Lives will need to have errors omitted.
Lives will need to have errors excepted.
Fabler gods will give no escorts.
Wash your faces and give your services.

Birds in cages have heavy duties.
Birds in cages are sugars all.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Cauchy3-Free-Verse

Cauchy3-free-verse...
Doves are internal beings.
Peace is pigeon ways.
Lobby talks are salad says.
Beauty ways are beauty wages.

Honors come and money goes.
Divide through are divided shares.
Lion sleeps are caves of minds.
Lion roared our worlds awaked.

All resurrections need rectitude.
Powers need the morals.
Wills should have humors.
Feeling touches along are sides.

Mammals eat mammals go to rumble.
All are mercies prays to prey-s.
Mercies all mercies are mores.
Moral codes are swallows eating.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Fighting give no rights. Rights are giving by fighting. Jousts are not justices. But justices are jousts.
Laws go to gods when feel with gods. Law is not human feeling. But human rules by feeling.
Laws apply to peoples away from races, creeds and colors.
Scopes with conditional worth and tossed on sides of two of horizons are nukes away from laws..

General laws are general.
All to rights are equities applied.
Sentiments as goody feeling needed to come for justices.
Why human still can rule by feeling.
Legends are not myths only.
Myths are need to legend.
Legacy is not lives.
Lives need legacy.
Legal tender of powers is might.
Legal tenders of moneys are values.
Envoy and kings, legates and powers are will-transistors.
All wars desserts and peace decors are despotic window dressing.
Yule got the sox.
Candies are sugars daddies.
Dandy is math.
Calculate by hidden senses.
Guns will dropp off favors when your armies are weak.
Created by merged and winds that flow will crash together.
Constant flows are tribute to winking eyes.
Function views are efforts of epoch.
Collect your stamps but powers sealed.
Collected moneys but jobs are tellers.

Ranks have no rights. But rights are ranks. Queen use only hero boots.
Dickens and saints are flowers and bees in hells. They are symbiosis.
Programs are not systems. Systems need programs.
Like definitions to sentences. Definite by touching and put up by words on ways.
May be jobs are only channels to definite.

Cauchy3 lose his feeling into reasons.
Who parse the laws?
Who refuses the fuses?
Who comply with gun?
Who butt off when tanks are moving?
Prim punsters demur at laws.
Break my even I twist on twin.
Catty leaders and happy whores, who get the wands and who get the moneys are one.
Second is my feeling.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

dueung shun sang
Cauchy3-Free-Verse

Cauchy3-free-verse...
Doves are internal beings.
Peace is pigeon ways.
Lobby talks are salad says.
Beauty ways are beauty wages.

Honors come and money goes.
Divide through are divided shares.
Lion sleeps are caves of minds.
Lion roared our worlds awaked.

All resurrections need rectitude.
Powers need the morals.
Wills should have humors.
Feeling touches along are sides.

Mammals eat mammals go to rumble.
All are mercies prays to prey-s.
Mercies all mercies are mores.
Moral codes are swallows eating.
   ---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
C'est un as du être en rouge.
He is hot as collar stuff.

Voir bingo être un peu fou être toque.
Half a crown there is fifty-fifty.
On a Voler mes monde uni.
Steal my world smooth.

Petit personne sont half portions.
Half pints are small potatoes.
Dans une impasses mettre des batons dans les roués.
Climb up the gum trees to gum up our works.

Etre deluge faut du temp.
Your elbows need some times.
Truquer les carts tout ne fair maquiller les bremes.
Cart your ways away from boards.

cheung shun sang
Chapels-Caiuchy3

Little ease of chapel jam.
Diving claim are diving clam.
Clammy smacker clam my spears.
College hills are better earth.

Candy styles are dapper hands.
Collins plays the games on clam.
Clammy smackers clam my spear.
College hills are better earth.

Take a cheery crack my minds.
Crack on hints as apple hips.
Fanny arts are down on south.
Pockets pin down my hours.

Regions of bodies are chapel ease.
Die to end a clean in slate.
Take my centered dead to duck.
Racked up sorts are good on bucks.

Dikes in disks are chapel make.
Money ask to all are `mad.
Shames to gods as loves are same.
Cut the fancies are money cats.

cheung shun sang
Cheer and root is DONALD JUHG.
Act a way in open also other evil schemes in secret.
Overt does or convert acts are china tyrants ‘contacts.
Hong Kong china commie teacher pets might beg for china tyrants blesses.
HONG–KONG-Donald Jung knows a group of HONG KONG dirty noble mutually.
What are fringe benefits then? Come and gather together must be some really
service for Donald JUNG. Take a seat for private air plane. Take a cruise to cruise
with the private one those cruises belong to Hong Kong nabobs.
Feign to acts in ways but make the real confer and moves in other. Does JUNG
YIN KUNG HONG Kong ex-C.E.O Donald JUNG pay the traffic fares?
Donald JUNG did kick his followers upstairs.
Ways beside this there are nepotism earn their life as hireling men. Those are
yes are kowtow men. They are franking stamps. They are cliques for governing
however all are yes and snobbish men. Their worse in self is evil wills
So inferior complex does for their making evil minds as their evil natures take
always.
Greedy Donald JUNG cheer and root for china commie tyrants. Once Donald Jung
is HONG KOJNG chief executive officer just might always look for fringe benefit
among those Hong Kong nabobs just to make him wealthy.
Donald JUNG repulsive behaviors all will twist our facts.
Oracle saints may need those men to clean our donkey back.
So please me and I keep my voices quiet.
China IX JANGPING also HONG KONG leader teams should they know as how to
clean my donkey back.
Ranks of moneys really smell but I will take the favor also remain clean. I love
money mints. Give me most then I might keep quiet. Are there hush moneys?
Donald JUNG onto ways to come and match or map to evil domain just as
cunning china is purer commie henchman.
China ways are worse of lethal hells that hide or hire. Hireling men will have
political powers so are snobbish.
Hireling men will earn and keep their better life in some.
- - - - - - -Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3- - - - - - - - - - - - -
cheung shun sang
China Bath-Cauchy3

China bath...
Got heurist more are parts.
Arts and parts are gates to pass.
Crash the Taiwan gates on mains.
China goes in acid rains.

Bloody clouds are stars in five.
Evil powers take and give.
Trackers men are men in void.
China logics all are coined.

China logics bath in French.
Lama brains have moral tested.
China taken means are bad.
Nominal theorems are china man.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
China Bibles-Cauchy3

China bibles..
Mother lands are passive go to china leaders active.
Hustle hunting china passive come to witches but hunting.
Hustling none but china active yeasts as over all is groups.
Maoism girls are SWADDY counts.

Maoism trees are full up apples all besides that one in heaven.
WUJANTO naked is null to apple baby.
Nature bones are cadre going pinks.
Baby pinks will turn the evils tracing Maoism devils.

China yeoman buy the furrows like the French passive to cadres.
Yes men have yes to whistle.
Powers daughters all are guns as means.
Daughters all of poor are all to count.

Laws are wars.
Cauchy3 will write on walls and pens are cherries.
May be counts are there on all.
Ponder china he is over others.

Cadre girls will use the pegs of tents to worlds of SISERA.
Circles encircled and people suppressed by policies all beside their arms and also their arms.
Pits that fall are their peoples.
China armies all committees are Jew-s to play to gods.

All to them as they have bibles go to own.
Taiwan your pork!
Cauchy3 has pots.
May be wrong!

All are diploma greeting come as Taiwan weak on knees.
Very weak as country Taiwan got a cauchy3 as Tennis fan and please we pledge.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
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China Blank To None To Screens

China blank to none on screens..
All entitled hearts to leftist bless not our fates..
Bless no leftists.
Fierce as tigers come to tiger accords.
Rains will like the arrows into army storms.

Rains are torrents flow.
Storms have reddish acid rains.’
Under works of policies kings can just to order death to peoples.
All agree to lives of fathers all as sons.

Doctors live in funny farms can say the so and so are out of truths.
Match to similar functions just are china policies.
Quell the query as freedoms.
Quell the peoples’ rights to have rights.

Stir to peoples-right as people lawyers down to squeeze to jails.
Fathers’ names the favors leaders gods.
Leaders’ names are gods to worship.
Leaders’ body all are gods.

Hunt the worlds are leader sample free.
China leftists hunt the worlds.
Quell the inner cycles with no blanks to screens.
Truths are blanks to screens to none.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
China Catch A Packet-Poem By Cauchy3

China catch a packet..
Take your kits to sick of world.
Circle free are counts to put.
Swear to wicked and put to swords.
Putting down are leaders turns.

Laying down your legs is dirt.
Dusty mirrors all will not find.
Cyprus loves are good in times.
Bust a string is clock on pipes.

China catches a packet bomb.
Taiwan radars hear the tones.
Sermons beat my guns on ways.
Taiwan she is bearer called.

Tickets bearers beat my meals.
Graphic strains have many means.
Cars deliver dropping rights.
Taiwan lasers all are bright.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
China Feathers-Cauchy3

China feathers.
All broken are to all broken.
Empower the go on switching might.
Swaps are solids of evils to Gods.
To assign a stamp is to enclosed wills.

Seal the boxes when hubs are put.
Send the letters of dead wars.
Fugitive stews are cooked and used.
Lying above are all above hands.

Little to think is a world of lots.
Rake off are common worlds.
Break and enter we go fast.
Lying above are all above hands.

All hubs are for fire breathes.
Dark flames follow your feathers.
Evil powers follow your ethers.
China ethers are steel legend.

Leggings are not good to evils heels.
Powers are each others to eager.
Empower the go on switching broken.
Water soars but no rocks are rotten.

For waters are rocks giving up.
Minds are calculated and tactics are used.
Drop the lines on switching phones.
Flaw called are over polices.

Pc software is war wares.
Lying above are all above hands.
All hubs are for fire breathes.
Dark flames follow your feathers.

cheung shun sang
China Keels-Cauchy3

China keels.
Your fatal palaces are moneys cashiers.
Your faiths are real lottery eight.
Sure wins are good to achieve.
Cold winds are leer eyes.

Go to what ever is ever.
Strollers are dragons to fling shirts.
No weak knees are on strong heels.
Daily doubles are dozens with twins.

Dab hands are to fixed desk.
Good men are shame to ask.
Political games are gambles on test.
Waters flow down to race.

Principal are masses with no good densities.
Lead poisonings are not lead pencils.
Balance your red and blue sheets.
Naked eyes are over the keels.

Drink thirsty are powers to be since.
Dry bones are solute on wines.
Wet bloods are ashes and dirty.
China keels are bottom six.

cheung shun sang
China Nafs In Cracks By Cauchy3

China NAFFS in cracks...

Annapolis marines come as nobles blown to minds.

Bent to gods and take the anchor.

U.S.A needs the best to theaters.

Powwow knows the ways to see the winds.

Winds do not conquer all machines.

Take APOGEANS near to touch.

Get APOLLYONS waste to junks.

Blocks in heads the modern days as schools and yards to taunt for china godlike leaderships are Mega.

Marred the plots are china fears to world as justices.

Marred the texts are china policies.

NAFF in cracks are mufflers dead in sounds of china nation mouths.

Early maudlin rounds are 6-4 for china fear.

China fears in year 1989 and 4th of June the bath with peoples bloods are such.

LUA HE BALL is stirred and yeasts to breads but put to jails with made china persecutions all in year ends of 2009.

There are many such cases beside china 6-4.

Who will speak to laws with freedoms making justices?

Megalomania made the world in guns and shadows.

Mirrors cones are GENTZEN math and German U-boats as the worst china logic.
GENTZEN math analysis better forms.

China logics analysis boots to geese steps are ways.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

twen shun sang
China Party Rings-By Cauchy3

China party rings..
Virtues viva make our senses.
Dens and thief is all has scenes.
SCEPSIS doubts are laws with fairs.
Join our men and breathed our airs.

Taiwan ranges have Taiwan schemes.,
Often make our solo-FEME.
Often make our very mates.
Meters formed are laws that ate.

Pseudo laws are china prints.
Party big alone are rings.
Peoples’ struggles are better fight.
China party is evil might.

Guns and forces are all that stretched.
All to care is all my retch.
Psyche works are souls in shops.
Cadre works are all from tops.

Alpha males are singing birds.
Whistle backs my turns are tire.
Silver moon is all with moods.
Cooked your bible come as floods.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
China Quakes-Cauchy3

China quakes...
China quakes in earth are bolts to china backs in doors.
Collect our funds are funny faces.
China liberating lands will get the father butts to capture freedoms.
Plans to get are explained as lacking symmetry balances.

China leaders’ domains to rules are all.
Also if China labs up America add the overlords setting all hegemony trees are always.
Thus sum up to all as legal charms as given to china taken from America.
Heads on boards and feet on bounds with chairs to tie to peoples is china.

All in weights to lawyers rights and democratic talents are china oranges in bottoms.
All are thus the gallows apples.
Killing them all are polished apples thus are all as china Tory officials.
Over in lords are centers go to china sum up times.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
China Tents-Cauchy3

China tents.
Good to go under the guns.
Fade and out are new to ages.
Odes are pure to those with plums.
Stills to lives are gone on sales.

Powers works are fine to arts.
Masters pieces are master worlds.
Annex laws are bloody pass.
Annex map to awes on words.

A burst of speeds are heavy powers.
Altered masses are breaking open.
Syntaxes go with ratio arms.
Syntaxes deal with slave laws.

Critics real are antic truths.
Best to might is short to use.
Names in boards are powers keys.
Pegged your body is dogs’ tents.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
China Wen Jiabao Money Ranks

China WEN JIABAO MONEY RANKS..
Who chase the ranks of money notes?
The premier ways are rice and smokes.
Our premier danseur good is smells.
The peony cards are rich that held.

Those cards are premier free to sign.
Too strong to break is premier kind.
His wife can keep the ranks of moon.
Our WEN JIABAO premier feels the spoons.

Reliable ranks are moneys ranks.
Discontent words will worth their hands.
Extend to thousand china millions are bucks.
There asserts are secret making lucks.

That Sudden break and out as rich.
Believe to be humble all must meet.
Reveal as very rich is lucks.
What lucks are cores and nuts?
----Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Clans

The organic laws realistic courts to fit at and fill to you but details my demon. There are trickers and lairs. They fit at some but hide their lies. Those pretend for relevance all are china soft despotic. They made a very bad thresholds for HONG KONG common polls for C.E.O by what may be. What are futures for HONG KONG democracy. Some reliability are moral asking. Laws might raw. Claims that set should something must. But China clamp you down or clip your words that may addressing. China tyrants tyranny must a commie clan. Crow the world so when worlds did fail. Life can have tangent marks as lies. CHINABASIC LAWS MAY BE SOME. China tyrants tyranny jobs have tangent marks but we are still title yes. They are fierce and forceful. How as forcible feeble that nay be Or always china win at wars and battles. Are there still world justice. What are fair beside China FELLATRIX. Do female winningly P.L.A have been blown down. What make sexes. What to love should be. Comb the one who comb the heads of others. Nemesis cannot be avoid. Are they china tyrants.

cheung shun sang
Clean At Hands

We are light and airy utter.
We are poor also despair. We are differed much to rich in living ways. Poor are weak and bared with hands.
We are pan to hands. We will eat by mouths in hands.
Slums districts are dens and sinks. Kitchen sinks are needy life.
Some beset are poor with illness.
Sick in straits is very poor.
Humble man is poor and low.
All in that is nothing well.
Well of men are cadres PINKO also Hong kong commissioners.
Those would need the senses of good or shame.
Clean to govern all are must.

Pure as ascetic also all as common touches must always clean at hands and clean at minds.
Hong Kong Government Anti ization is that as I.C.A.C commissioner scandals coming through is now.
I.C.A.C commissioner TOM HIM MING knows what to do.
However he had used a lot of ways to hide.
He had used the public moneys just to treat and serve some and those as china officers very well and fawning..TOM HIM-MING may be as other peoples known.
He wishes to be promoted and boot to be incurred to be china congress man.
I.C.A.C is HONG- KONG famous desks with disciplines just for anti corruptions.
For many years so awarded and famous are them. Most of us may thinks that all of them are upright also rectitude.
Whole of HONG KONG needs their helps.
Nabobs who bribery some are put in jails.
Police who bribery some are stirred and put in jails.
Officers stirred and put in jails.
- - - - Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3- -
-
cheung shun sang
Clear-Cauchy3

Clear....
Cure purport the evils get the evil pages.
Test by motives got to clear.
All or nothing learning great is complete acts.
All to ports a person acts.
Or evils face the all or none as laws.

Cauchy3 take the maximums.
All are maximums.
How to clean as clear?
How to clear the single natured sins?
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Cohere-Cauchy3

Cohere..
Eyes intuit to right of men.
Years’ complexes have times with storms.
Motor tic will order been.
Get cohere points employed.

Contexts beta are working bounds.
Charms arrested will give hours.
Organs classes are school as teach.
Leaders’ organs are bloods on earths.

Ratio costs are basic changes.
Beauty trades attained our goals.
Leaders jiggling get the charges.
Objects have pocket veto to toy.

Actions clocks are test with times.
Scales on mach are low but high.
High as get deceit as crown.
Paired to link are guns in row.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Come up perch.
Come up perch then dropp your kick.
Get the candy a can of ices.
Laager cables bright and dim.
Cider bloods are men on-CIDES.

Come up perch then fine and fine.
Get the candy good to times.
Get the powers legs to kick.
Laager cables bright are dim.

Come up perch the laager cables.
AAC-Hens pass the power handles.
China Rome the order extra.
China Rome is all to tease.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
cheung shun sang
Confer-Cauchy3

Powers rarity passes on zones.
Paper lists are writing ones.
Bloods are guns and bloods are tanks.
Go in take the men in calls.

Confer inter on infer as laws.
Confer tenses are all in times.
Confer nouns are scores on norms.
All are means to scores on sides.

Channels must to draw on spot.
Loves are must to sell in once.
Lay on tablets as sports to works.
Confer loves on inner stones.

Over our ages are gods in edges.
Over our loves are works to deem.
Odd to serve are stranger odds.
Odd to serve are power ports.

Confer moneys get on soft.
Confer loving get to sorry.
Confer must to draw on spots.
Confer nouns are scores on norms.

cheung shun sang
Cores And Hubs

Core or hubs...
Change the chains related our mental health.
Free our slaves of silks and all untied.
China ill reputes may take a bath to wash.
Baths as French are beauty ways.
French has right and left and gather wings may think and talk and take their
French politic steps reset or set together some.
Share the same or something rotten tastes exclusive all are china tyrants both
with china jesters.
Ways with frills will need decors as china leaders charm offense or nasty nice
with soft despotic.
Moral hazards all are china politic games with jungle laws.
Global games are china evil ways as cores or hubs.
Hardly seen are global worlds with evil hazes.
China landscapes all have lunatic fringes with china conquerors. Tibet DALAI
LAMA must be sad. China lunatic fringes may ride and sail.
Tibet DALAI LAMA leave and flee are political groups abused by China tyrants
ordered armies that called china P.L.A.
Helms as china Maoism teams with terms and names by doing crazy silly things
in mania ways that made.
Cores and hubs are ways of fierce beasts but human self asserted and self
esteems as all from starts to en. Will fixations also minds so complexes just are
china commie till the old to new.
Self for means and cover all and attempt so much that all are acting cores or
hubs of china commies those is such.
- - - - - - -Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3- - - - - - -
Corker Cauchy3

Corker cauchy3......
Orders to count the tons are minds.
Final copies are final cups.
List of events are mono-kinds.
Powers come when acting up.

One party is big alone.
Orders to count are program minds.
All over powers allowed.
Pal up moneys take you wings.

Purists done the hells are brands.
Highs to lows are level on ranks.
Power words are total strings.
China reaches the aims as rights.

China rights appeal the might.
Balance off see the acidic winds.
Moral forces go off beats.
Killing tanks eat the earth.

Noises in white and paper brown!
Power mounts and all are rolled.
Cauchy3 amok and power mock.
Corker cauchy3 is good to clock.

cheung shun sang
Courts Fees-Cauchy3

Court fees..
Tiers ratio first is fees.
All oblige noble go to courts.
Higher courts will take as fifty thousand Hong Kong dollars per session at year 2008.
Go to model catty counts with all the same amounts.
Sum up four sessions go well as enough to cats in trade of single night-very pick up and very hot starlets.
Deng-SIM-MAN will go to ride the joys in cults.
Clownery circle sums are men with gray as actors.
Agile dancers- men in two with gravel accents as circle sums.
Deng-SIM_MAN is pleased.
She is pleased.
Deng-SIM_MAN comes as very looker good in towns.
She pays only a few hundreds.
Play on cults with picks the grasses with cauchy3.
Cauchy3 will get delighted.
Feel as near to loll to her man by cauchy3 and get a good discounts from her as catty fees.
Cauchy3 is willing to pay.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Craters Are Love

Crates are catering to cold snows.
Snows are plays with white fox.
Digitals are sum up to analog powers.
Loves are take care by songs.

Monesys are three-D and singing words.
Thrash around are sad clouds.
Smoke to mirrors are peak one.
Clear words are powers to be loud.

Pigeons bow when there are bits with seeds.
Gypsy laughs as happy weeds.
On far on far flowers and fires.
On valley is a cup of lily wines.

Foundations to find are controlled rules.
Very fortissimo loves are decimal points.
Round up them are bed may to use.
Crave words are with love logics.

Queens have no sum but times are in queues.
Monesys or loves are to scrabbles or to quibble.
Quick on tasks is quick on tart.
Go on test the vir-to arts. (tube).

Monesys’ virtu is love paper.
Who figures are on papers and who kiss my rings?
When love cross your saddle plays.
Regal are cattle on soiree sides.

cheung shun sang
Daisy Rays Will Call On You

Daisy rays will call on you....
Slowly vantages come to backs.
All imperial backs are china pounds.
Also-ran devices are built up frames.
Sterling despots have powers.

Close enclosures heavy close are called.
Bridges are gone to passing troubles.
Drench in breezes with robes denuded.
Much a great as many heroes come to forth.’

Tied composited daisies rays will call on you.
Goddesses all control all as flowers.
All controlled in groups are still have chances.
Sexy daisy rays are catch in jumping.

Shrewdness manage deals are china wheels.
Raw on deals as raze our worlds.
Stiff as heroes draw their strength to last.
Pupil heroes study very well.

Pupil heroes take the risks to kick the clouds.
Ok as daisy rays they get their charms.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Dalai Lama

Dalai Lama...
Not for gridlocks all between our china politic taking some debaters come from Japan. Fishing islands as called are lands of china.
Facts are true as Tibet lands belong to DALAI LAMA.
DALAI LAMA philosophic white lies mention pains are no the same as suffers.
DALAI LAMA needs to fetch the facts as TIBET must belong to his tribes.
TIBETAN Buddhism manifests gods of mercy all by religion dressings.
Who will help the body minds or spiritual powers?
He had been award the 1989 Nobel prizes for his proposals setting up the conflicts of worlds.
He is now exiled and live in India since china captured his lands and conquered DALAI reactionary. Whole of his contingent followers had fled with DALAI such they now live in India.

----Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
D-D-Dogs.. 
Gravity centered as heavy standards hang up logics. 
Bringing out an out in lamb is feeble law. 
Go with flows are D-D-Dogs and T-T-Horses. 
D-D means doggy dolls. 
T-T means target tasks to start. 

Multi standards alien our pretty charms. 
I say it right if bosses have taken the wrongs. 
At least I node my heads and all are yes. 
All to make are their successes. 

At a stretch they will win. 
I say my yes. 
Cared for truths are far as little out of lamb as seek for powers go with honors? 
A little lesser than powers and honors is truth. 
Or far less than powers and honors is truth. 

Go beside D-D dogs we have Y-Y dogs. 
Y-Y means yes-Yule. 
Yule is brought up good by moneys. 
Go beside T-T horses have another T-T horses. 

T-T means teas and tabs.’ 
Storms in teas with colorful bills are dips to set. 

Postal go have many goods. 
Postal go have many services. 
Bureau crafts are solid cages. 
Bureau cares are marked with cares. 

Gods will bring up standards. 
Morals have hazards. 
We are D-D dogs. 

Public spirits or private hands are standard bearers. 
Etch a dog with medals get eternal rings to china. 
Etch a dog with medals get eternal rings to England. 
All over our worlds we are D-D-dogs.
De La Piece-Cauchy3-Bilingual

DE la piece..
Au gratin a faire la poli de la piece.
Graver en relief racheter pour me dire.
Etre a galite le mal avec les nages.
La comete se mettre aux coma de la gaffe.

Au gratin a faire la poli de la piece.
Manque de confiance en soil sur les esprits.
De classes sont ferme mais de flamme
Jaillir dans la guerre pour faire halte.

La victorie a succes pour une buchee de pain.
Le lopin elaborer sur la paradis au aviateur.
Dun arbre entre se faucons sur les serments se en guerre.
Yacht de monde pour le amour sur de croisiere.

With credits to do on forces to tops!
Embossed to buy again as told!
Peer as evils when fight with loss.
Comets on wars to make the worst!

Upper crusts do on forces on top.
Diffidence is big to draw in minds.
Top on classes are fires to tow.
Throw the fires as battles are going wild.

Victory, success are very good songs.
Plots are heavens like flights.
Between woods the falcons to swear as won.
Tour the worlds for pleasures as wise.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
Dettol

DETTOL...
DETTOL stuff will clean our germs.
Clean and health is better terms.
Anti septic all must clean.
Germs sequel must to learn.

Rub your skins and treat you well.
Clean our floors and kill but help.
Most detergents all may good.
DETTOL drops are fairy rude.

tcheung shun sang
Dickens Caps--Cauchy3

Dickens caps....
Dickey birds lit my words.
Blazing rows are blazing caps.
Dickens caps belong to steel.
Silver moons are self to possess.
Wu JINX Too speaks and declared solemnly right on the spots of banana states.
Unify china way on heads of Johnson-son of devils.

Pimp juices and Rome successes in booty take our world.
Frogs with skins and all are down. Money to buy states with banana in wanton are sell off one with morals.

Daddy Mac and Wooed jinx to as to get the unify sets are burst in files.
Batches of works are corrected by links but out of ways from bursts.

Static but dynamite are statistics.

Figure heads have ruled out from rulers.
Did know dido works.
Based on tasks as penetrate as vicious rival bursts are all in runs when get.

Cools with critics and heats with antics as all are skins with fogs.
% of 5 stars is all dimes.
All are ranks and all are dead.
China dimes!

Or lives in hazard are backs on blocks to walk or to stay. Tricks are for the buying or selling but not to worth. Grammars are benefit worth. Morals have no meals. Bulimia is bulks to pluck the bucks.

Peoples’ apes settle down in regions of places which are same at first. When environments transformed people apes drift and spent as full out our Atlas.

All to victory are now to china then china is gods and owned our earth.
So dickens caps are bloody wrong.
Or humble all to each, we all people were like to live under one leaders when all are right.
Bruce lee are not tops to above all.
Bruin, panda, tiger, lions are not lambs.  
All are to kill and all are to love as TANTRA.  
Tsars and sharks are sum up kings.  

Sands that send are blows of winds. Your bowls or your sticks are you with Dickens caps.  
Taiwan hats in hands when there are Dickens caps.  
You have dickens caps Taiwan will hands in hats.  

Snakes are right on touches and shaped in gods with powers.  
Only eagles eager snakes.  
Sorts in sorts are bad to characters went out for hares in holes.  
Worms the ways to control all as wooed jinx to as dreams.  
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---  .  

cheung shun sang
Dickey Jung-Cauchy3

Dickey Jung...
MOJO say to so as Dickey Jung.
Nigger’s fanny goes to very clams.
Pray a fancy in ladies’ college.
Cauchy3 will pledge her older frizzle.

Dickey is older fruits to evils.
PORKING porky is Dickey porker.
Dickey Jung has not pork the times.
Please goods take him rest.

So ought with odd is sins.
Much dirt has rights with screws.
Rotten oranges are Dickey king.
Can- not sits on any faces.

Pray to gods as gods are dogs.
Dickey Jung is Donald Jung.
Bolo looks are Dickey child.
Hack and drivers like their dirt.

Child will zoom on poses of gods.
Dirty gods are over worlds.
Dickey zooms off gods with sins.
Toady begs him to give a tin.

Dickey wife is queen to bath.
Closet queen got her devil in toilets.
All to drink is luxury winds.
Serve the evils as gods in might.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Do -Cauchy3

Do...
Do a pitch and do a star.
Lean to bend as over charms.
Legal charms will do a shot.
Do as skirt my edge is hot.

Do a rural does as thing.
Does a turn as bottom wetted.
Go on crowns and do a link.
Yeast-ERS do a put to yell.

Catch an oyster doing south.
Leaders boxed as all are hours.
China leaders need a run.
Heads of fishes are table hubs.

Powers doctors all are OHMS.
Powers weaves are all so large.
Cauchy3 has pens to lay the odds.
Bucks and passes about are cares.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Donald Jung-2-Cauchy3

Donald Jung 2..
MERZKY meekly mess about.
Longer closets are out to rounds.
Church is out of loops to guide.
Donald Jung has rattler units.

Rattle loves to P.L.A. is humble.
Pray with rattle cups to gods.
Letter red is man in rules.
Bugs on letters all are crowns.

Push the men but damn the girls.
All is P.L.A. as commanded gifts.
Booty sellers’ news is worlds.
Newly worlds have goody pork.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
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Doodah Cauchy3

Doodah names are bible works.  
Hide and seek are ready to show.  
Laws as tackle made the rods.  
Magic wands are seemed to strong.

Slice and slide are fishing gods.  
Total realms are solid states.  
Steal with forces or tricks to rob.  
Seize the powers take the axes.

Cushy gods are power jobs.  
Spurs on burs are power move.  
Favorite hands are all for bosses.  
Foxy rabbit gods can toke.

Atomize powers are grand to hold.  
Cushy gods are power jobs.  
Doodah cauchy3 are table names.  
Groove towards the boards above.

Doodah cauchy3 are table names.  
Scrabble fence is bit on bytes.  
Groove towards the boards above.  
Parse the laws with syntax types.

cheung shun sang
Dover Drugs

Dover drugs..
Navels gazing are drugs are laws.
Human tools are human pawns.
All ne plus ultra are loves.
KON JAR MEN hate the doves.

Some naïve are tyrants' men.
Navel gazing all have ends.
Dover powders all with pains.
Good for pains is Dover mains.

Extra thoughts will eat the drugs.
Hide your front as key and rugs.
Open doors are mad are feasts.
Some condition some are fear.

JARMAN state that we are naïve.
Uncle Sam get the forces and navy.
China bad to states is oath.
Navel gazing read as know.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---.
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Dreams-Reves-Cauchy3

Dreams-Reves...
Tes reves est-ce-que tu les choisis beau.
Do you choose your beautiful dreams?

Nous pouvons venir comme le poulsiller.
You are able to reach as the gods.

Pouvoir d’achat comme tout le monde est un homme.
Purchasing powers as all a world is a man.

Un chef de monde avoir le pied dans letrier est le reve folle.
Leaders in world have foot in stir up is mad for dreams.

Inventer fair a peupres le pouvoir.
Dreams are about powers.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Caution polar means and laws are come.
Compasses test on math take on poses.
Yes to Echelons we greet our very norms.
Byte to echelons we take our very logs.

System models get the merely points.
Bad misused are powers over boiled.
Power centers leader go to camps.
Proper struggle take my men to act.

cheung shun sang
E.P.S. SABROSO..
SABROSO all are please to chew.
E.P.S.-easy please SALADO, all are models.
Transmit sexes and loves with gestures.
Bucks are baskets try by dandy calls.
Into some are moneys all as chokes that pass the fluxes to cores.
E.P.S. inductions please our deals.
Loves are placebos.
Sexes are philters.
Models smiles have loves to chew.
Models gain or losses are all controls by psyches just to take their moneys.
Female emcee a treasure boxes to count is each.
Facts on trees are jewels.
Earn a living get to kill.
S.T.D. will cut.
Moneys kill.
Kill your bigger moneys.
Lesbian female kings get a emcee stock to sell.
Sales are flat but active loves are there.
Phonic moans as ribbons work the sexes.
With no moneys cauchy3 have pudding rice as rickets to AUTO feel as near to loll.
Models fellatio got to chew.
Models feel as near to loll are fine.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-

cheung shun sang
Fall

Fall..
Fall in battles acts for china tyrants all by nemesis bring to them by ways of good or gods. Battle arrays come for nothing fun. Jokes about the wars are not so easy. Juggled history may hide our ethnic sins. Free the Tibet must be good. Hard and harsh are battles forms. Like a spasm our tyrants need to fall. Front and ranks are falling lines. Puffs of winds are tyrants' heats. All except are rights are laws are upright sues.
Most are struck off one bodily also get the infected with names on books of true reviews of history.
Dirt removed is something clean. Ways are clean and laws should clean. All debugging all are faults in china tyrants' life. Judges on sides have bribery panels. Mostly they obtain hireling claques for all their fable shows with history. Each of us should wonder what is cost for tyranny killing. Where are gods? What is nemesis? Foremen laws are franking stamps. Laws so contrasts are equal laws and upright justices. Do it always there.
Double dealing all are something bad.
Social ethos some are wrong.
Cultural pluralism some are good for heads to toes.
Cultural tyranny all are fowls that inhumane.
China manic ways will like the politic infiltrations. Reddish dominatrix tyranny comes as evil jokes.
Made destabilize upright put for shaking some for wrong doers are better worlds.
Laws should destined just and more for human right.
However sometimes Destiny might be cruel. What will gods to say about the more detached of china evil troops?
- - - - - -Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3- - - - - - - -

g
cheung shun sang
Fates That List By Cauchy3

Fates that lists...
Kept occults are human guesses.
Keep our laws are logic true, .
Guess to works are fixed by fates.
Who is god as back to dates?

Fates are lucks and fates are jinx.
Even times are blows and ding.
Little harms are guesses that wish.
Nothings bad are best to list.

Fates that list ensure our own.
Breezes are rains not storms with snows.
Totems highs are chiefs and wild.
China perils are things with bills.

Taiwan sings to Taiwan girls.
Leave the cages are happy birds.
China cages are poor and bad.
Free the Taiwan made their pads.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Feeding & Gods...  
Fullest real are go to get.  
Certain ways are come to sure.  
Not as matters care the breads.  
Foods and drinks are egos on pulses.

Feeding pets haven’t smiles of horses.  
Say the least as gods have toes.  
Touch by feet the water rise.  
Dive up swim the seas of tides.

Issues are lots and forbid to die.  
Subject walls are wrong in lines.  
All are holy cows to hold.  
All are god-des pigs on ports.

Angel angles are gods to rule.  
Hungry men are suffered men.  
Hungry boys need to tune.  
Good subsist are gods to etch.

Icons etching all are tokens.  
Toke the rules there are laws.  
Wills are bio-cycles that cross.  
Above hand the crosses on back.  
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

dr. cheung shun sang
Feel My Legs-Cauchy3

Feel my legs...
Bitter pills to swallow china cased.
64-tanks are holes with aces.
Actions speak as bloody tanks.’
Feel the coldness feed a draft.

All against the clocks we die.
All will feel the cheap on wires.
Feel the joys as we are one.
Feel my legs as we are some.

Fierce fighting chances are so.
Shall we live as finite combs? .
64-tanks will fight us out.
Filled refilled are bloody hours.

China logos finish the strokes.
First off traders time the crowns.
Office colludes are all so bounds.
Face the music all are rounds.

China face the music got.
Rub with elbows go to most.
Morals ventured out on ices.
Rubber checks are friendly eyes.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Few-Cauchy3

Few...
Cut to bones are poor to boxes.
Lend your hand your shoddy mom.
Bends to out of shapes are charms.
Quick to bucks are money farms.

Go as breezes are jewel things.
Gods will come and switch our bills.
Falling all is over deemed.
Gods will sting you like a bee.

Give you wide on berth to poor.
Flash in pans are boots to boots.
Gods will fall on flat as due.
Men will fall as works with uses.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Finishing Coats By Cauchy3

Finishing coats...
Mental layers move my right.
Mental layers set up our powers.
Neural blasted are metered MITRE.
Myths are spans of times in passages.
Boiler plates are killing guns.
MIZZLES run away all are free.
6-4 china armies killed.
Margins all are foreign rooms.
Not all accounts are on and on.
China killed.
China set up sterns the seats is crowned.
China finishing final coats is bloody red.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Fix-bilingual....
Vendre a la sauvette faire un pied de nez de la amour pour voir.
Le blagueur entrer en jeu.
Jurer de faire gagner de l’argent.
La monde jurer par avoir de l’autorite sur tout le temps.
L’empereur, L’ horrible vision avec la flamme etre sans le petrin.
Raser les murs, en mur mitoyen sur la force en la communiste.
Reparer etre dans le petrin.

Vendors are scorned to love and have no licenses.
Jokers enter our plays.
Jokers have sworn on moneys.
Worlds swear to say and take on over to all.
Empires are horrible visions and flames in forms that fixed.
Care to hang on party wall in forces of communists.
Repairs are fixed in difficulties.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Fluxes And Times

Flux....
Lie to kinds of rules that come.
Come and run are amuck that run.
Upstage some are hyper plugs.
China faults have evil marks.

Rocket marks are copied parts.
Nothing good and go too far.
All amused are foolish jokes.
Flux in times and life has chokes.

Shake their hands and keep their cards.
Lie a lot are jobs in parts.
Fluxes of bloods are evil strikes.
Govern all are species are types.

Kowtow yeses are better jobs.
Careerism takes are jobs on top.
Ways as wherefore those are wounds.
Tyrants kill with tyrant moods.

Firms and equals need by laws.
With no mores are all are fall.
Laws and mores have equal signs.
Bad to vice are all so right.

Counter china commie well.
Some de tour and forces must help.
Fluxes in times are stones can wash.
Melt and wash are stones as ashes.

UPPISH ways are spam in hearts.
Hearts must check are tyrant cards.
Nabob cards can play with food.
Eat that feed but bite and rude.

Brains must wash are peoples' minds.
Protest peoples chains are lines.
Pepper sprays are bad to eyes.
Cops will need their jobs as me.

Flux in times our cops may chance.
Evil army use guns by hands.
Tyrants pleasure all are feels.
Care the tyrants' hills and cliffs.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

tieung shun sang
Funny Courts

Check and balanced souls are deeds.
Call our Warrants lying seeds.
YUPPIFY worlds will buy our hearts.
Funny laws have funny counts.

Counter claims against are laws.
Laws of Eden tyrants fall.
Words of mouths have greedy needs.
Laws and phases are all to feed.

Feed our hearts are ways of earth.
Some co0jnsensus facts may nurse.
First to punch is something forces.
First are forces are over lords.

First to have are grosses are gains.
All obtrude are tyrants airs.
Country origin counts their cases.
Stir and nick for words or tastes.

China despots take their laws.
Kill no deaths but tyrants fall.
Goals are aims are funny counts.
Funny counts have funny nouns.

Phase to lock are nothing lag.
Manic tyrants are mania mad.
China perils come with miffs.
Bootstraps men have faces that lift.

Buy off judges have funny courts.
Breadths of views are better thought.
Counter cases are equal laws.
Goals are there but lost our balls.
-Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-

cheung shun sang
Gods And Apes-Cauchy3

Gods and Apes..
Our passing souls are items cross.
Refill by hall are names as gods.
To hallow get the events as apes.
Their patents patterns go to laces.

Objects are meals in pieces that go.
A never-never go to end.
Remain a good object of gooses.
Our songs to swans impair to hens.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
Gods And Rains-Cauchy3

Rains and Gods....
Rains I care not and ooze I care not. Favor rains are not. Fatal rules are washed.
All are sudden all anew to wash.
Gods will cover all the favor rains. Sky is dark.

Leaking powers over our plays are play as over.
Rains have laid the dust.
Dirty pools are dirty wet. Bones are dry. Bones are dark.
We afraid no rains then go to visit the houses of cats.

Lionize men are worked in through. Stokes and wheels are plots.
Guns on hands and power sank.

Rains coming!
Rains seeped.
Powers pass on secret codes.
Powers pass no safely words.

Shallow runs are shadows go on rounds.
Heavy bloods control by evil powers.
Save my bloods and lick my wounds for bones of mine.
Powers seek on eyes as men are not elbow free.

All the paths we will get to wet.
Along their sides as mania go to mad and powers are mad to gods.
All are solid we are small with rains.

We are shallow but political rains are heavy.
Pitches on pits or pitches to pipes as wallow pity or dusty pools are two.
Belly out and long to form as width to dictate are over play. Are playful men!
Play a thing and plan a long and breadth.

Rains on jackets take out full.
Donkeys skirts off gods to shot.
Passing men away on axis as times when go to reply.
Rains are arms reply by bolts in blue.

Tense intense is verbs when all are shot.
Grades to thanks are all to sorrows.
Sorry gods are you also come as rains.
Le pluie etait couche de fatigue.

cheung shun sang
Gods Are Shoot Off-Cauchy3

Gods are shoot off..
Back to order cover the works.
Back to wars the crafts will lay.
Lapping over are arms as working off.
Shoot my holes in very ways.

Shoot my holes as Gods to stay.
Psyche drama is ticket shows.
Psyche wars are mental man.
Psyche losses are means on how.

Take off shoots as we are gods.
Back to orders cover the works.
Critic cert is ways in city!
Antic cert is ways in dirt.

Plug away but go to plug my holes.
Choose my ways with pulling legs.
Fires are joules take the bole.
Go up ranks is go to else.

Old to brands are new as gods.
Make the hairs to curl when go.
Blocks to books are empire built.
Kings are big and earths are run.

cheung shun sang
Gods May Come—By Cauchy3

Gods may come...
Go along with good may good.
Go by books may get your foods.
Cadre gingers breads are means.
Milks and slices are come from deans.

Court of arch is dean of arches.
Bible oaths are night and darks.
Bible oaths have bible dares.
Gods in minds are something shares.

Gods have flaws and nothing rights.
Gods are travel times are tight.
Poor with times are suffered men.
Gods will give but all are ends.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
Gods Three-Cauchy3

Gods three....

Macao heaven go to three.  
Gods in heaven take the popes.  
Lands in heaven take as Lander masters.  
Peoples in heaven take the evil gods.

Catalogued heavens- three are three.  
Three with some are three.  
Gods will give the bible notes.  
Gods will take the dollars notes.

Lander masters down to blow out gods.  
Castes in systems are blows by blows.  
Lander masters bear all standards.  
Landers masters bear the lotus songs.

Peoples’ masters take the lotus accords.  
Gods are popes.  
Spells on ghosts will send the ghosts.  
Packs of tales are packs of lies.

Rings to check in count the leader rings.  
People heaven take the lotus accords.  
Drive a gamy city.  
Drive a-gain.  
I mean a-gain.

Lander masters make the heroes songs.  
People heaven make the machines.  
Lander masters compile the compilers.  
Must have castes or count you out.

Reach you also gods are three.  
Gods moguls are crave on masters subjects.  
Global forms are glory pron.  
Leaders gods’ renown has had have.
Gods’ renown is three.
BEJING users get the compliers.
Sudden showers golden bright.
Honey colors color nations.
Have a spot and have a pot.
Evils eyes are magic creams.
Devils icy creams are evils..
---Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3---

dr. shung shun sang
Gods To Load-Cauchy3

Gods to load..
Laws above the heads are charms.
Good to gods are dancing halls.
Dance another times are fine.
Lady assumes dandy times.

Last assume the lady days.
Go to paint the towns are towns.
Palsy-WALSY are cauchy3 in task.
Party owners poop the owned.

Get a handle go to books.
Get a handle get the pans.
Jokers poke the gamble tools.
Pray to gods as all are masses.

Cauchy3 will get our bloods from stones.
Darwin lays his books in tones.
Get the fresh are giving births.
Darwin lays the tales to rights.

Hands and feet are come as apes.
Gods to load are fat to chances.
Gods have preached Adam to eves.
Pick up cherries there are Eden-s.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Gods Will Bless You-Mickey Bliss-Cauchy3

Gods will bless you....
Sells and buys the tactics lives.
Baits to switches the terms design anew powers are there.
Games with bits direct to nuts and bolts.
Hot in wars direct to shells or nuts.
Boozing boards are all to come.

Multi tasking gets the mono-poly.
Box your times in piles of atoms.
Girls are sure in piles.
Eyes on balls and get your hairs.
Bat you around the bridge tolls.

Stance-nags are bible bangers.,
Rockies get the bigger bertha.
Wear down putting get design with words.
Wear down putting get design with guns.

All are panders get the politic words.
All are good to cards if gods have means to all.
Differ circum-lengths have differ radius.
Differ centers get differ radix.

What the gods to mean is Nova or waters.
Come recruit are paper brands.
Waters brands the stamps on men.

Basilisk breaths the very lives-killing!
Lives are basis morals are radix.
Calculate ritual three to clean as sweeps.’
1) Self-motive! 2) Self to prove, 3) self-reliance are three to clean as sweeps.

Pimp with barrels, pork with barrels, and MICKEY bliss are all to mix as blesses.

Aha gods will bless you-my MICKEY Bliss.
Bertha von SUTTNER and twin AFV’S come from central Europe PANDUR-tanks.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
cheung shun sang
Gonna Gone-Cauchy3

GONNA gone...
All bazooka good is good.
64-tanks are killing tools.
Kill you sadists we are down.
Noble pupils all are some.

Kings and queens prefer our masses.
Army hands have bloods to wash.
Mocked you powers no modes.
GONNA all pupils are gone.

GONNA gone as moral goes.
GONNA gone as powers spots.
Morals values are good and great.
Baskets of breads will still are bread.
    ---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Beneficial languages are situations words.
Ducked in waters are powers to kill.
Soaps up bubbles are some flowers.
Soaps boxes stood our birds.

Less- decimals are good to go.
But each for a plus is to cross my works.
To blow the hot and the cold is with moneys.
Left Nazi got the powers.

Hey days are key points.
Columns of spires are tappet off.
Dead fishes are with hot oils.
Fiscal bottoms are merged on.

Do evils bidding are camp followers.
Cold winds are agents to snowmen.
Hoity-toity are official works.
Embolisms of moneys are good jobs.

Bow tie bows to powers.
New worlds have good pockets.
Pay rolls are table rolls.
Cauchy3 has back cross bows.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
Goo-Goo To Form-Cauchy3

Goo-goo to form...
Dutch nickels steal my sweet.
Dutch girls will kiss a wheel.
Drop a cog with dropping cars.
Utmost powers check in masses.

Goo-goo to forms are all to stir.
Fanny plays the Irish whist.
Cauchy3 will stop by iron crosses.
Iron bounds are Jimmy spots.

Going on-s are inmost laws.
Powers happy killed our man.
Hankers teased happy made.
Happy powers all will take.

Happy works are faro banks.
Fast in laws are fast to paint.
Happy powers fanny mob.
Rude and fast are goodie not.
   ---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Goose-Cauchy3

Goose....
Corral the most are leader threads.
Corral the most are leader eat.
Powers houses will reach to crack.
Crack the whips and whop the blowing rains.

China whops the rains and hurt the breezes.
Turn the evils when a twist to your tails.
Find a fatter goose your boots with steps with goose.
Gullible laws will dropp a faking cam.

Hoodlums run a jinx to share a deal.
Hoodlums meet a duke and hot.
24k will hit the pipes as foes in wars will also hit their pipes.
24k will get the happy stuffs to wars to foes.
May be America!

Kick with mud a honey mud.
China wars will smuggle happy stuffs to foes for checking mud.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

tcheung shun sang
Hammer Tongs-Cauchy3

Hammer Tongs..
Verdicts words are smoother sounds.
Hammer tongs are round and round.
Meekly stars are catty-cats.
Got out do serve a mass.

Emma boarding schools are added.
Arts are added all films to ask.
Grades in three are showy null.
Movers hang out shaker rules.

Win the strong are names in nick.
Bosses control a bossy gang.
Cine-tubes are LUICIDA lives.
LUICIDA lives a catty-cat. (she is yip you hang)
---Cheung Shun Sang---

cheung shun sang
Happy Play-Roll-La As Laws-Cauchy3

Happy play-roll-la-La..
A book in laws detects and selects the rules. If cauchy3 go on throne (Cheung Shun Sang) - a title through and through. A scrabble page with thousand symbols need the very kind and very grand comments when as compiled to objects go under subjects of mine.

Open a book in laws enlisted with civil powers. The republic china get a term with seven commas and five more.
Generally doers are needs on great.
A faster moves fetching dance on human dices are smoking wools to seal.

Scald to hot with elixir soups are careers care to moneys.
Action one the laws are to one, then got your pets.
Action two the laws are for two, you seek your deals with moneys.
Action three the laws are for three, you are invited to drink before the shows.
If you are human you are men.
Gods are crossed on crosses but you are ramp.

Your girls go to teas and women will ramp up wedged.

Modern china laws are completed by complicated tokens.
Men will do the doers buys and sells.
Civil laws are over whims.
You open your cases to buy and sell then cadres come to you with terms and rules.
Doing nothing like this, your women hover getting their treats are such.
How about a club in singing happy-play-roll-La as methods mean?

They mean you and you mean their services. Both mean moneys beside sexes.

Leader Patrick parental theorems get my games on theorems.
Games on plans my women match to beauty worlds.

China cadre models teams are blessed by knitting nets.
.Knotted in holes is dragnets. Who support the arches?
All are naughty. All are laws.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
cheung shun sang
Have Machines In Yards-Cauchy3

Have machines in yards..
Bland ideas are backs to doors.
Opened yards are birds singing.
All machine ideas will go at gods.
All machines in yards have weapon guns.
Arms in homes a fire is blaze in codes.
Codes in minds the matters go on fine.
All bazooka good are good.
64-killing tanks are tools.
Worked BAZOOKIERS pupils got my prides.
Karma bloods are all with prices.
Mini mental states are simple.
Maximum powers all confined.
Maximum powers just control us all.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

dh
cheung shun sang
Hello Laws-Cauchy3

Hello renew my thoughts when court.
A lot of helping goes to count.
Off leave the ways behind the big.
Ironic words are iron switches.

The heavy uses of laws are deals.
Off sounds our donkeys cry in tears.
Our laws of donkeys slow to hearts.
As heebi-jeebies take our years.

Hello law is each hello as courts.
A lot of helping goes to count.
Off leave the ways behind the big.
Ironic words are iron switches.

Again with brasses on loves are started.
Afford with moneys lives to pass.
Concede defeat as moneys go.
Up finish each is ways that on.

cheung shun sang
Henry Fork Who Smuggles

Henry Fork who smuggle...
Lucks arte laws are not for jails.
Pin you down are down for nails.
NAAM you cashes are smuggle laws.
Henry Fork has happy balls.

Office doors are fronts and rears.
Henry fork has smuggled years.
Rich with names will get as fronts.
Dirty rich has rear as farms.

Mob with names has famous nouns.
Dirty smuggled lands are mounds.
Lands are houses and mounds are good.
Henry forks has drugs are foods.

Foods are drugs are good for health.
Henry Fork will get their wealth.
Ginger man is Henry Fork.
Fork YIE TUNG has forms.

Smuggle cross our water ways.
Fork YIE TUNG has danger days.
British colony gets no well.
Water smooth and men have smells.

Dirty smell are smuggle men.
Killed as cashes and rich has tents.
Henry Forks will get the lots.
Censes will coil and smokes are caught.

Smuggles some are china grant.
China laws are peoples’ rants.
Smuggle some are nothing well.
Buy you goods and souls may sell.

May not drugs but goods are tools.
British colony all are fools.
Supported china comes with sins.
Maoism touches are shapes that IN.

Maoism touches are feels that be.
China venoms cups have teas.
Henry Fork is china mobs.
Better laws are more as ought.

Colony bosses are not so well.
China mobs are gods to help.
Henry Fork is China saint.
Fan effects are laws and friends.

Colony ways are not so well.
Moral good are gods that help.
Some negotiated just are done.
Nothing exits are Henry funs.

Some exiles are not to do.
British colony does no rules.
Henry Fork is china digs.
Henry Fork is china big.

cheung shun sang
Hong Kong Starlet Yin Choi Yee

HONG KONG starlet YING CHOI YEE..
Which is that flat?
What and where are you that you come from.
What breed? Are you weaned? I am breadwinner only I might. How about you our beloved witch YING CHOI YEE?
Put a smile on face to please. All are moneys ease as you can look so good and lewd on bed or life. Can defended are likely none. Claimants that represent HONG KONG government play a prank and joke in court.
Signs and seeing views of policeman witness just is not queen evidence this time. Who then can prove that she dispose a bag of cocaine away from her car windows.
Who is triad?
What is coke?
Singer also starlet goes up smiling face to please her nabob friend. Seemingly she must please them with sexes and cokes.
Look so good this ways are something bad.
Friend of she as this is very eminent business men and building landlord keeping many flats.
Which is that flat?
Where you come from?
Ways of made argots is not such as only those for cow.
Those are words from me that use to calm you down with much their wants.

cheung shun sang
Howl-Cauchy3

Howls...
Ditch your mores are laws so ditsy.
Ditto first my rates on first.
Copied loves are first of May.
Stay on shoes a very mark.

Stay on shoes a very made.
Come over power gorilla games.
Gorilla juices are drinks of kings.
Go over bangs which are things.

Ditch your powers postal go.
China goose will not fly the spots.
Kings and gooses are radio bats.
Listen to howls my whoops to haft.

Have a prayer have a pot.’
Have a wife have a rod.
Have my nerve and take on edges.
Have postal goes a cruel eye.

How discrete are kings and howls.
Have a man have a rod.
Have my nerves and take my edges.
Have postal go a cruel eye.

Go to postal we are one.
Have a have and have to cope.
Head to off a man to blow.
Head to one a claim on stocks.

Kings will claim the stocks in heads.
Tory stocks are heads to each.
Jumpers Tories kiss the sins.
Jumper Moms are over nights.

cheung shun sang
Humble Cakes-Cauchy3

Humble cakes –poem and prose....
Objects take related powers to minds.
Tracts on tables list our logics.
Power seeds and worked as ethics.
Health pending accords on joined.

Tamper must the temples there aren’t gods.
Plurals pay-o-la paid the rolls.
Seven gods of lucks expected.
Excel seven have six to except.

W.H.O. manager keep the tops of marching conditions for moneys flow and sources on hands resources.
Pass musters pay on rolls.
Country reigns represent laws and health.
Solemn ports report the flaw apples.’
Corny laws with good as goody tribes are sufficed.
Good to care a holly land is good to ride..
We are human, we are needy poor. We are looking back for mercies.
Easy going takes our plans.
Easy to come are storms with quotas.
W.H.O. has quotas given out to poor.
Private channels are moneys and wealth may politico go.
Managers may over easy.
Humble cakes or lily altars both are silken.
Happy plurals are play-roll-la. La. La.

Will Chan Fung Fu Gin win the manager –W.H.O.
Are all other members under supervised happy.
She may good.
Politico may go.
All are really happy.
Rectitude and fine latter for ever as what will be now is this.
A good with tricks is 3 billion U.S dollars china care to banana.
Treats or tricks and carrots or sticks are plurals.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Hun He Coon And Triad-By Cauchy3

Hun HE Coon and triad...
Views of reasons get precautions.
Legal rights are formed by gods.
Gods extensive all are acts.
Subjects all convictions got to stir.
Tiger accords have no safety words.
Place opposed have threshold steps.
Triad ritual gets a title.
Triad argots hang on phones.
Triad argots go in spots.
Gods assume the master all to men.
Leaders all assumed the gods to poor.
Do appealed motions all are cool.
Do appealed in courts are ruler feet.
Boot your ways as judge are weird.
Do appeal on lists a world of bucks.
Courts with fees are all appealed with rights.
Do appealed on grounds are justices.
Give appeals allowed are setting free.
Gods resolved defined as worlds as EDENS.
Evils leaders give empoisoned rules.
HUN HE COON is good.
Cauchy3 may follow.
---Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Icons-By Cauchy3

Icons....

Living Jesus blue as bolts are skies..

Icons no classes are chasms to support the truths.

Eyes are blue in ranges and noses are hawked.

Gods are figures all as atoms only.

Icons arts are ranges of beggar fakers.

Virgin Mary blesses the joys with hairy Mary.

Heathen blasts are bibles longing that are blown to minds.

Dip my stick is sticks and carrots.

Dip my stick is treats and tricks.

Icon figures made the loving congresses.

Who will send and who deliver.

Gods converted our cherry to bust our gates.

Heathen gods converted the heaven all aback by limbos.

Charm offenses are styles of stars in five that yellow.

Yellow stars have reddish clouds.

Join no heathen groups are cults with better warmness.

LES LECONS pour faire tout lecher comme sont le Venus de la mont comme a la rinde de le neige et ce est la rose.

Lessons for lickers all are Venus mounts as skins of snows that pink.
Trquiner la pubien pour les cerises greer velu de la notre-dame avec le plaisir.
Tease the pubic for the cherry rigged hairy virgin Mary with joys.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

dueung shun sang
ILLS...
Best of courses of acts are powers.
Smarten up will trim our laws.
Fetish guns as groups are owners.
Yea and nay our mouth will yawn.

Drive the fares are powers rights.
Quash the laws and bright the lights.
Brisk of burden all are man.
School our pupils bloods are tanks.

Bloody made and bloody killed.
Bloody baths the clouds are filled.
Leader powers all are mad.
Human rights recessed are made.

Christen ponies are powers cheap.
Learn by hearts as powers leap.
Crossman get the powers good.
Hoodoo china snakes have hoods.

Hoodoo swears to cure it all.
False in faces the falls are false.
Bigger timers GERTIE says.
Foxes to see our sins are ways.

Leaders say the letters cases.
Take my WIZZ as all are tastes.
Take the zeroes all by chances.
Bucks on faces have ready hands.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Imperial Backs Have Eyes-Cauchy3

Imperial backs have eyes...
Imperial backs have eyes with sexes.
China Tories clean the eyes.
Houses with buns delivery very little is food.
Poor as cauchy3 eat the letters.
Ginger breads are cadre rich.
Vector illness gets the madness.
Powers manic press our torques.
Rotated torques is mains to times.
Learning rote will write the powers.’
Feel the dragon there are bloods.
Char all solicited are bloody tools.
Conquest a job his eyes are cleaned.
Cadres clean the china eyes.
Fear no brownies are closet cadres.
Catch the lengths are conquest eyes.
Cauchy3 get a length with shorter arms.
Cauchy3 the poking man with arms is yes.

Cashes in tickets stamps are loving offices.
Chalk the laws are lawyer kick.
Chalk the powers leaders cares.
Cups and cans are guns and powers.
Count the wigs a judge has right.
Furry cups are further works.
China learning most is more.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
In Default Of

Stern reprimands are uncles to say for china mouths.  
China would being force to say uncles and then fall.  
In default of laws are china tyrants’ hearts.  
Entire ways in depth are china loves with stunts. They are nasty nice.  
Going into details all are china hegemony ways.  
Only hopes for crossing hearts are yes and agree to officers’ careerism also  
kowtow well to typical tyranny.  
Strain related are moods that got going into tyrants putting traps. China now may need to damn.

cheung shun sang
Inner Hunger-Cauchy3

Inner hunger..
Inner hunger grows to share.
Gods will saw the domes in might.
Feel as near to loll are hares.
Bucker mugs will come to inns.

Ready passed are peoples’ needs.
Really costs are logo necks.
Freeze hands are all to deem.
Gods detest a bio-test.

Any links to grasses are dear.
Pounces with lessons go near.
Pounce on powers get the nets.
Rectory reads the nulls to keys.

Gods detest a Bio-loss.
Pounce on powers pilot a lot.
Knocking shops have bits to play.
Meet the OK as gods on May.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

tcheung shun sang
Jewels-By Cauchy3

Jewels..
Get as real are goddess kissing.

Get the greenish lights are testing.

Rattle strange are snakes as hissing.

Table cut the jewels festive.

Snake will swim are jewels pass.

Little moneys as talks are gasy.

Market jewels get in chests.

Take away the reserved rest.

SPINEl ruby eat the days.

Laser lights will come and stay.

Pearls are godlike drops of tears.

Ethers fill my cup of teas.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Kicks-Cauchy3

Kick....
Dancer marked by polo heads.
Politics pieces are served on easy.
Strange to walk are catchy winds.
Strange to get are polo tint.

Give the butcher candy can.
Give the fools my little rights.
Minor rules are candy man.
Upper ranges are over our might.

Buggers ears that sting our words!
Bugger works are bitchy worlds.
Versions on laws are riddle piles.
Version laws are poor to kick.

Kick the dances are crying down.
Kick on sides are piggy crown.
Rare to rise are polo thinks.
Give the fools my little rights.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

dc cheung shun sang
Kill To All-Cauchy3

Kill to all...
Breezes to faces are not winds in storms.
Lights in torches are not laser heavy beams.
Pans with rice are not pokey pans.
Wong Dan plots a poem.

People heroes get us free.
Darby come to Joan is good.
China VECTION kills a lot.
Leader VECTIONS kill to all.
Udders do undo lands.
Check to hearts a killing pink.

Nibbling baits are poor to fishes.
Swindle china annexed our worlds.
Taiwan ranges the ranks are armies.
Not vacant possessions.

Settle china coffees there are coffins.
Flags on china there need freedoms.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Korean Games By Cauchy3

Korean games...
Posterity Korean leaders’ kings to questions bins are games of peoples stocks.
Just implied the shaping cut the chassis.
Flashbacks warms will get from colder bloods.
Coldness’ bloods are better friends of guns.
North Korean armies quiz the questions mocked to wars.
Which was to prove had being proved?
North Korean fails in wars.
Quorums’ counts are army wholes.
Sans DOUTE a wash of bloods are there.
Make a cause to teach our deer to fence our worlds.
Kill the deer afterwards.
Greater beauties female boots are armies’ boots in moving still.
China troubles stay awake in all the times.
Sequences all in series have math to deal with.
Sequences all in series have hyper all above to powers.
China sequences all in series have hyper all above to powers.
Cauchy3 reduced.
Please embargo weapons all as North- Korean adding china also.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
La-Di-Da-Cauchy3

La –di-Da...
YA-ta-Ta care da-DA.
Rated to powers Dickey dip!
Race against times are days.
Paper skins are duty EIB.

Come events are ever gone.
Eidolic gets the badly L-dopa.
LA-di-DA is one.
Label fractions take the soaps.

Label laws are La-di-DA.
Label lobes have free on weaves.
Laagers to Y-Guns are go to last.
Reata reacts to jumps ease.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
cheung shun sang
Lands And Feet-Cauchy3

A done world is dupe when stood.
Free falls are not free hands.
Evils partners are on address books.
Part songs are songs to act.

Achieve to complete are no eyed sky.
Donald Jug has jungle gyms.
Entermoneys are other suits.
A gold cup ties to soon.

Tom–yik lin is washed.
Real politics have static watts.
A gold shower is last pollens.
Dunk worlds are emerged with powers.

Who are wolves -boss and who are tiger kings.
Tigers’ paws are when elephants are down.
Get together are mercurial springs.
Who are booby prizes and down bosses.

Clacks on towns are when worlds stood.
Evil partners are on address books.
Powers are political on shut doors.
Moneys are handles when lands are foot.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
Last Kiss-Cauchy3

Last kiss..
Groups defeated but all teams are all to come together.
One as community one to run our affairs is world.
We go big in speech.
Code the lights are common polls.

Anti-photos are passed.
We should go beyond lights.
People cotton drinks and all our marks should free-freedoms.
People cotton lives to control by wills.

Glutton kings are happy with dirty powers.
Micro megatons are people lives.
Powers pools can serve a king.
Or common poll will serve the public.
A world TYRANNIC- leaders tyrannized.

Peoples made as men are good.
When all are good we try to control all.
Gods will walk on waters.
Might they watch their steps?

Of courses they need to do that so as leaders.
Gods will go to psycho when angels all get their angles.
Better lights are thousand candles.
Light a single torch to curse the darkness.

Laws with notions and systems with notions and are all to light up as thousands are such.

Die for tyrants to explore their powers are bad.
Die for justice goes to angels angles.
Last to straws are kissing deaths.
Cauchy3 joking!

cheung shun sang
Laws And Life

Laws and life..
Minds and deeds are mutual dependence.
Each will boost and each will guard.
Some interacts may imply are life with laws.
Do it well and all reciprocal needs.
Much alike is more or less.
Less with illegal things are more for selfish egos.
Trust your oaths but cook your books.
Self examined are specks and ashy grey.
Bible books will cook and jades may burn.
Offered advices are scripts of legal book for laws.
We cannot hold a candle just for life.
Bring us joys as cheerful givers.
Bring and hit the light as life is bright.
Ask you all are laws but life is life.
Offset are offshoots life as kin or bloods.

cheung shun sang
Laws And Loves-Cauchy3

Laws and loves....
Shysters get the laws at raw.
Dueler fights are common polls.
Screw on corks a drink on balls.
Ill to hearts are heads to odds.

Leader heads are fond of fonts.
Gods have wills and goner gone on.
HERA wives are grams to loves.
Newton powers ignore more.

Gods have wills and goner gone on.
Leader heads are fond of fonts.
Go on VOX and POPS a boomer boost.
Doggie north-s the gods have boons.

Sexy hookers hold the coaches.
Sexy gods will take the wills.
Call our souls are YAMA oaths.
Oar a boat our loves are till.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

dung shung sang
Laws To Consider-Cauchy3

Bubbles laws as in realities they are spread.
Satisfy your powers like nukes.
Splitting factors are land to earth.
Gears on airs are no free skulls.

Wires and hooks are slides and rules.
Lang lays are to dark spaces.
Trough and tensions are spots used.
Probe to politics are sweet candies.

Ten spots are word jails.
Ten strikes are tent poles.
A follower camp is claimed.
Land whistles are for lap dogs.

Pinions on wheels are small timers.
Opinions in series marks are big.
Build your laps and joints to evils.
Build your laps are devils tails.

All winding are copied courses.
Lapel powers are labeled laws.
Kings are chairs with musical counts.
Octaves are songs to crown at large.

Scaled panels do not set free.
Lasers compressions are red lights.
A night of fusions cut my wheels.
Last in but first out are bad winds.

Needles are meters with mono-powers.
Fixations are latencies on power manic.
Ambitious powers are weights in tons.
Periods in red are times on stages.

Laws on stages do not call our choices.
Front on foils with evils joys.
Bad dreams are bully contents.
Bad morals are lost to consider.
cheung shun sang
Leftish Types

Nerve triggers zones are deep.
Nerve trigger zones are real.
Strain and weak are nothing new.
Ways of earth have gentle feels.

Tissues make to govern long.
Ethic views are some tom form.
Leftish types are jester line.
Come to trades are beauty fine.

Minds are closes but sexes are types.
Big along is single right.
Piggy party all is big.
Tyrant party all are rig.

Blessed that mixed are differ kind.
Shooting back are types of skies.
Leftish types are typo must.
Types of cast will cut our nuts.

Blockages width are world that need.
Flower traps are types that fit.
All accounts are logic not.
Not accounts are worlds to loss.

Blockages more are better world.
Cadre burr are dictated laws.
Souls and minds have Eden home.
Kill and chili is flying bombs.

China perils cause by miff.
China shame and miff is gives.
Tyrants' types are bible print.
Please our tyrants all might sing.
-Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-

cheung shun sang
Lesbos Island....
Sappho lyric poems were so concise and good. Much directed and good are like the pictures drawn for loves. Songs of kissing loves and tonguing sexes for women just were poetic life. However Sappho works are rare to see for modern now. Many works did loss in middle ages of olden times. Lesbianism comes to thoughts as human natures. Also when those girls had a evil father. Who may also had a kind and better mom. Asian traditions sexes are more unclean in views of peoples. Sexes could sin. So as males are so prominent in social poses and so esteem birth and grow that male homosexual do very bad and much undermine by peoples rites especially from and in our olden day. However women positions living societies all may lower so female homosexual most could more agreeable that is women just could be sexes instruments in fates. True to say that Lesbianism life is gay is please is bliss. Due to facts as both their partner come with slowly heat but much for more as vigor orgasms. Also women orgasms take the longer pleasures. However scandals travel fast and those who play a prank and jokes and other really bad to treat them and label them whether they are male or female homosexuals. Dreams are tosses are base and gross and not for lesbians coming do. Lesbians some are gleeful good for owning female sexual organs due to orgasms. Lesbians want for other just to joy and please for female status. Want their partners do admired to their female preparing organs that due to orgasms.

- - - - - - Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3- - - - - - - - -

cheung shun sang
Bad sums are plus over.
Reach your prints on palm figures.
Seek your honors when prices are more.
Set by over setting to thinkers.

Quakers are good to bonus when treated.
Trick the good with evil realms.
Reams are ramped with static marks.
Bad lists are bad malls.

It is black mails or it is bad lists.
Political powers are quantum to full.
Loudness is sounds with gentle pitch.
Moneys are laced up shoes that are uppers.

Logics could be theory if powers extended.
Fawn men have forces at backs.
Relevance is back burners when reviewed.
Good dreamers bet the passes.

Your papers are rubber inks.
To win advantages you cover the fires.
Free the soccer to score free.
Morals roll as snows very thin.

cheung shun sang
Limbs Ending-Cauchy3

Moths catch the fires to bright.
Dead beetles take the hells.
Skulls are canned heads at night.
Colors are tints and limbs are ending.

Booze up the bulls and find more.
Circles are packs of jackals that move.
Wolves are cunning but could not pack up the lion.
Paradises are human biotic biotins.

Birds have eyes or black billed.
Bills on trades have trade on.
Flowers have roses and men have rings.
Evolutions are eggs hatched on pure off.

Flying rattles are with swimming wasps.
Beavers have lodges and Americans have homes.
Weasels take the whistles of snakes.
But eating coypu is good for months.

With gods teach our preys to pray.
With powers there are pearls and jades.
Bad thinking is bad soups.
But bean curls are shaped hours.

Political hours are to logo houses.
Then all out are fair enough.
Good putting is off shoots?
A jammed minute is in blue books.

64 requiems are land over.
Deep seas six are offer.
Guns on and tanks on!
Gins are not wines but dry bones.

Moths catch the fires to bright.
Dead beetles take the hells.
Skulls are canned heads at nights.
Colors are tints and limbs are ending.
Little Thirty-By Cauchy3

Little thirty...
Bigger five have factors all as little thirty.
Blame the victims all are fine.
Agreeable, obey to good, openness, psyche views and egos all are five.
Traits in six to follow are warmth, positive motions. Social actions, stimulus
seeking, vivid, and assertions all are such.
Theorems get the reasoned actions all are tensions.
Five as multiple all by six will make the little thirty.
Lobes of brains are chances of thinking, just to feel or sensing.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Lotus Goes With Taoism Dances-Cauchy3

Lotus goes with Taoism dances...
Idioms link to powers slangs.
Argots made the focus rings.
Where you from your ginger groups are must?
Lotus made your sadness gone but no drugs.
Lotus rings are lords with powers.
Present ways on ways excess as cite to use as power actions.
Can be seen and backed up merits all are boiled.

Sacred dances in nude are null to nothing.
Creams will blend with creams in merit boards.
CON JAR MAN will comb the Mary hairs.
More to parse and more to all interpreted are powers logos all to place an empires.
Things not yet to seize and could not waken up all are myths.
Sad as Wahoo all great as morals go on sexy all as Taoism dances are really matters.
Taoism deaconess dead with ends are nude to eyes.
Lows with cuts are gowns as orange velvets.
Crotch-less rests are pane jeans.
Yearn to mercies all are low down kisses.
Agree to equal strengths but make the two on sides to work for you.
What is trick?
All avoid as none to lucks and none to joys.
Con JAR MAN did comb the Mary hairs.
Who is god with wives?
Cauchy3 will think the sacred dances are nude and joyful.
Doves to sexes are all religious peoples.
Doves are Taoism match makers.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

tochung shun sang
Love To Share A Lot-By Cauchy3

Loves to share a lot...
Dirty sleepy head your cases.
Sure to get the right concessions gain the simple fees.
Works concentrate on a pull on torques go on powers spectrums.
I mean quorums all to leaders powers..
How in often get domains of powers counted instead of span in times.
How to work as how to get the massive peoples psyches are leaders.
Loves to share a lot of ways are fine.
Share your powers.
Share your wealth.
Powers get the X-axis.
Guns will get the Y-axis.
Peoples get the Z-axis.
Long and depth are polar points.
Long and depth are leader choices.
Long and depth are peoples’ minds.
Wahoo training worked the cases.
Dirty sleepy seems to strike a chord.
Moods and chords are grains.
Come retouched your colors where you are working.
Loves will share a lot.
Follow other thoughts as tie your bodies well on Wahoo trees.
Angry gods have acts of gods.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Love Your Strings-Cauchy3

Buttress to buy the butter breads!
Butty layers are worker earths.
Bottoms are piles as simple pins.
Under tables laws are thin.

Out of fires your dances are fine.
Systems works are rapid fires.
Acts to supply, good to strike!
Great loves are given no strings.

Love your strings and good on ways.
Pull a string to follow says.
Pull your legs to hear your words.
Good to rates are stopping powers.

tcheung shun sang
Loves And Powers-Cauchy3

Loves and powers...

Laughers got your smiles as gifts.
Worth a world is loves in mills.
Where is long there is short.
Sides on shows are mocked by strokes.

Pulses on ports are cares on buses.
Powers calls are breezes will turn.
Stormy turns are face above.
Take away and go to pockets.

Buys and sells allow talks.
Beauty trades are eager given.
Brave are bloods but sorrow graves.
Junes are paying down to springs.

Summer wines are winds to care.
Breezes will turn and powers call.
Strengthen pull your legs of loves.
Sonnets meshed up nets with forces.

diang shun sang
Loving Boats-Cauchy3

Loving boats...

Lighter gigs have gaga loves.

Smooth water all and half.

Catch the belle colored doves.

Catch the belles anchor all.

Present credits Venus fixed.

Water elf and girls are nix.

Amazon breasted amateur fond.

Bigger wheelers shows are ON.

Good as fellow social kiss.

Amps are out to joys and bliss.

Blow no monkeys go to rim.

Leave the drugs are all are JINKS.

Rains are clouds and sweet are boons.

Blessing angles there are spoons.

Bridges and dogs in all are bucks.

Odds and means are buzzer ducks.

Apples cakes on boats are nuts.
Calf of ices is sticking girls.

Sticking meats are cakes and funs.

TIY NA NOG will not have tires.

Elder whores the cats can mew.

Noble water smooth is new.

Eat the better carnal buy.

Guide my ways the gears are guys.

Purple gears golden rains.

Boards of creams are noble airs.

Very titles go in fates.

Buy the loving boats of ages.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Loving Boats-Cauchy3-Again

Loving boats...

Lighter gigs have gaga loves.

Smooth water all and half.

Catch the belle colored doves.

Catch the belles anchor all.

Present credits Venus fixed.

Water elf and girls are nix.

Amazon breasted amateur fond.

Bigger wheelers shows are ON.

Good as fellow social kiss.

Amps are out to joys and bliss.

Blow no monkeys go to rim.

Leave the drugs are all are JINKS.

Rains are clouds and sweet are boons.

Blessing angles there are spoons.

Bridges and dogs in all are bucks.

Odds and means are buzzer ducks.

Apples cakes on boats are nuts.
Calf of ices is sticking girls.

Sticking meats are cakes and funs.

TIY NA NOG will not have tires.

Elder whores the cats can mew.

Noble water smooth is new.

Eat the better carnal buy.

Guide my ways the gears are guys.

Purple gears golden rains.

Boards of creams are noble airs.

Very titles go in fates.

Buy the loving boats of ages.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
May We-Cauchy3

Tune up tunnel dry your bone.  
Secret agents buy on ways.  
Sell the never buy in loves.  
Coming after broke off Mays.

May that flowers autumn wind?  
May that apple may have sins.  
Japan Taiwan may be might..  
Camp to ever captain ships.

Camp to ever captain might.  
May that apple may have sin.  
Captain grand have got the germs.  
Man in cell on deals with men.

New on germs are gods to sit.  
Captain grand have got the grams.  
China powers key out bills.  
China powers mania arts.

China apples counter senses.  
Hells and toes are come to seeds.  
May we ought your gods’ have must.  
Race on heels are all in turns.

Hells are times are due to hours  
Journey dogs have gods to tour.  
Your sites over is out.  
Lost a cause is all about.

Meter powers as we are safe.  
Comply as company dogs are games.  
Hells are heaven due to hours.  
64 awes our sued about.

Japan rocks and Taiwan stones!  
Elect on powers pass our laws.  
Packed on horses are power groves.  
People horses manage pass.
People horses mania maps.
Map on Atlas get you mad.
China alter egos are such.
Store on powers weight our guts.

Novas now are shame as pal.
Taiwan Japan handled pans.
Go against evils on ease.
Fires and logs come off rare.

May that flower autumn winds.
May that apple may have sins.
Japan Taiwan may be right.
Japan Taiwan may be might.

cheung shun sang
Me-My Gods-Cauchy3

Bellowed angrily are sword thinks.  
Indexes are works to provided nuisances.  
Sparks fly with hot oils.  
Good cakes are stupid cupids.  

Good points are couches to be doable.  
 Beauties and coating are mutual co-active.  
Large applications are delusions and wants.  
The falseness of warmth is little matches.  

Little applaud are appliqué cloths.  
Plain figures are straight and whites.  
Loafs but not breads crumbs are lofty.  
Holy spirits are table wines.  

Cough drops are mixed with sweets.  
Tabernacle dolls are with holly figures.  
Gods are wagers to balance sheets.  
Prizes on merchants are bread prices.  

Prizes on gods are laced spirits.  
Gee-whiz are my goose and swan.  
Even gods have paradox thrifts.  
Cell counters are Bio-actions.  

Geiger counters are gods’ moves.  
Detect all motions when formed.  
Chronotron go with small times.  
Charges are polarized sources with ions.  

Knotted cases are with complex law.  
Logics and reasons are simple but clinging.  
Loves and thinking are skewed planes.  
Mw-my Gods are good to drink.  
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--  

cheung shun sang
Me-My-Undressed-Cauchy3

Me-Undressed....

Snails to race or poisoned snake to play as all are politico.
Mockery is bad to chins. Only gods will take away the venoms or fangs. Work over or take over.

Roses are covered but covered roses. Covered your nests for hawks to take over and set. Set the plots to worlds when all are upset.

Addressed you is undressed my points. Fall to hands when free to go. Flames with dark will go and out but really not.

Greatest triumphs are outer wires. Trojan horses are shining dark or white.
Times to pass as goals, there wills will break the making decisions to work for powers in Taiwan..

Men with wits are getting passes.
Men with rights are getting the wills.’
Peoples are traveled with rights that like the boats for loves.’
Want to initiate when fools have no proofs.

Dance your snakes you need to know to mean the inches on three on snakes.

Gods may want. Good award to gods are noble paths. Men may want. Good award to men are pities.

Painful when we got the gods. Dearly when we got the last as we are men and we are one. Insure powers take the owners. Insure passes are bad to come.

Take our tabs on keys of them.
Keys on whole are control right on them.
Plotters papers got my penny.
Me-undressed but throw out some to all.
Me-undressed have still a penny.

Hide your pockets take your sleeves when drums are up.
Donald Jung has Rolling Noises on twenty for one pool and craps.
Me-my-Cauchy3 and pis aller on loving rivers are Pisces that get away from
Sharks with mother..
A piece of resistances is to get a dress also undressed with licenses.

cheung shun sang
Money Wives-Cauchy3

Certain lucre possesses the ranks.  
CERT of assize mounts of bucks.  
Nice to gods but faiths are bad.  
Peak demands have faces to turn.

Flat as cats or money takes.  
Moneys take a wife on games.  
Crème de la crème have bucks.  
Weaves' baskets have wheels to use.

Cauchy3 needs a Dutch wife.  
Very god has smacker strike.  
Hawkish hawk the earth in gold.  
Gold with fires will melt our worlds.

China czars have little chasers.  
Rabies licks our bloods in cases.  
Gods have streams but works are races.  
Radiant powers wreck on faces.

cheung shun sang
Moneys And Morals

Moneys and morals...
Break to even take your morals.
Badly Dickens gets arrows.
Bloody marry give you moneys.
Each to others is money monster.

Legal pass illegal warrants.
Middle words are all abstained.‘
Keep deceptive pass are no-way.
All are just and honors are global.

Excess debts are excess live-in.
Gods are long to lives and live-long.
Storms are reds and rains are acidic.
Johnny spots are fast in visions.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
My Try-Cauchy3

My try.....
Brushed up targets does my tricks.
Touch the winds are gathered whiz.
Double talks have got on hand.
Peaces and wars have cut in hard.

Peaces and wars are down on sizes.
Hammer tongs are half to wars.
High and mighty goes in times.
Hot in numbers got all hang.

Oils and waters get my tries.
Black as boxes will hide your lights.
China boxes have nothing ices.
Raise the china boxes as sins.

Hard as put are painful days.
All distorted are china bags.
Does a bit has gods are done.
Fishes in cans are men in stones.

Does my bit is china wings.
All distorted are china trips.
Eat to out of hands as mot.
Dead as nails of doors are gods.

All at seas are china pass.
Live in back of doors are man.
Custer last to stand is wars.
Fall on stones our men are mad.

Taiwan gets his words in edges.
China gets the legs up spheres.
China talks have gees and winds.
Taiwan gets around and wins.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Nature Scenes

Nature scenes...
Lands of pure have angel fly.
Lights that shine are best for kinds.
Float and wash are rocks that firm.
Throw no weights around but learn.

Fly to heaven ways as lights.
Gentle winds are very right.
Leaping fountains store the coins.
Throw my shirts and heat is hot.

Sky and clouds are clever mud.
Coins in fountains keep our lucks.
Birds and beasts will seek their meals.
Birds to fly are wings that new.

Flying drops are sudden breezes.
Dig and trances may cool as he.
Trance for gods but take our scenes.
Look and keep are scenes not miss.
- - - - - Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3- - - - -

cheung shun sang
Need No Nukes-By Cauchy3

Need no nukes...
Inner things affairs you can kill.
You do not need the nukes.
China masters get the frenzy furies hairs to kill.
Played with fires will perish by fires and harm the world.
Tanks and guns will do the killing always good for you.
Cake, the world is a better place.
Coke, the Yankee those are good.
Backhanded compliments china is here.
Balls and chains the world will need as even.
Balls and chains our world should have peace.
Please to do the inner killing all as you can be around china land only.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Target images pick our mops.  
Mop up jobs are marched on lines.  
Stars as lit are lengthen crops.  
Large on complex make our times.  

Blue in series are Marlin link.  
Behind looks the anti-sniper.  
Wars are fair as pens have inks.  
Sharks have teeth are action bite.  

Saint have number none to know.  
Wars have papers go to hearts.  
Issues to fight are come on now.  
Codes on dogs are gods in earth.  

cheung shun sang
Clear....
Cure purport the evils get the evil pages.
Test by motives got to clear.
All or nothing learning great is complete acts.
All to ports a person acts.
Or evils face the all or none as laws.

Cauchy3 take the maximums.
All are maximums.
How to clean as clear?
How to clear the single natured sins?
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Nuns Are Good-Cauchy3

Nuns are good-fiction...
Trading stamps are grounds to let.

Temples’ secrets all are spiels logos.

Farm out all agreed with sexes.

Cadres’ officers’ popes going buttock-ING have.

Gods for sells and all are china powers.

Nuns are good and girls g-spots are good.

Fondling handballs are fondness.

Shallow wells are holding juicy clefts.

Younger clefts are sold to more.

Sell to mores will buy and let.

Drop your soaps and your lips will dip with sticks or cup around in their faces.

Nuns are here and monks are here to sell.

All the gods will come to those who sexing.

Pilgrims pleaded to all appealed in promised nuns.

Sways with books and learn the temple secrets.

Pleasures seeking choices are duo G-spots discovery pleasing techniques.

Count your bucks and count their fury weeds with towns.

Malingers signals are stocks in cell-ERS treatments.

All as angled up for deeper loves are rear to entry.
Entry all the secrets within temple nuns are mores.

Stronger nuns are YAB_YUM positions sitting sexing.

Nuns’ talents gush as juices.

China cadre officers’ popes want to miss none.

All reassessed by popes are positions, moneys and sexes.

Spanish eagles all are free as flies.

Lady icons all are that.

All erogenous pubic hairs of nuns are teased.

Hue and cry I beg to piss.

Nuns are good.

Monks are yeses.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Nuns Are Good-Cauchy3-Again

Nuns are good-fiction...
Trading stamps are grounds to let.

Temples’ secrets all are spiels logos.

Farm out all agreed with sexes.

Cadres’ officers’ popes going buttock-ING have.

Gods for sells and all are china powers.

Nuns are good and girls g-spots are good.

Fondling handballs are fondness.

Shallow wells are holding juicy clefts.
Younger clefts are sold to more.

Sell to mores will buy and let.

Drop your soaps and your lips will dip with sticks or cup around in their faces.

Nuns are here and monks are here to sell.

All the gods will come to those who sexing.

Pilgrims pleaded to all appealed in promised nuns.

Sways with books and learn the temple secrets.

Pleasures seeking choices are duo G-spots discovery pleasing techniques.

Count your bucks and count their fury weeds with towns.

Malingers signals are stocks in cell-ERS treatments.

All as angled up for deeper loves are rear to entry.
Entry all the secrets within temple nuns are mores.

Stronger nuns are YAB_YUM positions sitting sexing.

Nuns’ talents gush as juices.

China cadre officers’ popes want to miss none.

All reassessed by popes are positions, moneys and sexes.

Spanish eagles all are free as flies.

Lady icons all are that.

All erogenous pubic hairs of nuns are teased.

Hue and cry I beg to piss.

Nuns are good.

Monks are yeses.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
One China Female P.L.A. By Cauchy3

One china female P.L.A.! ! ! ! ..
Fecund fields are sudden actions.
Trigged arms as alarms call to arms.’
Taiwan ranges are full of ranks.
Cauchy3 has cowed resign to tyrant china.
P.L.A. ballet dancer take a real as cups.
Bigger wheelers all are charms.
Sensual dances the worldly chances are might.
Golden glories toy your voices as mew.
Paid her cauchy3 brownie glories like as music played.
Sensual outlets all are private agents.
Go to sofa.
Stripping all the modest just to undo are that to that.
Dowers over under persona take a card.
Ruthless autocracy all will bring up up-belongings.
Cauchy3 up-cast mouth is nether heaven doing.
Dredges to clean up bringing all are powers.
Oysters closed their lips are opened charms.
Private china views have images.
Private china tyrants’ leaders get the icons.
T.V. china female P.L.A. is wet as smothered all combined in taking.
China wedged on shapes is her straddle charms for female P.L.A. models.
China darling showers all are annexed wars.
China tyrants related a domain all have killing ranges.
Leaders’ domains all can take the people ranges.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Pack Me-Cauchy3

Pack me...
Packs you act of shames are males.
Bake my wheels and order the ale.
Bear in airs the costs of cars.
Rolls Royce rolls to call.

Call a soul the S.T.D. in worlds.
Wicket windows get the pills.
Fall off wires and get to go.
Fall on swords unfair are hair.

Right to collars fools the fools.
Men are game in bags as tools.
Float the jets the setter reach.
Lady air will take my meats.

cheung shun sang
**Panda Photos Are Gods**

Panda photo are Gods..
Corner wears the angles come to Gods.
Drown-y gods are come with roads on last on drivers.
Human meals with balls are rice constants.
Wars are made by horns as nothing.
Wars are only made by wishers sums on own the sums.

Treads on toes and column with stones are water soar and dipping also giving up.
Politc tripods are shaky.
Legs for powers are one.
Legs for bubble reasons are two.
Legs for coping loves are three.

Panda made the causes to soak up white to wash the baby breathes.
Twists and turns are nanny panda fix the screws.
Coins are tins when wove.
Men are wears when used.
Panda nanny last the lilies.
Noble spirits are place to prisms refract and then reflect.

Camel toes are public to pubic.
Snakes with oils are poor to get the creams on boards.
Purge to wash in white.
Laws to purge are sack out politics.
Demagogue multipliers VS racial complexes are known.
Subject laws are object powers.
Subject powers are object sinners.

Public events go as even.
Private events go as odds.
We are human.
People lives are lives not same to each as each but pacify public feelings.

Burden lives are lives with heavy hands.
Freeze etching take with nanny panda.
Freeze minds will control your bodies.
Freeze frames are power fames.
Gravy trains and power pushers get the photos.
Taw and marble gods are panda you.
Panda photo are photo also gods with kings.

cheung shun sang
Party Lines-Cauchy3...

Party lines....
Churn on malls are out to loves.
Churn up body are good for tanks.
Catkin groups are such comes.
Weak detached might are caps.

Heavy guns are making sins.
Stays to open are politic crimes.
Moves or less are packed tins.
Get the heats on deadly wires.

Steels are longer brighter aims.
Bullets silvers are bleeding moon.
Read out loud our loss lands.
Party lines are dark books.

Going pass are wrong to test.
Move on are party lines.
Walks of lives are some on each.
Data carry around of times.

Wages pockets are moneys shows.
Let to say are powers say.
Powers bases don’t know how.
Collects are Franking machines with stamps.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

tcheung shun sang
Plunges-By Cauchy3

Plunges..
Aces as up my sleeves are runs.
Dummy men have cups and drunk.
Dummy puppets men are weights.
Hundred pounds will bow and deigned.

Kowtow acts are follow camps.
Dampen worlds are gods and damned.
Horses are yokes and bad are lords.
Over lords are over works.

Plunges will runs are debts are chips.
Phoenix eats our dates and hips.
Tyrants drink our wets and red.
Feeding back is up and fed.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

dhqhng shun sang
Poldie  Pupils

POLDIE pupils...
Have a site as down and low but vital.
Try my psyches go to methods.
Compound actions fly the fighters.
Dead to loss are bad with Leopold.

64-awes are half as empty.
Holder POLDIE get to Betty.
Pupil heroes get the 64-flowers.
Devil dances are opened closing.

Concrete images are all 64-tanks.
Human treatments march in orders.
Marchers’ points are good with banners.
Just is all are turning over.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Poldie Pupils-Cauchy3

POLDIE pupils...
Have a site as down and low but vital.
Try my psyches go to methods.
Compound actions fly the fighters.
Dead to loss are bad with Leopold.

64-awes are half as empty.
Holder POLDIE get to Betty.
Pupil heroes get the 64-flowers.
Devil dances are opened closing.

Concrete images are all 64-tanks.
Human treatments march in orders.
Marchers’ points are good with banners.
Just is all are turning over.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
To obey, to need and terrors are three.
Demand obedience from followers.
Give and take the needs as tricks or treats.
Want for helps in terrors as guilds to submissions.
Stretches on ways are all to dictate.
Peoples call him through with titles.

Claiming rights on jobs with snows are just to pass.
Find out truth but stretch on ways.
Only gods could cares.
Put a tail to head around.

Good reluctant go on seeing when as good as titles.
EM sick-ed rouge dogs.
Matter views are evil points.

Just another AGNUS -Dei was WOO YAO-BOM.
Zhao Chin -YO alike!
Both confined to home till death.

Good with name may good with titles when mixed.
Who are whose?
Whose people do on some-thing?
Devils take the hind.
Politics are politics.
Real on politics are real to come and go.

Greens to eyes are red to bloods.
Turn a buck and get a thing all together.
Go to politics take china Hollywood.
Every gear is sites to set.

Camp to follow lady sells.
Camp to follow very worst is men.
Obey your gods but loss your obi.

Wooed Jinx TO is obit on bits.
Will the earth regain the ellipses?
Poke or prod are silly powers.
Programs are digits to control.
Politics are bytes on sites.
To obey, to need and terrors are all on first.

Clean around the bend are clean and broke.
Good and bad in titles all are mixed and who are whose.
Greens to eyes are red to bloods.

Clean around the benches are not clean around the bend or clean and broke.

Public allowance gives us gruels.
All of us need a very well off lives.
Mixing blesses with good and badly titles are us.
Sticks and carrots as power shun-ters go and come.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Political Filters-Cauchy3

Powers are sources of packed packages.
Route out morals when Gods are by passed.
Leaders’ networks are devils tails.
Specific interfaces are heavy airs.

Valid powers login the worlds.
Replies to fingers are baits to fishes.
Resolutions to laws are no good codes.
Default services are enable wires.

Puppets are not puppy to leaders’ minds.
Sudden changes are burst files.
End with boot up services and you can win.
Forward features are law filters.

Main tours are how to conquer the evil.
Sudden changes are burst files.
End with boot up services that you can win.
Forward features are not law filters.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

text

cheung shun sang
Political Ways

Political ways....
China some atypical ways is acts to suppress our human right. They are afraid to let their peoples have right as to says and address their human weakness so as serious as manic men. Firstly they lie. Latter they squeeze. Final when their emotions floods as nursing wrath they run amuck and kill.
Even any no apolitical men should kowtow well and to do pretended men with yes to reply to china tyrants all.
Nothing canonical math but all are debts and cheating
No biblical ways are tools for treating peoples with bare with loves. Thus our cynical stresses are critical means.
China jester and political jokers all have ducal fortunes come to dot and also have sexes in lines.,
Says as we know that one china scientist with age around eighty marriage one china sports Olympic winner is one example. She is a diving queen with years twenty or younger. Now here there fanatical anti commie acts with reasons are truth. Not as free body radical causes with illness. Not as hysterical fools to help the china vice.
Do impractical wills are nice but fail. Fight for justices all are ways are might. Juridical charms are better legal stuffs for clapping hands. Hisses or kisses are double means. Expressive people voices are saws are bill. Grand as people are if and only if right that needs to carry.
Forces and using magic all cause by tyrants wills and forces. Tyrants' wild or violent routines come as rules. Neurologic damages do for peoples are commie political hubs and cores. Who is china tyrants top and who is such a pervert single party big along cults? Who wash our brains?
- - - - - -Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3- - - - - -
+
cheung shun sang
Political drugs....

Evil bloods haven’t WARFARLIN.
Weak to morals haven’t MAXZIDE.
Poison wills haven’t St JOHN WORTS.
Comedy errors are deeds and jobs.

Weak to hearts haven’t MAXZIDE.
Gloves with foxes have goody masses.
Apples with pins are power PENICILLIN.
Comedy errors powers posteriori!

ARON with rods are tangy favors.
Rods with snakes are oils with faces.
Sweeten chars are cola drinks.
Sweeten cans are sugar milks.

cheung shun sang
Politics And Falls-Poem-Cauchy3.

Bamboos curtains are over steels.
Manic moons are on barrier reefs.
Evil darks are in grey lights.
Down the falls are funs upright?

Adam papa has amour proper.
Don’t let you know the waters falls.
Gusty winds are for bloods that painted.’
Jackal will all agree to panthers.

Strips of winters are colors of horses.’
Chargers are subjects or objects.
Winters suspicious are autumn leaves.
There are rocs and gooses lived on earths.

Make them the whistles blowers of falls.
Some stigmas are hinged to facts.
Fractions in winters and stories are fictions.
Heroes get the anti-heroes images.

Rosy summers are tender and slow.
Feet on quantum are mighty soft.
Rose waters flow in falls.
Long winters kiss our sages.

It is bonus that liberates bounces.
It is season that reveals true loves.
Season choices are men s tastes.
Or kakila and the crows are skilled arts.

Four months of a baby are the dreams of pillows.
The realms of winters are sets of wires.
Plug in lovers and with honors of pudding.
Tricks on bills are evil plums.

cheung shun sang
Power Says-Cauchy3

Power says...

Metric lay up all are vipers.  
Sell your fawn are yellow types.  
Ready odes are ready writers.  
Ready wits are ready eyes.  

Ready moneys go to wits.  
Supply powers are ready sides.  
Reds reply your games to sift.  
Shift to sift up to wild.  

China credits turn our noses.  
Mulct the march on good lost.  
Take the April the apple fool.  
May gods go to May for good.  

All to change are limited chances.  
Like to close are opening hands.  
Dark plans have close shaves.  
Having your forms as power says.  
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Power Stage-Cauchy3

Power stages....
Window deity got our eyes.
Elixir cups have drops of grapes.
Planets airs are burnt in skies.
Violent some are kings to march.

Coverable debts are bent ex-powers.
Allow by acts admit to some.
China leaders got the calls.
Gold on shows are lemon faces.

Remit retake are easy powers.
Loves on stocks are empty takes.
Mall of copied their little loves.
Plays on ranges are elbow tasks.

Free to lunch are rocket moons.
Free on hands are power prompts.
Above on hands as pass our books.
Thematic falls are going fold.

Narrow minds fight on length.
Length as wises are bare to might.
Short on cuts are odd to ends.
Power stages have counts on lights.

Pay the ranges are leader arms.
Jacks are good but jacks aren’t safe.
Take by power fix by mirrors.
Power stages have counts on lights.

Darken flames have blown our images.
Blow by blow our czar have radius.
Dogs under have empty bones.
Toss up winning all are worlds.

Got the myths are like the mirage.
More and more as times are fair.
Evils colors soft are ribbons.
Laissez faire is near to lairs.

Goody meals are good for animals.
Deans on dens have moneys again.
China minutes take our fires.
Orders repeated are white but thin.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

dmund shun sang
Power Up-Cauchy3

Power up....
Clocked on backs are clap by caps.
HELLA means are dickens mad.
Paltry sums are pal on poor.
Back up off are human tools.

Dimes on tables get the mirrors.
Power odds are major minor.
Weights of flames are fires with dusts.
Gears are games and power up.

Powers up hoist the host.
Powers up are men to hold.
Power up that come the gears.
Sparks up guns are bust with earths.

Ghetto loves have visa needs.
Power sources go to heels.
Give a bill the power pass.
Kill by bolts with plenty man.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Deals are open with fail when safe.
Open and shut across our cases.
Hear to say the shapes of apples.
Little forms to beat as apes.

Surety gods are vice on apples.
Virgin got the pillow apexes.
Power-dom is god to able each.
Power-dom is good in earths.

Powers might are never-never.
Loves to all are never ever.
Gods have Keogh when all are short.
Leader works are spicy hot.

Clear errors invited the errors.
Power-dom is doomed t heroes.
Errors invited are late to latch.
Loves invited are sooner arms.

cheung shun sang
Power-Dom-Cauchy3-Again

Power-dom...
Deals are open with fail when safe.
Open and shut across our cases.
Hear to say the shapes of apples.
Little forms to beat as apes.

Surety gods are vice on apples.
Virgin got the pillow apexes.
Power-dom is god to able each.
Power-dom is good in earths.

Powers might are never- never.
Loves to all are never ever.
Gods have Keogh when all are short.
Leader works are spicy hot.

Clear errors invited the errors.
Power-dom is doomed t heroes.
Errors invited are late to latch.
Loves invited are sooner arms.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Powers And Laws

Laws and powers.....
Megaly powers large are wills.
Copy loves are waste to men.
China deuce is equal dices.
Dicey rigs are right to wigs.

Feel as pity when pressed by signs.
Dragon lengths are parsed on faults.
Bugs in red are threads to things.
Graphs on mails are shown on causes.

Mails in black are list on deaths.
Apples to guns are gods in earths.
Arms with bloods are fences with rings.
Let you good and let you rip.

Buttons set as gods reset.
Set at setting back when fail.
Limited power ceilings are ceded.
Seeing laws are flat on fair.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Powers As Virus-Cauchy3

Powers as virus.....
Power active possessed the spots..
Lucks on pots are plotter graphs.
Bust a cap another toys.
How to treat and how to call!

Magic cliffs have rings the bell.
Danger zones are money free.
Babies ride the dry as elves.
Virus visa free our themes.

Buy or sell a square wife.
Go up squares get the wombs.
Light your matches as out on sides.
Lucks on pots are plotter worms.

Mother lands are father butts.
All are ways on gods to turn.
Baby ride on dry are elves.
Virus visa free our themes.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Powers Must-V1-Cauchy3

Power must...
Leader get the power must..
Gun the power lids when turn.
Real as powers come to toes.
Real as powers bombs are jokes.

Whips are followed to whistle send.
Powers follows the whipping hands.
Able ends are Gods to end.
Buy your sells as leader stand.

Odd to bet enable chips.
Gods at homes en FAMILLE words!
Powers get the homes are lips.
Grades to cling are powers odds.

Cling on laws are ordered Rome.
Rome with orders takes your pomp.
Gods have rules as cropper come.
Apes are men and gods are dogs.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Private Services-Cauchy3

Private services..
Private services are May-May with loves.
Private duties deal our Mays.
Coverlids get is all to cover.
Fates are goods as there are fays.

Fairy talks a love with towns.
Loves are chains are daisy GOWAN.
E.P.S. is Easy Pleased Stuffs.
Easy pleasing staffs are dugs.

Teats and nipples all are teas.
Cups of teas are go on ease.
Teach and show your lovely lips.
Teach and show your smoothing tips.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Public Hearing

Public hearing...
Some argots from religion cults are here.
Mercy gods as fires will get us not to suffer all by erase the vicious. Gods from
eight diagrams come and kill the evils. Either ways with magic fruits have
immortal seeds.
Troops and arms are called by men. Points in eight have many ways. Routes in
eight are army arrays. To be all to all is good. Just and sound you call my name.
My nickname is silver moon. Talk to me in public. CIVICISM needs our public
hearing. Some enactment may so good. Some enactments may so bad and need
our gods to change.
- - - - - - -Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3- - - -

cheung shun sang
Pushy Apples-Cauchy3

Pushy apples..
Snobby weedy sickens hells!
Sticker figures icon deals.
Dens and cons are loving men.
Duff the cows are fence earths.

Alley apples deem on gods.
Fly you flags you masked to come.
Messiah long prolongs worlds.
Cauchy3 apple potted are notes.

To and fro our days are worked.
Pushy bosses will take the apples.
Over the stocks we move and go.
Gainer works the climber able.

Snob appeal will snows on balls.
Pushy apples fake in can.
Pushy apples alibi in streets.
Power zones have gun in screens.

Alley apples are can in bank.
Money ranks will name with tag.
Table names are china shows.
Alley apples will pushy bosses.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Put The Rights-By Cauchy3

Put the rights..
Charm offense offenses are charms.
Hearts to hearts are hard of hard.
Speak the truths may stir to jails.
Tyrants hate the peoples’ rails.

WUJANTO babe kissers kiss.
China peoples want to hiss.
Sabers rattling most are men.
Heroes’ colors larges are sent.

Strike as bolts are thunder birds.
Penal worst may use the birches.
Taiwan sings to Taiwan girls.
China cruel is surely sir.

Sure to sir is all are yes.
Claptraps fellows some have tests.
Test your hearts to shut the lights.
Test your guts to put to right.

Point to deer and say the horse.
Warlike tests are means on shores.
Battles go to sea then coming.
Crash our gates are sinful some.

Test our points are charges are yes.
Test the yes but nothing lee.
Test the cons but want the things.
Test the pros but many sins.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Queens And Worms-Cauchy3

Queens and worms....

To get the cakes as over baked.
Biscuits go to buds with backs.
To get the worms as over throne,
Queens are useless worms in roses.

To get the giants as over soon,
Moneys go to save the poor.
Whole in minds are all as breads.
To get a net of bitches on beaches,

To get the hens as over eggs,
Chicks are free and out of cells.
Real with values all are subs.
Queens are worms and soon to turn.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

. 

cheung shun sang
Quis Une Penses-Bilingual-Cauchy3

Quis une penses...
De la force me dure quis une penses.
A quoi penses-tu?
Jamais de la vie a crème faire une crasse qui une penses.
Le feu faire cracher sa la fiche mal.
64-est n’a pas fni den baver pour le eleve.
Un beau menteur etre disponible a le coke.
Le coke une coke a la coke.
Le coke avec en Chine de la coke faire gober sur le forces.
Non le China avoir ne mange a le coke.
La coke a la boisson pour mon monde.
Sa le brise a le brise tout faire arme de la shun sang.
All broken to all broken to do the army our bloods are bleeding!

The force due to one penny! Are you worth a penny?
All in lives the classes above hands are penny with dirty tricks.
Full of sins are full of powers.
64 are the suffering times for pupils.
Liars are print in figure of cokes.
The coke is a coke for coke.
Cokes with China is coke to self-esteem on the forces.
Not the China has eaten cokes.
A coke is the drinks for my worlds.
All broken to all broken to do the army our bloods are bleeding!
---Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Retrain anew..
Donald Jung is not Mc Donald boys.
Powers down to boys have strengths to govern.
Donald Jung has strengths.
Mc Donald boys only ask for tips.
If Donald JUNG had had mugs to drink may be not.
Buy you drinks are gods in heavens.
I had said in my previous articles: -

Bow tie bow to power.(Donald JUNG) .
New world has good pockets.
Pay rolls are table rolls.
New world- company faces the masters all with master pieces.
Will they buy Donald Jung a mug to drink?
Previous police heads is Donald Jung brother.
Raise the new emperor or not.
He is now a manager manages points of new world company.
Donald Jung get the medal of great British commander before 1997 years.
He got his right.
Fortunes favor official men.
History tales are money tales.
History notes are gunner notes.
Bible notes are all retrained anew.
Worlds retrained by lessons.
Men retrained by morals.
We desire for loves.
Gain the merit in economic crises to make lesser danger some are Donald Jung.
All redeploy the moneys all around poor and rich are still poor.
Taxations fees are free.
Slightly taxation rates are here, .
That is Hong Kong financial policies.
May be dirty hands have dirt in dirty man with cans.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Rimmed As Timed-By Cauchy3

Rimmed as timed..
Gallery left are leftism funs.
Grinning bears will kill by guns.
Charlie hunts are loving mills.
Mill around the lawyers kicked.

Lam as LAKERS gets a smile.
Brown as wings our rim at timed.
Hairy Mary sells her hairs.
Grommet cherry puffed on airs.

Grouse to let in china has debts.
Stooges on polling pushed and catch.
Sharper radars Taiwan tested.
Blazed in gods are guns with gall.

Donald Jar commanded his wheels.
Chief with guns in lords are peers.
Tied on bows will bow to crowns.
Paying rolls are table rolls.

Licking fires are apple wet.
Polished apples polish swords.
Donald fires are hot to ends.
Flatter worlds have beauty words.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Rings In Bulls For Female M.B.E-Cauchy3

Rings in bulls for female M.B.E...
Riding bulls are rings of bull-ING..
Riding bulls are rear to lookers.
Cashes and carry are promised cashiers.
Soldiers’ rings in bulls have massive.

Female Merits are M.B.E in ringers.
Female M.B.E does hairy raping-s.
Juices and merits are cashes in chipping.
Bouncers’ leaders are down for tapping.

Secrets heads up heads are artists.
Dirty boxes are M.B.E with panels.
Scan by towns the bouncers kissers.
Used as dashers bouncer timing.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---.

cheung shun sang
S.T.D.-Cauchy3

S.T.D...
Bristle with a dingle sexes are dreadful tensions.
S.T.D. could kill from bellies during bellies.
S.T.D. diseases treating deal as bells and whistles.
S.T.D. could kill as many sex-connects.

Having common origin all as death and killing go on transmitting all are S.T.D.
Stomach things may cheat but lives are real.’
I mean our favor sexual things.
Please select to all sex selectees.

Careful go be care.
Careful come be clear.
Bunco steer will give you sexes.
Gods may give you health.

Go on doctors.
Treat the Bunco games.
Save our world then.
Rant out sexual words with cauchy3.
They are safety words.
Then go away indeed!
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Saints-Cauchy3

Saints...
Some discourses as Marxism stated that moderate to vices are not virtues.
However go extinct to morals all are hatreds.
Bitter liquids come from bitter seeds.
Viable lives will need many cares.

All of us have feeling flowing.
Fluxes are vital.
Hate our foes will save us as gods.
When we feel and ill then we hate the other-inter-actions.

Little ill we hate the passing by.
Deathful ills we good to other all are pledge to gods.
Visit the bitter ways and suffer bitter all to act as godlike morals are barely hard.
Paid dearly all for errors are right?

Saints will go on down to crosses.’
Cauchy3 will go on down to blow.
All endured the evils are sins and vices.
All endured and follow evils are clever and wise.

Sticks to juices we drink the bubbles.
Soups are few.
Hatreds come from living strengths as innate.
Friends and mutual love will calm the worlds to peaces.

All in unions there are peace.
World in peace as one then we needs referendum.
Honest brokers come from loving.
Hatreds contra loves are all in powers.

Loves will keep our ways together.
Hatreds miss the shots in long.
But Taiwan ranger fighters get the ranks to pass our ways.
Taiwan independent!
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Screens-Cauchy3

Screens....
Your screens will not worth to say.
Social cues are stresses and coping.
Get somatic wills the might are gods.
Bubbling over powers actuate trimming.

Moneys hubs and power axis are good collinear.
Step on waters float your feet.
Gods agree to care the cares as given.
Same to powers take on steps in same.

Rhythms resume the screens in brains.

Get intentions.
Get admissions.
Come to actions.

Appeal to dictations.
Rates apportion.
Go to evens.
All are blankets screens that go to auctions.

Toke mechanic models get servo fitting.
Condition worth is all a man to fix.
Level of traits will go to keep the screens.
Some receptive have receptive-giving.
Go on screens.
All Pro Forma get kisser faces.

cheung shun sang
Senses and nerves...
Senses to feel are nerves to put.
Strengths to give are cheerful guts.
Joys to earths are lowdown cases.
Basic fools are means on bases.

China put you down as slaves.
Take my breaths and skins are saved.
Helpful laws are loose and free.
Moral looses are things to see.

Missing links are next to kings.
Eyes will cast and good to fling.
Gateways tricks are tyrants owned.
Poor are peoples out and down.

Warfare wares are brains and wills.
Empty words are peace that nil.
Real are meter danger points.
Real is water mix with oils.

Oil a man with oils is bad.
Shocking tales are all are sad.
Senses and nerves will give our deeds.
Sell you off are china seeds.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Serve-By Cauchy3

Serve..
Peace is not served by lips.
Greed to plays at finger tips.
Care is not served by lips.
Greed as tyrants all will rip.

Wounds are split and fires are lit.,
Helms you men as dogs will sit.
Tyrants’ tails and heads may pass.
What a shame is master tasks.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Setting Up-Cauchy3

Setting up....
All stochastic lived as man.
Works computed as samples on masses.
Big citations go on poses.
Facts are captions just in homes.

Rabble rousing put the fires.
Fool your foolish fuller shows.
Fires are fussled as men are wired.
Patter talks as hammer tongs.

Pattern gods a party sings.
Poor will pause and rich will come.
Bouncer leaders go to fights.
Tiger hided as bodies bode.

Set up lotus loud and clear.
Triads in trials are each to each.
Trials and errors men are gods.
Peeped as holly card as how.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Sexes To Queen Women—Cauchy3

Beautiful shrouds and sexton beetles!
Powers starved are evil needs.
Live quantities are love dilemma.
Very born lives are so abominable.

Power papers are fates on lots.
Jolly sticks are sinking smokes.
Desires excuses are sex plums.
All sexes are good sums.

Sexes’ exclusions are love zones?
Create by thoughts and take any shows.
Yellow spells and orange robes!
Labeled sexes are loves who glows.

Queen well smiles with worms.
Glue to powers an object to loves.
A v knots on surface with digging O.
All are seas of deep driven songs.

Queen dynasty is sugar tarts.
Tars and feathers are bees but no gases.
Waxed up nouns are counts up loves.
Counter is to accept where franchise are moneys.

Gods’ jobs are with evil minds.
Loves with mini fires are started.
No prides to your queens but love her prizes.
Double duties are gentle added.

Sit on fonts with webs to faces.
Stand on proud and deliver loves.
Sages are clave on magic to flat.
Bounces are buns and butterflies are sofas.

Sages are slaves and queens are experts.
Happens are addressed when loves oriented.
Love have no queens is dead letters.
All are clean slates with bogies.
Sexy are queens and orders are powers.
Go up Gods are down to dogs to access.
Step by step you control over.
Pure flowers made to tarts.

--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
Sheol Working By Cauchy3

SHEOL works..
Modern mordant causes my views.

Puppets strings arranged as tied.

Critic all are to antic acts.

Go with me my notes have tracks.

Feet have tracks and works have maps.

Track-able peoples’ china added.

Rules of actions apples had.

Writer white will blank with gaps.

SHEOL ceiling burns with fires.

SHEOLS working all are bloods.

Plain as dealing all are dire.

SHEOL punishes men that no good.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Silver Moons-Cauchy3

Silver moons....
Nomadic seeds are flowers bloomed.
Merely know the knells on rooms.
Bent a angle turns returned.
Eat your seeds are owners used.

Backfires all are private lords.
Public places have private eats.
Eat my cups as Taiwan moons.
Silver moons are all to add.

Ganders get my eyes to go.
Mad to powers are made TO.
Ganglands give a ring to meet.
Higher H.H. has lower P.P.

Fires will need the forthright licks.
Waters smooth will need to dig.
Playful moons are bright on seas.
Down to play are games to reach.

Free the Tibet as song to sing.
Nations laws as lawyers kick.
Silver moon will get the tips.
Taiwan stands on bottom tight.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Simple Bloods-By Cauchy3

Simple bloods...
Bloods and thunders Greek to me are bible words.

Simple bloods will take as under laws.

Simple bloods will take equations simplexes.

Hearts of gold have heads in clouds.

Breezes in left in冷s but vigor are agents.

Simple bloods will get the ax if she has no beauty trades.

Get her shows on roads are public teasers.

Closet queens make a trouble deal to legs of laws.

Get her feet so wet are rimming times.

Moneys ought and moneys should.

Sexes as ought and loves as should.

Evil times are menacing facts by lovers’ conquerors.

Bills of loves a year of bills are sent.

Masters get slavery cults will get the chests and boxes.

Beauty lie in chests the chests are moneys.

Simple bloods have simple lives.

Simple thousand U.S. dollars in 2009 per month will meet in many single deals.

Hollywood goes Hollywood earns the fairs as stars.

Simple bloods have only simple livings.
Leaders teach my deer to fence our worlds as china leaderships.

Hunt the deer and drink their bloods afterwards.

Deer has shows and loves have simple rules.

Beauty trades will deuce the gods and swear to put the china leaders’ height.

Secret agents take the models beauties all as bucks on faces are copied rights.

CHINA LEE MAN WAR had copied UNCLE secrets.

Taiwan beauty UNCLE aunties need all react to actions.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

taiwan beauty uncles
Sinking-Cauchy3

Sinking....
Sink the brasses and cut your chases.
Spick and span are rigging taste.
Skin to skip and noises are white.
Brownie sweets are any to times.

Debts to gods but moral graces.,
Grateful much are all to race.
Going nuts are mad in maps.
Leaders robbing Peters padded.

Leader paying peter Paul.
Play to hails the Mary ducts.
Cable to buses the ducts are stay.
Leaders cables the cadres tab.

Holy cows are pity sakes.
Diggings hot are leader tales.
Beat to buy that gods is one.
Beat to image guns with smokes.

Full of powers fit up might.
Full of sins are fit up big.
Died to make the leader kings!
Died to smarty little minds.

Seal as small on lips when talk.
Seal as small on stamps when rigged.
Bills are footed by POLO sweets.
Bills are fonts on dirty sheets.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Sins and sexes..
Wrongdoing all are scripts in brains theaters.’
Sins are viewed as hatred wills to morals.
Sins are divided as states as broken.
Feet transgress a series is means.
Straying from a lower path to high is sexes.
Russian high and French have glories.
Guide your ways to towns of sexual scenes.
Acts are deemed as deep accorded to loves.
Ballroom dance will need a nymph.
NYMPHA needs a pearl to fugue.
Fuhrer rhymes as yes are killing.
China Fuhrer needs a sinful sexy cat.
Peoples’ hairs of balls are gagged to throats from mouths.
China leaders MIMICY all are wolves with lambs-coating.
Dandy MIMICY all are loves to sexes.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Sirs-Cauchy3

Sirs..
Slants to pick are mirror man.
Falling hard are shadow down.
For the most and there are any.
Gods have Zen as leaders voided.

Make my wills as blame to gods.
Lords as ruling over made.
Mix my gifts with sensor crowns.
Lords as ruling over take.

Sirs are sure excuse as fools.
Sirs are sure as fruits and nuts.
Let my times to roll with joys.
Let the Taiwan she to wow.

Earths at works the cults are sexes.
Fruits at gates are plowed in seeds.
Work the days as start by songs.
Dust to dust and there are norms.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Songs And Sexes-Poem-Cauchy3

Songs and sexes-poem-Cauchy3.

Songs are sounds on human symbols.
Rhythms in brains are pulses of souls.
Main themes are live born.
Siren songs are connected sounds.

How sheers are swans to drink whiskey?
How suffers are choking voices?
What is a beauty when she is begging?
A pie of diamonds is in sinking pies.

Fix your lives are the prices of prides.
Pipe fitters are fit to your pills.
A spiritual skull is for your pillar box.
Dream on pillows are your back cores.

Slips are rain drops on your faces.
A life is one slip knot.
Pages of words are love arts.
Raise your songs on days of loves.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

tcheung shun sang
Soul-By Cauchy3

Souls...
Let alone refrain and annex take.
Come impute are evil dickens made.
China tampers hopes to list are fakes.
Glad are eyes as china got no grades.

Avows are devils got control our souls.
Say my graces as heaven gods to out.
Failures logic catches my catchy poems.
Toes with holes are social climbing toes.

Social Christ awful works are wills.
China large marquee has no tills.
Brasses and brains prestige on rounds are games.
Hands designed as Taiwan lands are tame.

All by blows away are wares on earths.
Offices papal all are Wahoo years.
Prizes rewarded to teacher pets are wrong.
Cinch with facts are Taiwan going ON.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---.

cheung shun sang
Sour

Sour...
Pugs will pop to men at parks.
Acts reacted are human acts.
Draw my dogs and put the dots.
Lines with dots will wash by port.

Pass as dogs are men in courts.
Prison places will need our gods.
Funny farms are thumbs that harm.
Plugs are songs are sing with tongues.

Plums are best are cares and poses.
Water flows are watch by hoses.
Drink or eat are wines or soups.
Sour as bosses will make you sour.

--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
Special pleading takes their laws to go around.
Facts must needed and differ species are some with rights.
Cook the meats of dogs might good for health but wrong.
Specious china should free the Tibet when they have means to fishing island.
Those who think that china own the fishing islands all for the seeming same rethink by reason just to free the Tibet owning lands. Lands are differ however reasons both is same.
Or that one should pardon fishing islands.
Pardon fishing island so as good to do is peace between china states and Japan. Good for spectacles all upstages are laws.
China bad invader laws are bad. Just so free the Tibet states.
Laws have spectrums also must be fair.
Rules have spectrums also they must echo with loves.
If the china treats the Tibetan just as right as china peoples then keep it with coalition government.
Tibetan then gets the equal politic powers. Half to half is dues and deals.
Combine some beliefs and mixed our styles are good for counting Tibetan living well with Chinese.
Count on men if you have needs for helps.
Counter altered just as you are seeking one for better world.
Not for china tyrants hard and soft despotic means are rights.

cheung shun sang
Spoken Candid-Cauchy3

Spoken candid...
Powers-IZATIONS get the curses.
Lights mistake brighten judges.
Huge on ways are big to loss.
Provide colds will get the hot.

Let the letters get all done.
Let the powers get my hopes.
Lairs will get the rats under hats.
Spoken candid get the rats.

Spoken candid get the snows.
Soaps in boxes are modes in lots.
Mealy really words are homes.
Home to truths are stretch modes.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Stir And Slam-Cauchy3

Stir to slams..
Hackers’ writes are under counts.
Bottom girls will break my lucks.
Slanging buys will sell the hours.
Boxed our times are timers turns.

Slamming china fights our man.
Tanks to null the nukes are masses.
Favor hands have killing plans.
Stirred to slams are 64-tanks.

Stirred the brains are china slams.
Taiwan ranges are full of ranks.
Slam and bang as you are cans.
Shape their powers all are tanks.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Stocks To Loves-Cauchy3

Stocks to love....
Prizes to gods are nuts to cats.
Cough up words to catch my worlds.
Hatch boxes will drink the hank.
Hang with hanks all hats are worms.

Cellars greeting play to do.
Closets queens will pledge on blocks.
Blow upon the dark the bright.
Stocking blue will go to skin.

Stocks and cellars kiss my top.
Stocks to love will drive her piles.
Choices are bottom move on spots.
Moons in blue our loves are timed.

Buck with fever gun our man.
P.L.A will bug to breeze over.
Cadre loves will finger hard.
Cauchy3 will finger hard and open.

Cadres take as beaver books.
All below our belts will nurse the woods.
Blow in glass as cauchy3 that poke.
P.L.A and cadres get enthroned.

Tory dogs are middle dogs.
Cadre dogs are YIN with YAN.
Cauchy3 as man will play the stocks.
Jack the Ripper cadre war.

Leader sexes will court in mass.
Eats and drinks are wrong to right.
Christen arts are ass to eat.
Leader abnormal powers gifted.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Cages and sugars (hearth)..    
Holly pokers are holly pokey.   
Always sugars return to null.   
Null to control the bondages stirred.  
Stocks are fine and stocks are girls to call.   

Sexy inmates innate are sure. 
Drink the honeys. 
Birds in cages are lacing up powers. 
Christmas gifts are up for good. 

Meals are raw but go as easy meals. 
Who is easy meal? 
Hearth to moneys gives hearth with rival. 
Hearth to moneys when you are stirred is tokens. 

Gods are damn or when you broken up. 
Gods are damn when you lost your titles. 
Laws of legs will kick you around. 
Cages to birds are plain as staff. 
Moneys to crowns are plain as staff. 

Plain as noses on your faces and you got to serve. 
You are birds in cages. 
Colors of honeys get to eyes.  
Powers get the cafeteria profits. 
Cafeteria-n get no fishes with empty pockets. 

They got the smells of fishes. 
Human fishes are bodies. 
Sugar fishes or fishes bones to prick to you.. 
Birds on edges will sit by rugs. 
Cats on tops will sit on faces. 

Groups of seven go away. 
Groups of seven cannot break your cages.   
Girls will ignore scouting. 
They use AK-17. 
Cabals by laws the cats are tops.
Wallow in loves.
All are not free.
Free you and pure again.
Debited notes have credit men.
Men will govern men.
Girls govern girls.

Lives will need to have errors omitted.
Lives will need to have errors excepted.
Fabler gods will give no escorts.
Wash your faces and give your services.

Birds in cages have heavy duties.
Birds in cages are sugars all.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Leader gogy is tricks in deals. (learning!)
Similes to might are annexed earths.
Similes to good are libels to bad.
All to laughs will contain tasks.

Summa might are sums to ask.
Summa wills are cons to maps.
Summa similes are means to all.
Devils take the gods in back.

All develop might are needs.
Power develops need more.
Devils are gods as cars to jeeps.
Voids to beings get the most.
-

cheung shun sang
Surely
Surely..  
Surely wolves will wear our wools.  
Check the truths are all as fools.  
Means to proofs our hearts are check.  
Narrow passes are EDEN necks.

Needs for rules are peoples states.  
Facts and fable are all as ate  
Bet my books of Dutch will loss.  
Give me five as finger crossed.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Tag Along-Cauchy3

Tag along...
Photo spheres will shop the photo.
Proton spheres will shot the HOTIE.
Lasers lash the powers HOLLO.
Packet getters time the bogies.

Palms with powers oiled the cobras.
Oil the snakes are oils in colas.
Coke the cokes with cokes to oaths.
Games on coats are arms with coats.

Tag along and after the powers spheres.
Photos are spheres and cards with tarots.
Faces to faces our minds are freezing.
Talker heads are heads in gallows.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---.

cheung shun sang
Taiwan Cast A Stone-Cauchy3

Taiwan cast a stone...
Clear in minds can bear a lot.
Dwarfs and giants are both so cool.
Golden keys will open the china doors at back.
Jacks of trades and master tasks are blast.

Taiwan cast stone not to first.
Custom make our things the matters.
Taiwan cults have diamonds to china diamonds.
Taiwan never cries before Taiwan hurt.

Taiwan meets the china half on ways with troubles.
Gods will wash their dirty boxes in public.
Mother lands are annexed china.
All enough in powers go on Taiwan ranks.

Loves to loves a peace need the evens.
Flow in feels a Taiwan jobbed.
Extreme meets are loves and peace.
Taiwan Thrive and deeds are common polls.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Taiwan Fighters-Cauchy3

Taiwan fighters...
Worlds on transit fighter consisted.
Able bodies blow the bodies.
Cat on hells the fires on flicker.
Taiwan armies Taiwan good are fighters.

Fighter merits wait on callers.
Access times are come as headers.
Big on bangs are gods to alter.
Taiwan fighters aim at bearers.

Angered bearers sin as evils.
Screen not blanked but cast on ever.
Blow by blow our moral e-linked.
Loves to loves a peace are even.
.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Taiwan loves...
Beds are tools and loves are pets.
Beefs to laws are loving cases.
Bail to domes as free and melt.
Cores are sweet as forth and fares.

Smooth to smooth are quickly burn.
Heats to heats are ways to jump.
Crumbs are round about to eat.
Nuts are flexes to stroke on each.

Cite the cliffs the merits to reach.
Cite the whole the loves to teach.
Southern charms are fanny girls.
Magic spells are gifts my sticks.

Cauchy3 will cash in wonder chips.
Case around is going ticks.
Cash the china stamps as fools.
Date the whole is china wounds.

Date the whole as Taiwan pitches.
Date the Taiwan she with styles.
Doggy men are nature pinned.
Books in styles to live and tied.

Cauchy3 has batches as living notes.
Games of coats return my loves.
Arms of coats are early works.
Eat the Taiwan she on boxes.

Eat the Taiwan early doors.
Feel the FROGGY feeling good.
Feel my breadths a width in home.
Greasy elbows easy come.

Taiwan elbows feel the rooms.
Funny channels all are tones.
Woody nurses are all as nude.
News to pick is sold as tills.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Taiwan She With Loves-Cauchy3

Taiwan she with loves...
Craving proven ride my joys.
Raw and sticks are getting more.
Purple crowns are drag and roll.
Get she swerve on cauchy3 with loves.

Leans on backs are peaces as out.
Rides on true are loving counts.
Taiwan she with loves is fine.
PEELA arms are all in lines.

Army she is one that stroll.
Stroll with turns are names in rolls.
Fetus days as loves are called.
Fetus days are Christ and Jacks.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
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Take The Sugars-Cauchy3

Take the sugars..
Snobbish usages by those who take!
Up to hands as all are rakes.
Flat on loves our bodies rubbed.
Up is mud as all are up.

Tops off all are tops in dogs.
Up to nine eyes will drop.
Drop my cogs as all are toys.
Knuckle shuffle all are soy.

Soy is good to taste on mouths.
Nursed me all are seeds are out.
Out to public is private does.
China ills with wishes are foes.

Uppity as all is up and coming.
Uncles get the guns with Tommy.
Use her chutes to dropp my tanks.
Taiwan up to snuffs is ranks.

Arm my tanks as all are arms.
Hustling boards have oysters’ farms.
Thrash your china tan your kids.
Cauchy3 could use a better fiddle.

Prove a school as wasted as formed.
Mental caught my body torments.
Up the steps are legs of laws.
Up the stages are leaders’ taws.

Tattered clothes are nature suits.
Forty four as loves are juices.
Fawning shops will begged the sakes
Fawning bouncing all is take.

Flat on catching all are queens.
Clipping queens have pitches that queer.
CHINA clipping queens have muzzles.
Punta ways as queens are puzzles.
---Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Taught Cauchy3

Taught..
Fabian laws are grades to all.
Fabian loves will need as more.
Laws and fables all are called.
Jossers jot down our tones.

Hyper active go to causes.
Hyper china sees me down.
Directed thinking we are taught.
Direct scales are counts on gods.

Eyes as rhymes get our words.
Rows of guns are good as crowns.
Loves and mores are tyrant brains.
Loves are done we move our grain.

Loves and moves are logos done.
Done to gods are all are gone.

China gone and gods will come.
Bouncers' balls returned as bones.

Chances have tenses as all are ill.
More is sins then sinning tills.
Terrors fighting Nazi made.
China hyper leaders take.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Technique-Cauchy3

Technique....
Polar in scopes are radio senses.
Base on laws our views are cents.
Freezing couples charge the hues.
Cause by eyes and given by tubes.

Examine ions as beams of lights.
X-rated optics set your views.
Scales on meters get our lines.'
Micro weaves are fluxes with times.

FRENEL zones have ionic ways.
Works are jobs and power watts.
TECHNIC tri-port lobes are weaves.
Programs cycles are fast to each.

Giga to NANO are great to small.
Pivots in fields are very math.
Powers in points are all in spaces.
Great are values large on charges.
---Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Monte Carlo methods made the math.
Find the nearest values all are Teller.
Edward Teller set the nuclear fusions.
Lead to make the hydrogen bombs.
Double stages as radiated make implosions.
Strategic defense initiative agreed is Teller.
Inter-continental ballistic missiles fly-(ICBM) ..
Minute-man will do as missiles-(ICBM) ..
Multi all independent targeted just re-entry-(MIRV) ..’
U.S.A makes their war technique good.
U.S.A. always have just and freedoms.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
Temple Sexes-Cauchy3

Temple sexes....
Define the senses of beauty charms.
Markets trades are standard masses.
Temples have joss sticks in joys.
Comic all relief are jobs.

Showing off wells are French spells.
Nuns endear the monks to sell.
Nuns will bring a round to monks.
Feathers sweet is sure a crown.

Busy surfs are all to be.
Crests with ebbs are drawn with dogs.
Sees the cracks are temple sexes.
Nuns are dogs and monks are gods.

Senses the ways are healing nurses.
Books and checks are only used.
Local spheres have towns on cherry.
Joyous loves beseech berry.

Feel the fresh enjoyed the nuns.
Real is festive joys in turns.
Nuns are Monks are circle sums.
All are fanny tennis soon.

Wealth will take off beauty sleeps.
Laws are lions as get to sheep.
Knees are down before wealth.
Jockey all to gods are earths.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Threats

Handle threats may set our forces.
Acts reacted may dare to all.
Rules that strike are evil causes.
Keep our Taiwan not to loss.

Tricks as wars are cruel games.
Wars are games are tyrants' names.
Ways are games are peoples' rants.
Throw your weights are heavy hands.

Length and width and depth are forces.
All arrays are army sources.
Arrant nonsense is tyrants' words.
Playing laws are games that hurt.

Feel no truths are china bosses.
Bossy tyrants keep their dolls.
Pets and dolls are birds in cages.
China tyrants' ills are ages.

Handle threats as whistles back.
China tyrants mad for facts.
Scapegoat cooked and peoples harm.
Loss or gains are something half.

cheung shun sang
Three Clears

1 AAAA Three clear.
Why there are three clears or there are three sweeps.
Each person after birth there are lots of photo images of lives and picture pixels that shot up or draw up in our brains.
   Our pass experiences and learning are flash bulbs and markers to our brain photos and minds pictures.
   Then each person put their efforts, vim and moneys to their actions and all are sending and giving with purposes.
   But actually our worlds have many different cults and many different realms that control by many different leaders.
   Many of them are with different fetish status.
They and we all crave for powers, many positions and loves.
They all expect different results for what you think and what you feel.
   On de facto if you have special or some pure or advanced thoughts and if you may be being squeezed out oranges then you have no luck.
   What are your apple ciders?
   One of you may go to three clear ways or three clean sweeps.
   They may be just, sounds and fairs. Or they may be amour-propre (self respects (de soi) and good to strive (forcer de fair qqch pour la valeur bonne)
   In our worlds there are many philters and placeboes. As o am some coward on some times and as to meet my live possible, I got some ill wills.
   Some very success doctors as doctors or doctors as psychiatrists have exotic pills.
   They seldom use them to their own men or own self. They say also with so many minds and wills’ tactics and tricks and all to do is force into a draw or withdraws.....
   They know they are Hong Kong communists and they think that controls and sovereigns by them are good on divine rules.
   I use the word rule they like the word laws. Even for rules there are evil or good cursors.
   Worlds may be heartless that regard every things as loves and hates tests. Every thing is natures for themselves and the devils take the most powers.

   What is used for divined laws or gods? Gold laws and jade rules are what kinds of lives protocols.
   They successes and they fail. With out powers balances there are no fail safes.
   I cry for gods as our situations.
   I think about the worlds and my cursors are on Taiwan time in some.
But there are no tab keys to real drawings.
A grand picture need to decors by pure thinking.
What good is China republic sovereign become thick.

1 Some laws are thin and quick.
2 Some wills are evil to sow.
3 Some stories on China histories have no now space bars.
4 Some tunnels are mad horses.
5 Some ages are capsules with ill powers.

Are there more than five evil tunnels?
   Five or more evil tunnels against three clears.
   Who got our worlds with three clears?
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Tibet

Tibet..
All reflected glories some are china come against Japan. China grasping greed as pick up Tibet for long and till now is law. Venal official claim their own country lands. China value china olden lands the fishing island which stand near the seas of Japan..
China says they own the fishing island. Fishing island has change of owner countries for several times. Ok logically pick up fishing island regain their china lands. Fishing islands back to china all as china grasping greed. There are sin and china capture Tibet from DALA LAMA. DALA LAMA and his precedents own and charge Tibet at the older next turns. Now china arms are strong and all their policies may drum at the worlds but first is Japan which is this chesses and capturing cards. One should love their country soils but fair for other countries. Free the Tibet. Free the Tibet before picking up fishing island and Japan seas that flowed near. China deaden sounds are gongs and drums. Get into deathful ends are creepy ways. China matches are long are sad. Only saints should lives every more. China sins are then sinning. Polar moods are wars are killing forces. Give the Tibet back to old Tibet leaders all are rights. ---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Time Pillow-Poem-Cauchy3

Time pillow-poem.
Steal the funnels to love the May.
Nothings to notice are dessert mouths.
Bibles are church bicycles on hand.
Flat tyre is wheels to mount.

Escape goats hunt for weeds.
Hare years love to honeys.
Rasp berries are gods’ sweets.
Dukes’ liquors come to shops.

Balloon flowers are balloon feels.
Baby breathes wonder on sand.
Mormon moneys are love free.
Roots are quill leaves to add.

Evil pillows are gods’ gallows.
With teas pillows gods are rest.
The creative and control cycles are asked.
Dark cloudy loves are not sexes.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

cheung shun sang
To Be Or Not To Be

To be or not to be, ...
To be in love with china country, ...
To be in love with your china peoples..
To be in love with your commie party (china) , ..
Halt and hesitate just for peoples’ human right and democracies.
What is your GOVERN-Ship?
What is your kingship?
Where is your kingdom?
Limbo ways or brimstone hells that cook your fleshes are me-me-me them.
All is our subterfuges.
What is wangles just for reality?
What are we divine with?
What are gods to shine our life?
China DEMI-GODS as XI JINPING teams the pure as purest one that all belong to
china commie come to all.
Yes they come as we will come.
Camber pots or china ditches have garden wastes.
Who is subordinate?
We have only one absolute.
Why and what will buy as we are all so short that so short to sell to them.
Faust had life of tragic life because he sold his soul and life to Satan.
To be or not to be should be consequence also should be duties.
So if all your life is complete fair then to be or not to be is all so go0od.
- - - - - -Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3- - - - - - - - 

cheung shun sang
Tops Are Tops

Tones of voices are strange are mad.
China tyrants all are bad.
Shun to laws are ghosts as bosses.
Come to gods are someone tops.

Shunt our friends away are poor.
Shunt our poor away are more.
Froward men have forwarded moots.
Mouths in hands are grasses are roots.

Lord it over all are bosses.
Profit making all may loss.
Loss their hearts are over lords.
Profits making all are forces.

Lord it over all are bloods.
Brother bloods are not in moods.
China bosses are over lords.
Despot china keeps their forces.

Profits making all are tops.
Tops of tops are funny courts.
Get it all as rip are bosses.
Backhand compiles are backs of doors.

Throats of WUJANTO make the sounds.
Sounds are strange and mad are rounds.
Tops are tops are havoc cries.
Army havoc cries will rise.

Laws are deep or throats are deep.
Bottom flags are arms with seeds.
Shorter arms are moons that down.
Feel as near to ratio lows.

cheung shun sang
Tory Charms-Cauchy3

Tory charms...
City lights to horses are mounted.
Gal in offices clacks the clouds.
Jungle jousting clam are smack.
Civil rigs are Tory charms.

Logger feet have beats and songs.
Flying sixty-six are low.
Fine as wines and eat a child.
Cauchy3 will eat the cheese with smiles.

P.L.A. has sins to eat my acorns.
Easy virtues help the accords.
Eat the lunches in boxes at years.
Cauchy3 will lighten well on ease.

Cauchy3 will eat the burger furs.
Tory earners bribe the wages.
Eyes to eyes are lame as ducks.
Five in dollars cadre tasked.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Total All

Total all...
China dreams are fancy things.
Kill our sums are total sum.
All are broken all are one.
Each of one is tyrant tones.

Total all are bloods to fetch.
Mote and dust are dirt on feet.
Boots are boost are boons and life.
Total all are tyrants’ lines.

Good or poor are handles razed.
Total all are doomed by fates.
Razor edges are Taiwan lands.
Uncle Sam will give a hand.

RAZZLE DAZZLE sprees are men.
RAREE shows are any fences.
Dictated china all are laws.
Bloods are arms and tooth is saws.

Taiwan honor Taiwan lands.
Swaggers china stands as sands.
Total all are guns with cert.
China miffs are perils hurt.

--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

Total all...
China dreams are fancy things.
Kill our sums are total sum.
All are broken all are one.
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   --Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--
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   --Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--
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    --Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

Total all...
China dreams are fancy things.
Kill our sums are total sum.
All are broken all are one.
Each of one is tyrant tones.

Total all are bloods to fetch.
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Boots are boost are boons and life.
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v   Total all...
China dreams are fancy things.
Kill our sums are total sum.
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Boots are boost are boons and life.
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cheung shun sang
Traces-By Cauchy3

Traces...
SAKERS runs are sakes of tigers..

Tigers all accords are tight.

Bethels opened all are put.

Tigers eat the bodies’ guts.

Living elsewhere all are hells.

Heaven courses are bare as fells.

Hells and heaven sharks are fishes.

Take the loves and eat my dishes.

French glories all are she.

BAILEE dots are given he.

Gifts of moneys are bucks on faces.

Copy brasses are all as traces.

---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Treat You And Cure You Wujanto

Treat you and cure you WUJANTO....
Treat by partly exposed for preventions. Treat our china tyrants acute durations by plots will need the help of his wife. First in views is he do not hope to kill his own wife.
All at once is to put away WUJANTO guns and send away all his pawns. Then by ways WUJANTO is criticize as bad as he likely had in normal.
Thus give WUJANTO a chance to miff without killing.
Final step give back WUJANTO his guns and follower men.
All a sudden and then WUJANTO wife should dare and brave to point at WUJANTO as bad as he had been. He is a tyrant and he is murder.. Doing this we hope we could cure the madness of WUJANTO. If it could not be gone we then try the other ways. WUJANTO brains may open and cut with CINGULOTOMY.
WUJANTO as highest chief in china around year 2000 to 2012 and nothing yet to down should need a cure for killing madness.   --Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Typical Modes-Cauchy3

Typical modes...
Hara-KIRI failed to failure.
Fable works exert our tissues.
 Bloody crowned are crows with horror.
Slopes to view are juries as looping.
 &\#12288;
Mop up works are all as powers.
Gauges on views are lights with strollers.
Gauges on views are strobes with lighting.
Typical modes are kings for killing.

Typical times are nails for painting.’
Typical works are words mislaying.
Typical modes are meters modules.
All about to solids are solutes.

Rocks will give up as soared as waters.
Taiwan papers trails are adders.
Wow our worlds are law concealed.
Thunders lights are all revealed.

Taiwan waters as all are pure.
All are ways of beauty turns.
Go to ends and go to yes.
Go to minds as all are ends.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Tyrants Newest Weapons-Cauchy3

Tyrant newest weapons..
Roads will open to tyrants.
Wicked and crafty hot and poison got on passes.’
Even a stopping clock is right in twice a day.
Lords commit injustices all commodities legal critics cause by me.
Weave their signals tyrants are hands to hands.
Welcome tyrants friends as idols and tools are always.
Quotes to candles all are burning waxes.
Wars are tyrants’ arms.
Friends are tyrants’ newest weapons.
Loves to loves a peace will need as even.
Please embargo to china.
Give no rights to wrongs of tyrants.
Sayings great are motions.
Rotated worlds have rotated laws.
Bells to WETHERS signal all to gods are Christen ponies.
All a thing is so dreadful than you can see.
Welcomes tyrants all are sins.
First is there as cruel treatment.
Second is there a fan in evil weaving hands.
Saying loves have no points.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Under The Moon Politics-Cauchy3

Arch to beams will not change powers.  
Tales to be told close our eyes.  
Could be loves on tricks to Rome.  
Would be rooms are that are rarely to build the sky.

Full of distances we love our ways.  
Treats are spoons and tricks are baits.  
Real to honors are to switch our facts.  
Balances of powers have no good eggs.

Bald eagles have weights on hairs.  
Ball bearing is time slots.  
Plutocracies are heavy grounds on airs.  
But air blow up the wings to loss!

Loss a lot is on ways to landing.  
A box is a house for honor classes.  
A sense of periods is when winds are heavy.  
There are acidic brains when dealers appear.

All measures tie up with stones.  
Rap words are not good music.  
Bay leaf is not moon flowers.  
How to throw a coin to moon when it is under?
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Uxorious Facts As Politics By Cauchy3

Uxorious facts as politics..
Con JA Men ESSIONS to crimes of 6-4-killings is such.
WUJANTO ESSOINS to crimes of peoples’ rights abused is such.
WEINKAPO ESSOINS to crimes of Taiwan rights abused is such.
Plaintiffs get a moral writing.
China bad to papers all are bills as gagged to orders.
Natures worked to just are means to call our facts.
Father hands uxorious all to mother lands are butts.
Every gear-s is gear up china powers.
China leaders geared up powers all are all presumptions.
Over bearing down to play are china leaders.
Masters tasks are powers downfall like the rainy storms.
Downers oaths are morals swear.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Watch With Eyes And Cauchy3 May Know

Watch with eyes and Cauchy3 may know..
Cauchy3 is Cheung shun sang.
SCHERO but not SCHIZO_.
As those When the Claim on Polls will die under devils seats for hands retributions.
Bucks will buy the fates of nations some with some- what.
China buys the fates of some as Africa.
Politics do not check my hearts.
Fighting does not check my hearts.
His esteems will not check my guts.
Esthete WEIN KA PO is dizzy limits.
Dizzy limits on your powers get to squeeze.
Zipped your zapping files are firing.
Hide your guns with cap up lives.
Show your hands with charms.
Seventy billion dollars lend to some Africa on debts.
Rate the ranks of nations’ fates.
Taiwan BOFFINS listen all with radars.
U.S.A. BOFFINS listen all with powers.’
Watched with eyes have funny sayings.
We have rights.
WUJANTO Dixie cups will call to morals.
Men will make our objects orbiting round to watch on you.
Cauchy3 may know you.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Ways

Ways....
World of china is talent however no upright.
Elitism does the good and bad.
Human well and good have four.
They are ways of four.
Reason manners all is one.
Justice and righteous is two.
Rectitude and clean is third.
Sense of honor or shame is fourth.
All the four above are humane ways that honor.
All the four above is need with loves and clear minds.
Most disgraces have associated benefits.
So as men loves to favor self then morals are hazard.

cheung shun sang
Whistles Back-Cauchy3

Whistles back...
Echoes back are echoes lives.
Whistles backs are doomed are give.
Wait for chances and keep the charges.
Heroes made our colors larges.

Made précised are whistles pays.
Holding out are men to stay.
Give a hand for mighty cases.
Give you tastes are basic bases.

Pros or cons are done for null.
Kick on sides as clouds are dull.
Breathe quick are blowing earths.
Hearts to hearts are hearts of hearths.

Hearts to hearts are army deals.
Search you something Taiwan real.
Search you all are better tastes.
Spreees and drinks are furious fast.

Take your drafts on soldier camps.
Link your lights are family lamps.
Whistle back to china rouse.
Hero Taiwan makes their houses.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

tcheung shun sang
Why Reactionary-Cauchy3

Why reactionary...
Angel angles are fuzzy.
Character morality captions get as mediocre.
That is cauchy3.
Flaws in I.D. are greedy well.
Keep to genuine get to some.
This is cauchy3.
Worlds in classes are power games as china was.
Prides and prices go so high as china were.
So why reactionary for little cauchy3 is.

All disposed as games to care about.
Cross examine are peoples powers.
Virtues come are vice will go.
Leads to peaces or leads to misery master tasks are dominatrix red.
Doom on math is lady days.
Dooms on power get your fates.
Power steps are leading wild.
Power steps are leading vices.
Drop a cog by logos come to people manage affairs.
Drop a cog they are not know it all.
Drop a cog as they will serve the peoples all in duties.

Under such illusions why cauchy3 is reactionary?
Under mentions go to theorems of games is such.
Take the current politic as begged to lucks.
Take powers escaped our dead locks.

Rather tender come to dip in set.
Rather fierce are Fuhrers.
Rather poor are peoples.
Gods will comfort leaders many.
Gods will get a larger bit from common peoples.
Common peoples go redeemed a lot.
Gods will bluff it out.
That is justices.
Games with theorems are systems come to politic trends.
Sit at sterns are using kinds.
Come DIABOLO twist the powers.
Turn against an honest penny.
Poor has poor-box.
Gamy powers mono-gamy are mono-poly.
Macro fronts are games with theorems as systems that come to politic trends.
Micro interior are mores.
All in center cores are sit at sterns.
That is Maoism.
Who is china?
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---
.
.
cheung shun sang
Wonders-By Cauchy3

Wonder...?

Wander minds are sharp and leach.

Lead to dances is dance on each.

Wander mouths are sharp but clean.

Partial views are just as lean.

Clays to eat are gods in earth.

Next to doors as there are ears.

Do me favors do me rights.

Heavy races as gigs are light.

Charlie chases are not a race.

Showy men have outward faces.’

Wander shows are claret bloods.

Leaders’ wonders eat our food.

China leaders worn are beams.

Sinful powers set the teams.

Catch by eyes you see my signs.

China shows have sinful rigs.

---Cheung Shun sang=Cauchy3---
cheung shun sang
Working

Working...
Workaholic gets no all for all.
Patterns worked are sapper more.
Bondman cry and cry are sad.
Cultures make are cultures mad.

Rural ways are hays and rice.
Farms have works and some are fine.
Farmer saying most can sing.
Pedant men are cadres pink.

Social drink champagnes are pinks.
Cadres' classes have houses and sinks.
Working days are playing Zen.
Instant Zen are drugs with sins.

Works may do and works may harm.
China Whites are danger pounds.
Somewhere cases are laws must claim.
Not the goodies put to tents.

Literary persecutions are dollar ten.
Dime is year Is jail are pans.
Bribe your keepers all may fine.
Good is chance as you may mind.
(By argot one dime is one year in jail.)
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
World

World and business and peace...
Actions bring some change in mind or in deeds.

Actions reacted are also changed.

What are causes are events of fates.

Some effects can do and fixed.

Axioms of truths derive to theorem of life.

All human need morals and laws abiding.

Peoples should take their turns to govern or mastery some ways as they could be.

Are there are also common polls.

Limit your styles of business but no a real one to limit your wealth beside you are not.

Styles of business are bad if they are monopoly.

Each states or countries citizens have right to lives and not fighting.

But it only can be if only if all countries obey the laws of peace.

So the name republican would be so right.

Only minds consistency is then united our worlds.

Forces that are right and fair is good to count our peace.

But China bossy bosses are other.

Or more critical world army forces should get equilibrium.
Ambitions and aggressions must be hold down.

Monopoly business are inner damned.

Greedy china tyrants upset the whole worlds.

Equilibrium can involve army forces, sciences knowledge, matters resources and country wealth..

However beside reasonable and righteous forces the world have aggressive forces that line up with cabal as mainly Chna and Russia.

Then the danger of wars may break down.

cheung shun sang
Worlds In Piece As One-Cauchy3

Worlds in piece as one...
Deeds, no words go on one world a piece in total all related as one.
All follow by referendums.
Loves and peace will seldom keep going.
Do not wear out gods to welcome all in one related in one piece.

Taiwan thrives and deeds are common polls.
Fling the dirt enough and some are china logos.
China logos want our world in piece to all related as one.
Quench a man to make a deed to go to calm the worlds.

Worlds will need the peace.
Give your name so bad and map in functions.
China annexed our worlds.
Never shunt a party biggest alone so to make the evil to all.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
X-Dreams To Females Camps And Boots-Cauchy3

X dreams in female camps and boots.
Lusts consent as in coloring sexual hues.
Tint-less shades are images of servants as fetishes.
Practice orders are summons all as traders’ nights.
If I am nymph I will live in camps of sexual booties.
Fantasy all with guns and temple prayers all as sexual Taoism or Buddha-some are ranking.
Groups of guy alike as majors are called.
Mistress rent a shop of sexual men.
Servant dreams to them are working on my body parts.
If I am female general I bath with seeing through in public.
Erotic nudges are nut to all the presser mouths.
Fairs are matrix rows in lips as switches.
Premises all are cares and wet with breezes and symbols all are pulse with sexual fingers.
I set by working seeds and swallow like flowers.
Then I smile and choke your hats as brasses.
Sandwiches involved by passing dreams as long as letting.
All are ranges in ranks with soldiers-some.
Once I sit on chair with slipping uniforms
Once I nude my camel toes from under all with tightly upper coats.
Once I tied up my hands at backs but sit on your little arm.
I use an every gear which control by your hands and mouths.
Body dreams are tied up upper body setting relating gears as weaves with catty values.
Orchards gates have fruits of mines.
Bend on ways the breezes of May with one of my leg to fly but other holding on also there are innings.
All are body dreams as dipping waters tasty all with three-some.
Hands alike the churches with jobs and mouth of mines will feel to near to lolls.
Push up strings to single legs of mine will show my all important ranks.
Salad holes are salad says.
Ranks to all with sexual dreams are powers all contained.
However all as man I need a lot of girls with mutual reciprocals.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--- .

cheung shun sang
Yama Zone-Political-Cauchy3

YAMA zone..
Polly-lilies all are natures come to gods. 
Polly-Anna all are shrine on power come. 
However what is lost is lost as facts. 
Bad ANETHO-PATHS are YAMA loves.

Wars on footing range on YAMA zone are zoomed. 
Scales express are anger forms. 
Gods expressed are eager men. 
Power scales are moral contrast. 
High on lines are bright to sky.

Gandhi made the sports. 
LINCON made the sports. 
Bearing over sweet tyranny cause of effects are gods to bless our YAMA. 
Snakes will sneak. 
Powers comes as walk and runs on earth. 
Spirits are gins.

China snakes will mark the column and rows are timing YAMA. 
Mega hold the mini homes. 
Mega powers annex the maxi lands.

Polly-alias all are flaws. 
Malls of coping loves are dozen free.

Polly-lilies all are dozen honors. 
Polly-ANNA all are themes to control over. 
TO be is to be fast. 
To be lost to be late. 
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang
Zeroes-Exceptions-Cauchy3

Zeroes exceptions...
Differed views as there are differed morals.
Divided by zeroes exceptions there are guns.
Differential zeroes divided into infinite will get a constant.
Very bigger constants come as china political powers.

Taylor series will shape out all curves.
Skews are powers go to slants with thoughts.
Beta curves are gentle minds.
Alpha curves are ANTAQUE de nerves.

Gamma little foots are kidding.
Data is go to sites are sit at sterns for years,
Secret data got the guns.
Cell in T is anti-currents-illness.

Currents to flow are control by ohms.
Taiwan OHMs get to fight.
Currents dickens are Rheostat go through.
Sciences go on powers all are sit at sterns.
State discrete are moral go.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3---

cheung shun sang